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A B S T R A C T

Undocumented enterprise data can easily pile up in companies in
form of datasets and personal information. In absence of a data man-
agement strategy, such data becomes rather messy and may not fit
for its intended use. Since there is often no documentation available,
only a limited number of domain experts are aware of its contents.
Therefore, for companies it becomes increasingly difficult to use such
data to its full potential. To provide a solution, this PhD thesis investi-
gates the construction of enterprise and personal knowledge graphs
by semantically enriching messy data with meaning using semantic
technologies. Since real world entities and their interrelations are or-
ganized in a graph, knowledge graphs serve as a semantic bridge
between domain conceptualization and raw data.

Spreadsheets are a prominent example of such enterprise data, since
they are widely used by knowledge workers in the industrial sec-
tor. Two distinct approaches are investigated to construct knowledge
graphs from them: a global extraction & annotation method and a
local mapping technique. The latter is further complemented with a
predictor of mapping rules on messy data.

Different human-in-the-loop strategies are considered to include ex-
perts depending on their user group. Since non-technical users usually
lack understanding of semantic technologies, they need appropriate
tools to be able to give feedback. In case of developers, approaches are
proposed to close the technology gap between industry and Semantic
Web related concepts. Semantic Web practitioners participate with
ontology modeling and linked data applications.

Enterprise and personal data is typically confidential which is why it
cannot be shared with a research community to discuss its challenges.
However, for evaluation and reproducibility reasons publicly available
datasets are mandatory. The thesis proposes ways to generate synthetic
datasets with the goal to be as authentic as possible. Besides that,
for internal evaluations a crawler of personal data on desktops is
implemented.

There are further contributions related to this thesis in diverse
domains. One is about the motivation to support users in their daily
work using personal knowledge assistants. Others are the agricultural
field and the data science domain which also benefit from knowledge
graph approaches.

In conclusion, this PhD thesis contributes to the construction of
knowledge graphs from especially messy enterprise data, while users
from different groups take part in this process in various ways.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 motivation

In the age of data, digitization has become an integral part in many
companies. By drawing benefits from electronic data processing, they
increasingly digitizing their work and gather data in dedicated stores.
As a consequence, resources naturally pile up as soon as maintenance
receives little to no attention and data management strategies are
absent. Data easily accumulates in places like intranet or cloud stor-
ages and employees’ devices in form of personal information. Such a
dataspace is typically heterogeneous, arbitrarily structured, diverse
and distributed in isolated stores over several years [63]. In a nutshell,
data has become “messy” which means it exhibits low quality and
is therefore often not fit for its intended use [125]. In daily business
messy data can hinder employees to work with it efficiently. Compa-
nies which would like to discover and make use of such data face
usually many difficulties in this process. For instance, to gain valu-
able insights, complex data mining analyses are typically performed.
However, this is hindered by messy data and make additional steps
necessary [161]. This is why data preparation is a usual task performed
by data scientists to first clean and organize data [41, p. 7].

To give a small example, Table 1 illustrates a messy spreadsheet.
After a closer look, the following questions may arise: What does the

Table 1: An exemplary spreadsheet to demonstrate messy data (already pub-
lished in [151]).

Document ID Dep. Editor Type Published Sent

*AB-ztad.63/23 GA Cooper Smith C 42415 x

AB-hzyx-78/24 GA/BZ Emma Thomas N TODO

AB 5-pbga.67 BZ (new) Smith ed.c 15.05.2010 -

Thomas, E.

inconsistent asterisk sign in a document’s ID mean? Why is the editor
Cooper crossed out? Does an ‘x’ symbol indicate the document has
been sent or was not sent yet? What date representations are used for
the published date? These examples1 show that the comprehension of
the presented data is hampered by its vagueness which is caused by
its messiness.

To be able to give answers to such questions, its meaning or, more
specifically, its semantics could be made explicit in form of formal

1 More such challenges are discussed in detail in Section 2.1.

1
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statements. Semantic technologies and especially knowledge graphs
provide suitable methods to semantically represent and enrich data
with meaning [48]. Since such graphs organize real world entities and
their interrelations in a graph [114], they could serve as a semantic
bridge between domain conceptualization (mostly in people’s minds)
and raw data (e.g. in storage systems) [133].

However, because of its messiness, there are significant challenges
in constructing such graphs. To initially bridge the gap, knowledge
and information extraction techniques have to be adapted in order
to bootstrap knowledge graphs from typical enterprise data, ranging
from semi-structured spreadsheets to hierarchical folder structures.
These very special data structures require procedures that exploit the
unique nature of their contents. For example, instead of large docu-
ment collections with natural language texts, short ungrammatical
text snippets [80] have to be processed. These information pieces are
usually about a special domain, contain personal or technical terms
and are not comprehensible with common knowledge alone.

Since there is often insufficient documentation available, the consul-
tation of domain experts becomes necessary. These people work daily
with their usual data assets, which is why required knowledge to
understand the data is hidden in their mindsets. However, employees
have a limited period of time for giving interviews and a small number
of them are usually available. Dedicated tools need to be designed to
let them formalize their expertise, consume already acquired knowl-
edge and identify where feedback is still required. Thus, depending
on their technical skill level, appropriate integration strategies need to
be selected and properly scheduled before, during or after knowledge
graphs are built.

To assess the quality of constructed knowledge graphs, suitable
evaluations can be conducted in research [124]. They measure how well
proposed approaches perform on data or in certain scenarios. However,
enterprise and personal data is typically confidential which is why it
cannot be shared with a research community to discuss its challenges.
Yet, publicly available datasets are mandatory for reproducibility
reasons. In such cases, the generation of artificial datasets could be
an appropriate method, but also entails some challenges. Synthetic
generated datasets need to be as authentic as possible to show similar
evaluation measures comparable with real-world data. To consider
authenticity, a sufficient understanding about the challenges messy
data causes in practice is necessary. For internal evaluation only, real-
world enterprise data and personal information of employees need to
be compiled to datasets, too.
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1.2 research questions

The discussed challenges lead to the following major research ques-
tions (RQs).

RQ1: How can knowledge graphs be built from especially messy
data?

An answer to this question includes the identification of major
challenges messy data causes and proposals for solutions to tackle
them. These methods should be able to semi-automatically construct
knowledge graphs, while messy data is considered and appropriately
processed. Chapter 2 proposes two distinct approaches and shows
their benefits and limitations in case studies conducted in an industrial
scenario. A third complementary approach predicts mapping rules
to reduce effort. Throughout this chapter spreadsheets serve as a
prominent representative of messy enterprise data.

RQ2: How can domain experts be integrated in the construction
process?

Replying to this question leads to the inclusion of various user
groups in different phases of knowledge graph construction. Chap-
ter 3 presents diverse methods to include domain experts depending
on their roles in a project. The communication of knowledge formal-
ized with semantic technologies in a comprehensible way to users
turns out to be an integral part. Therefore, proposed approaches re-
sort to familiar metaphors, environments and technologies users feel
comfortable with. Only then modeling and feedback mechanisms can
be applied to enrich or correct evolving knowledge graphs.

RQ3: How can datasets be generated for evaluation purpose?
Special generators are required to produce synthetic datasets which

are authentic enough to conduct meaningful experiments. Since messy
data is subject of investigation, produced data should also show a
similar degree of messiness observed in real data. To be able to cal-
culate evaluation measures, ground truth data has to be provided by
generators, too. Chapter 4 proposes methods which consider these
requirements. An answer to the question also includes that real-world
datasets needs to be “generated” (i.e. collected) to be able to study its
characteristics in private experiments.

Before subsequent chapters give answers to these questions, neces-
sary background and a scenario is provided in the next sections.
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1.3 background

This section provides background knowledge to the standards and
technologies used throughout the PhD thesis. First in Section 1.3.1,
the Semantic Web vision and its commonly used standards are intro-
duced for readers who are not familiar with them. Second, a mapping
language is covered (Section 1.3.2) which is a key technology in the
construction approaches in Chapter 2. Third, concepts of the Semantic
Desktop are described in Section 1.3.3. Regarding these topics, a more
practical tutorial about semantic technologies has been published
online [138].

For a rough temporal classification Figure 1 presents a timeline of
notable publications and technologies which will be mentioned in the
following.
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Figure 1: Timeline of publications and technologies mentioned in Section 1.3.

1.3.1 Semantic Web

At the beginning of the nineties, the (World Wide) Web has been
invented as we know it today. Starting with a proposal by Berners-
Lee to use hypertext in linked information systems [17], the first
implementation of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [18] and
the initial design of the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) [170]
came into existence. HTTP specifies certain request methods2 a client
can send to a server: while the GET operation transfers a resource to the
client, PUT replaces and DELETE removes a resource’s representation. A
POST operation performs processing on a given payload. The special
PATCH3 method is used to apply changes to a resource. Since then
people use browsers to retrieve and render Web pages by following
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). In 1994 the World Wide Web
Consortium4 (W3C) was founded to maintain and develop standards
for the Web. Later on, Representational State Transfer (REST) was
proposed, an architectural style for the Web, to meet its requirements
in performance and behavior [59]. Many services in the Web which
provide Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) adopted this style
by letting users Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) resources in
so-called REST(ful) APIs. With the popularity of the JavaScript Object

2 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7231#section-4

3 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5789#section-2

4 https://www.w3.org/

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7231#section-4
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5789#section-2
https://www.w3.org/
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Notation (JSON) [39] as a data format5, it became a de facto standard
for services to send and receive content. Interaction with APIs is also
possible via Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs), for example with the
JSON-RPC standard [93].

At the beginning of the 21st century, the vision of a Semantic Web
was stated by Web creator Berners-Lee [19, Chapter 13] and other
researchers [20]. They argued that instead of only human-readable
web pages, content should be formalized in a machine-readable way.
This will enable agents to understand the well-defined meaning and
solve tasks more effectively. To let machines comprehend what is
otherwise written in complex natural language sentences, simple and
formal statements are provided in the Semantic Web. To describe
meta data about Web resources, a formalism has been formed since
1997

6: the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [182]. Each RDF
statement consists of the three most important grammatical parts in a
sentence: a subject, a predicate and an object. Because the three parts
are always present, they are also called triple (statements) or Subject,
Predicate, Object (SPO) triples. This standard also includes that these
resources have to be identified with Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URIs) using a specified syntax7. URIs generalize the concepts of
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) and Uniform Resource Names
(URNs). Randomly generated Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs)
are commonly used to form globally unique but not resolvable URNs,
like for example urn:uuid:96e40e3a-22e8-4ec3-939e-d7f9afc3984d8.
Sometimes Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs) are used to
permit an expanding set of characters9. Since all of these identifiers
tend to be very long, they are usually shortened by using Compact
URIs (CURIEs) [173] where long prefixes are replaced with short
names. If a URI is not given for a resource, it is considered to be
anonymous, a so-called Blank Node (BNode). Besides resources, the
standard also considers literals on the object position to store data
values (character strings). They also provide meta data for expressing
the data type and a text’s language.

RDF statements are stored and managed as a set in a dedicated
store: a triplestore. This store is usually accessed and updated with
the query language SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL) [181]. Since the subjects and objects of triples can also be
interpreted as nodes in a directed edge-labeled graph, it is also named
an RDF graph and since statements express knowledge, it is also called
Knowledge Graph (KG). In this PhD thesis, KGs are characterized
similar to Paulheim’s definition [114]: they organize entities and their
interrelations in a graph with a focus on instances and possibly but

5 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8259

6 https://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax-971002/

7 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2396

8 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4122

9 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3987

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8259
https://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax-971002/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2396
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4122
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3987
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Listing 1: An example showing the Turtle serialization format.

1 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

2 @prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

3 @prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .

4

5 <https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder> a foaf:Person ;

6 foaf:knows <https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~jilek> ;

7 foaf:dateOfBirth "1990-07-12"^^xsd:date ;

8 foaf:worksAt [

9 a foaf:Organization ;

10 rdfs:label "Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz"@de ,

11 "German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence"@en

12 ] . �
not necessarily define a schema. A powerful feature of them is the
potential to interrelate any entity with another one and in doing so
they may cover several domains.

RDF has many serialization formats [174]. In this PhD thesis, the
Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle) [183] format is almost always
considered, since it proved to be human-friendly and human-readable.
An example of it is shown in Listing 1 which covers the introduced
features of RDF. Prefixes are defined first, to be able to use CURIEs in
the document (Line 1–3). In Line 5, a triple is defined: it states that a
resource identified with a URI surrounded by angle brackets (<...>)
represents a person. With the semicolon symbol (;) more statements
are made about the same resource. Line 7 shows a literal with a data
type indicated by two carets (^^). After that, a BNode is shown with
surrounding square brackets ([...]) which represents an organization
(Line 8–9). It has two labels (Line 10–11) which are repeated with
a comma sign (,) and which are in different languages using the
at sign (@). Such an RDF document with Turtle syntax is only one
representation a resource can have. Usually, content negotiation10 is
used to serve the representation which is best suited for an agent. For
example, while Semantic Web clients consume RDF triples, human
users would like to see the same information in rendered HTML
pages.

So far, the examples showed statements about persons or things
with assertions (also known as ABox). However, RDF is also able
to define a terminology which is a vocabulary of a domain of in-
terest (also known as TBox). To model terminologies, the Semantic
Web utilizes ontologies: according to Gruber an ontology is an “ex-
plicit specification of a conceptualization” [68]. In its simplest form,
it clarifies what exists with classes and how things relate with prop-
erties. Once instances are assigned to classes, the process is known
as ontology population [115]. RDF Schema (RDFS) [184] describes in
RDF a schema terminology which enables users to model their own

10 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2616#section-12

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2616#section-12
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ontologies. A more expressive formalism provides the Web Ontol-
ogy Language (OWL) [177] which is, however, not required in this
PhD thesis. The example in Listing 1 made use of the Friend of a
Friend (FOAF) ontology [28] (expressed in RDFS) by referring to the
class of all persons (foaf:Person) and properties of persons such as
the date of birth (foaf:dateOfBirth). Ontologies are also used to spec-
ify data types like in the XML Schema Definition (XSD) [179]. In the
example the definition of a date (xsd:date) is used to clarify that its
value is formatted to YYYY-MM-DD.

Motivated from the Semantic Web vision, many data sources were
transformed into publicly available Knowledge Graphs (KGs). Since
2007 the well-known online encyclopedia Wikipedia11 has been au-
tomatically converted into a large RDF graph called DBpedia [10].
Making use of “infobox” tables in Wikipedia pages, RDF statements
are formed and semantic resources are interlinked. Another notable
KG is Wikidata [165] which is, in contrast to DBpedia, manually cre-
ated by contributors. These and other KGs naturally link to each other,
which is why such data is called Linked Data (LD). Together all (usu-
ally open) KGs are summarized under the umbrella term Linked Open
Data (LOD) [162].

How such KGs can be constructed from existing data using a for-
malism is covered in the next section.

1.3.2 RDF Mapping Language

A mapping language consists of declarative rules which allow to de-
fine how input data is mapped to another representation. Dedicated
mapping languages have been designed to be able to make data avail-
able as RDF datasets. In case of Relational Databases (RDBs), the RDB
to RDF Mapping Language (R2RML) [178] has been proposed. To
support also other semi-structured data, its formalism was further ex-
tended to the specification of the RDF Mapping Language (RML) [50,
51]. It is able to map the following data formats: Comma-Separated
Values (CSV), Extensible Markup Language (XML), and JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation (JSON). Moreover, functions defined with the Function
Ontology (FnO) [105] can be executed during the mapping to trans-
form (or convert) data with a programming language.

In order to demonstrate RML’s basic usage, Listing 2 presents an
RML mapping which maps the tabular data in Table 1 by assuming its
a CSV file. First, a logical source refers to the input CSV file with the
appropriate reference formulation in Line 9–10. A subject map (Line
13) turns each CSV record into a resource having a URI as specified in
the given template (Line 14). Additionally, these resources are assigned
to a document class (Line 15). Using predicate object maps, CSV record
values are mapped to object values by referring to the corresponding

11 https://www.wikipedia.org/

https://www.wikipedia.org/
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Listing 2: A demonstration of an RML mapping for Table 1.

1 @prefix rr: <http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#> .

2 @prefix rml: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/rml#> .

3 @prefix ql: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/ql#> .

4 @prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

5 @prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .

6 @prefix : <file://table-1.rml.ttl#> .

7

8 :mapping a rr:TriplesMap;

9 rml:logicalSource [

10 rml:source "table-1.csv" ;

11 rml:referenceFormulation ql:CSV

12 ];

13 rr:subjectMap [

14 rr:template "file://table-1.csv#{Document ID}";

15 rr:class foaf:Document

16 ];

17 rr:predicateObjectMap [

18 rr:predicate rdfs:label;

19 rr:objectMap [

20 rml:reference "Document ID"

21 ]

22 ];

23 rr:predicateObjectMap [

24 rr:predicate :department;

25 rr:objectMap [

26 rml:reference "Dep."

27 ]

28 ] . �
column name (Line 20 and 26). Maps can further state a term type
to define the kind of RDF term that should be generated (IRI, literal
or BNode). Similarly, an additionally given data type defines what
type a literal will have. Listing 3 presents the RDF result after the
mapping in Listing 2 is performed by an RML engine. As expected,
three documents are generated with their corresponding label and
department information.

Having a formalism allows the implementation of RML engines such
as RML Mapper12, CARML13, RocketRML [158] and SDM-RDFizer
[81]. Moreover, a mapping language provides room for extensions
which extend its capabilities. For example, RML Fields [46] is a pro-
posed solution for nested data, while RML-star [45] extends RML with
capabilities to generate RDF-star [72]. Approaches in Chapter 2 will
make use of RML and enhance its capabilities to also cope with messy
spreadsheets.

12 https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java

13 https://github.com/carml/carml

https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java
https://github.com/carml/carml
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Listing 3: The RDF output after execution of the RML mapping in Listing 2.

1 <file://table-1.csv#%2AAB-ztad.63%2F23> a foaf:Document;

2 rdfs:label "*AB-ztad.63/23" ;

3 <file://table-1.rml.ttl#department> "GA" .

4

5 <file://table-1.csv#AB-hzyx-78%2F24> a foaf:Document;

6 rdfs:label "AB-hzyx-78/24" ;

7 <file://table-1.rml.ttl#department> "GA/BZ" .

8

9 <file://table-1.csv#AB%205-pbga.67> a foaf:Document;

10 rdfs:label "AB 5-pbga.67" ;

11 <file://table-1.rml.ttl#department> "BZ" . �
1.3.3 Semantic Desktop

Far back in 1945, Bush already anticipated with his Memex system
how desktops and their applications basically work in the future [32].
With increasingly smaller hardware and improving technology, desk-
top computers became reality in today’s offices. In the early 2000s,
intensive research began on the transformation from the desktop to
the (Networked) Semantic Desktop [43] in parallel to the evolution
of the Web to the Semantic Web. In contrast to usual desktop sys-
tems, a Semantic Desktop manages a user’s digital information as
Semantic Web resources using RDF [129]. Several building blocks are
required to fully realize this technology. A key concept is that personal
mental models of its users are respected. Here, Personal Knowledge
Graphs (PKGs) are utilized since they mainly contain entities users
are personally related to [12]. In case of Personal Information Man-
agement (PIM) such graphs are Personal Information Models (PIMOs)
which try to represent a user’s mental model with personal concepts
and common ontologies [130]. They are also able to explicitly consider
contextual information among resources. User observation can cap-
ture user activity which collects more information about individuals
and relations among resources [156]. Once all relevant documents are
semantically recorded, the capability to search is an important feature
in the Semantic Desktop: besides browsing, full-text searches allow
users to find concepts on their computer by keywords. To present
results, a Semantic Desktop usually comes with a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) reminding of Web browsers which let users navigate
to resources, follow their relations or annotate them. Data sources in
the personal information sphere of users are made available in the Se-
mantic Desktop with adapters by transforming information elements
to RDF (as shown in Section 1.3.2). All in all, the Semantic Desktop
combines various approaches utilizing semantics in a single desktop
system to support users in their knowledge work.
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The concept of a Corporate Memory14 (CoMem) further extends
the Semantic Desktop vision to a bottom-up and group-wide ecosys-
tem. Here, KGs are applied on a company-wide scale and thus are
called Enterprise Knowledge Graphs (EKGs) [64]. Since knowledge
workers from various departments share concepts and collaborate
in groups, such graphs form a so-called Organizational Memory. To
allow that, group management, visibility settings and concept sharing
among users are additional features of such a system. Novel knowl-
edge services [49] become available in various office applications for
employees by the introduction of a semantic middleware (cloud server)
and additional desktop integrations with plug-ins [104].

Usually, KGs do not exist and thus need to be bootstrapped first.
How this can be conducted in a dedicated project is covered in the
next section.

1.4 scenario

To further motivate the research in this PhD thesis, a scenario about a
Knowledge Graph (KG) construction project is outlined in the follow-
ing and depicted in Figure 2. As already stated, intranet storages in
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Figure 2: Motivational scenario about a project which builds a KG from
messy enterprise data.

companies and desktop environments of employees are places where
(messy) data accumulates. In this regard, spreadsheets are considered
as frequently used office documents. Yet, more data can be found on
desktop systems related to PIM, such as files, emails, bookmarks and
calendars. As project leaders, Knowledge Engineers (KEs) have set the
goal to build a KG from this potentially messy data pool (illustrated
by a gray arrow). To do so, domain experts are consulted, since they
have the necessary knowledge and mindsets to interpret the data
and to identify personal concepts (indicated by a thought bubble).
This user group is called “non-technical” because they usually do not
have a computer science education. Both, KEs and non-technical users
contribute to the construction and maintenance of a KG depicted as
rotating arrows. However, there are more user groups to consider in
such a project. Software developers also participate in this scenario
by implementing applications on top of the evolving KG. To integrate

14 https://comem.ai/

https://comem.ai/
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them, appropriate Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are
provided to let them read and write the graph’s content. Practitioners
in the Semantic Web field also take part in the project. As ontology en-
gineers they are able to model ontologies and also implement Linked
Data (LD) applications. In the end, the KG’s content and all related
apps become available for a Semantic Desktop system which provides
novel support in knowledge work, for example in the form of personal
knowledge assistants.

In this PhD thesis various approaches are proposed to enable the
building of KGs from such data and to include these user groups in
the process.

1.5 overview

In Chapter 1 a motivation to the topic was presented (Section 1.1)
and resulting research questions were listed (Section 1.2). To give the
reader more background knowledge, the topics Semantic Web, RML
and Semantic Desktop were described in Section 1.3. A motivational
scenario were outlined in Section 1.4. The remainder of the thesis is
structured as follows.

Chapter 2 covers KG construction approaches and introduces in
Section 2.1 challenges with messy data which is followed by related
work (Section 2.2). After that, three main contributions are presented:
an interactive approach in Section 2.3, the utilization of RML mappings
in Section 2.4, and a procedure to predict such mapping rules in
Section 2.5. Section 2.6 concludes this chapter and answers the first
research question.

Chapter 3 focuses on various ways to integrate users in the construc-
tion process. First, user groups are discussed in Section 3.1 and related
work is listed in Section 3.2. Each succeeding section covers dedicated
approaches for another user group: non-technical users (Section 3.3),
software developers (Section 3.4), and Semantic Web practitioners
(Section 3.5). A conclusion of this chapter is given in Section 3.6 with
an answer to the second research question.

Chapter 4 discusses dataset generation methods by first empha-
sizing on the open dataset problem for PIM data (Section 4.1). After
related work (Section 4.2), a generator for person mentions is presented
in Section 4.3. The next sections extend this generation procedure with
a pattern language for spreadsheets (Section 4.4) and a suitable genera-
tor which reproduces them (Section 4.5). Finally, a crawler is presented
in Section 4.6 which collects PIM datasets from users. The chapter is
concluded in Section 4.7 with the third research question answered.

Chapter 5 presents contributions related to this PhD thesis in
diverse domains. Besides many inputs for research on personal knowl-
edge assistants (Section 5.1), it is also shown that KGs are beneficial
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in agricultural domain (Section 5.2) and in data science (Section 5.3).
Section 5.4 closes this chapter with a summary.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary in Section 6.1 and
lessons learned in Section 6.2. An outlook on future work is given in
Section 6.3. Closing remarks are stated in Section 6.4.



2
K N O W L E D G E G R A P H C O N S T R U C T I O N

This chapter covers approaches for constructing knowledge graphs,
especially from messy data. Parts of it have already been published in
[145, 146, 151].

2.1 challenges with messy data

Usually, data lifting approaches [61] are used when Knowledge Graphs
(KGs) are built, as shown in Section 1.3.2. These methods typically
assume well (semi-)structured data with well-known schemata. From
this starting situation, the main challenge lies in the correct definition
of the mapping to receive a desired KG. However, this effort gets more
complicated when data is not, as expected, in the right shape.

Enterprise data produced by employees such as labels or notes
can easily pose unexpected challenges. Often these short texts do
not contain regular grammar, provide only few statistical signals and
are rather ambiguous [80]. For instance, such (sometimes noisy) text
snippets can be found in file names where users follow various nam-
ing strategies [40, 77] and use differently ordered and concatenated
keywords in form of technical terms, made-up words and even puns
[33]. Similarly, this behavior can be observed in spreadsheets where
people tend to insert data in cells in a “sloppy” way [9]. An experiment
about people creating spreadsheets confirms that sheets often contain
miscellaneous errors [29].

Especially spreadsheets are frequently used by knowledge workers
in the industrial sector since they provide an easy and fast possibility
to enter data in a well-understood way. Since spreadsheets do not
predetermine how they should be filled, data is entered freely which
causes the discussed unstructured content. Figure 3 depicts a censored
spreadsheet obtained from an industry project which illustrates how
sheets can appear in practice. To make contained challenges more
concrete, Table 2 demonstrates a spreadsheet which combines several
aspects of messy data. A KG constructed from it would contain three
document instances (Line 1, 2 and 4) and one attachment instance (Line
3). Regarding the other cells, it would instantiate two departments (GA
and BZ), three editors with their first and last name, three types, three
change resources with separate version numbers and date information,
two published dates in a standardized format and one sent statement
with a Boolean value. The struck out editor would be modeled with a
dedicated property to distinguish this person from the others. To build

13
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Figure 3: A spreadsheet from an industry project. Some parts are censored
due to confidentiality.

such a KG several challenges have to be tackled which are discussed
in the following.

Table 2: Typical challenges with messy data occurring in an exemplary
spreadsheet (already published in [151]).

Line Document ID Dep. Editor Type Changes Published Sent

1 *AB-ztad.63/23 GA Cooper Smith C V1: 2015-03-02 42415 x

2 AB-hzyx-78/24 GA/BZ Emma Thomas N TODO

3 AB-hzyx-78/24 A1 GA/BZ Smith, Leo

4 AB 5-pbga.67 BZ (new) Smith ed.c V1: Dec2009 15.05.2010 -

Thomas, E. V2: Mar2010

Multiple Surface Forms. In the Editor column it looks like more
than three people are mentioned. This comes from the fact that various
surface forms are used (e.g. “Emma Thomas” and “Thomas, E.”). Such
occurrences have to be recognized and reconciled by an appropriate
method, for example, with named entity normalization [85]. Still algo-
rithms may not consider all cases which is why human intervention
becomes necessary to correct possible errors. Section 4.3 addresses
this particular challenge in more detail.

Mixed Date Representations. Looking at the Changes and Published
columns, one recognizes several date formats, such as YYYY-MM-DD,
MonthYYYY, DD.MM.YYYY and days since 1970 epoch. The latter is the
native way spreadsheets store dates, while the others are various
textual representations. Whatever form is chosen, robust methods
should detect and unify them to one representation, preferably to a
common one like XSD’s date type.

Acronyms and Symbols. The Dep., Type and Sent columns do not
contain usual words, they rather refer to entities or values with
acronyms and symbols. While department names are reduced to
two-letter acronyms, types are abbreviated from Changed, New, and
editorial change. The sent status is expressed with an ‘x’ symbol to
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indicate the truth value true. Users tend to use such shortcuts to reduce
typing efforts, which unfortunately makes the recognition of entities
and values much more difficult.

Free Comments. The Document ID column contains a inconsistent
asterisk symbol (*), while ‘(new)’ is written in front of a persons last
name in the Editor column. Since spreadsheets allow to edit cells
freely, users are able to enter additional comments. However, this
practice can easily become a distraction in named entity recognition
and information extraction procedures.

Style Usage. Regarding the Editor column, typographical emphasis
is used to stuck out Cooper. In fact, spreadsheets provide numerous
ways to style cells and their texts with borders, fonts and colors. By
changing styles, users can additionally express certain peculiarities,
like for example, that an editor is not responsible anymore. If only
plain text is analyzed, such nuances would not be recognized. Figure 3

illustrates more style usages in practice.
Multiple Entities in a Cell. While cells in the Editor column con-

tain more than one person, multiple change entries are listed in the
Changes column as well. When tables are not normalized, such data
redundancies can occur and as a result cells may have multiple entities.
In these cases, cell contents need to be split appropriately to retrieve
the correct number of entities.

Multiple Types in a Table. It looks like the spreadsheet lists only
documents, however in fact Line 3 is an attachment. This can be recog-
nized by the capital letter ‘A’ and a number at the end of its document
ID. Since entities of different types share some properties, they can be
present in one table using identical columns. Such circumstances need
to be considered once extracted entities are assigned to their classes.

Implicit Relationship. The attachment in Line 3 belongs to the docu-
ment in Line 2, because they have matching prefixes in their document
IDs. Since such relationships cannot be stated well in spreadsheets
among cells or rows, users tend to write textual clues to express this
fact. Thus, such implicit indications need to be discovered to make
relationships explicit.

This list of challenges is by far not complete, but it demonstrates
what peculiarities has to be considered in case of messy data. The next
section examines how related work builds KGs and tackles some of
the challenges. After that, approaches developed in this PhD thesis
are presented.

2.2 related work

Various research areas in literature also investigate how raw data
can be turned into semantic representations. For tabular data it often
involves (semantic) table interpretation or table understanding (for a
survey on this topic see [25]). This typically includes semantic labeling
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(or annotation) of a table’s schema and content with resources from
ontologies and knowledge graphs [116]. More flexibility is provided
by data lifting approaches where a formalism (or language) let users
define how data is mapped (a survey is provided by [61]).

Since many tables exist on the Web with a wealth of information,
several works focus on their interpretation. By linking tables in Web
pages to Knowledge Graphs (KGs) with schema matching and schema
mapping techniques, their contents become available to the Semantic
Web. The following KGs are commonly exploited for this task: DBpe-
dia [10], Wikidata [165], Wikitology [160], YAGO [159] and Probase
[187]. For instance, Wang et al. [166] extract tables on the Web, de-
tect their headers and tries to discover entities in it using Probase. A
similar methodology is followed by Mulwad et al. [107]: instead of
Probase, they exploit Wikitology to assign classes to columns, link
cell contents to its resources and make column relationships explicit
with properties. Quercini and Reynaud [118] additionally consider the
use of a Web search engine in case of unknown entities. A trained
text classifier assigns classes to entities by using their text snippets
from the search result. MantisTable [38] contributes to the semantic
annotation of tabular data with an interactive GUI to perform data
preparation, for example.

All these methods have in common that they utilize structured
knowledge to discover named entities or to recommend classes (types)
and properties using already existing ontologies. They often assume
well (semi-)structured HTML tables with well-known schemata. How-
ever, in the discussed scenario (Section 1.4), data can neither be as-
sumed well structured, nor that schemata are already conceived, nor
that suitable ontologies exist in advance. Moreover, enterprise data
such as private datasets in companies typically consists of personal
data and very specific information. Thus, it is to be expected that
public datasets about common knowledge will not cover them prop-
erly. Due to confidentiality the query of private concepts in public
Web search engines provided by foreign companies are usually not
recommendable. For all these reasons, a more manual methodology is
necessary to intervene in the construction process.

Data lifting techniques provide more flexibility by allowing to map
input data to semantic representations in order to form KGs. These
mappings can be performed automatically with algorithms, as shown
by Any23

1 (Anything To Triples). Its algorithms are able to convert
structured data to RDF. For example, in case of CSV files, each row
is turned into a resource, while columns serve as their properties.
Similarly, the Python tool excel2rdf2 makes some assumptions about
the input spreadsheets to map them properly. Similar approaches are
so-called direct mappings which can, for example, map RDB to RDF

1 https://any23.apache.org/

2 https://pypi.org/project/excel2rdf

https://any23.apache.org/
https://pypi.org/project/excel2rdf
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without any manual effort [175]. To exert influence in the process,
procedures usually consider a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to let
users express mappings. Such a mapping language has already been
demonstrated in Section 1.3.2 with RML [50, 51]. Besides that, there
are also similar methods available, like the LinkED methodology [123]:
by combining D2RQ [23] for accessing RDB as virtual RDF graphs and
SILK [164] to discover links between entities, it enables the publication
of linked enterprise data. D2RML [35] adopts the RML formalism,
but introduces RESTful web services and SPARQL endpoints as input
sources and provides additional mapping features.

Since spreadsheets are observed to be a prevalent data management
technology in companies, several tools and languages where devel-
oped to map their contents. These tools come with different languages
and features. RDF123 [71] transforms spreadsheet rows to RDF graphs
and additionally provides conditions, string manipulations and arith-
metic calculations. The tool spread2rdf3 defines its mappings with
a Ruby-internal language. Sheet2RDF [60] utilizes the projection of
annotations rule language (PEARL) to express the transformation. M2

(Mapping Master) [111] builds upon OWL’s Manchester syntax for
its mapping language. Tarql4 utilizes SPARQL construct queries to
map spreadsheets. XLWrap [99] refers to spreadsheet contents with
a special expression language and use template graphs for the con-
struction. Mindswap’s Excel2RDF5 and its successor Convert2RDF6

provide an interactive GUI but with very limited mapping functional-
ities. Besides a separate transformation language, some approaches
exploit the fact that spreadsheets can be annotated or have a com-
mon structure. TabLinker7, for example, let users style their sheets
in advance to annotate table structures. Similarly, ExcelRDF [70] use
native spreadsheet comments to add mapping declarations. In case of
Bernardo et al. [16], common schema patterns in the biological domain
are automatically recognized and matched with OWL ontologies.

All such approaches have in common that they insufficiently con-
sider messy data, because they assume rather clean data or a separate
pre-processing step in advance. In such cases, csvtk8 (CSV Toolkit) can
be used to perform data cleansing tasks on CSV files before they are
mapped. A more sophisticated approach is provided by OpenRefine9

which has capabilities to explore, transform and clean messy data.
KGs can be formed with its RDF extension10, but with limited map-

3 https://github.com/marcelotto/spread2rdf/

4 https://tarql.github.io/

5 https://web.archive.org/web/20080520234848/http:/www.mindswap.org/~rreck/

excel2rdf.shtml

6 https://web.archive.org/web/20080327181331/http://www.mindswap.org/

~mhgrove/convert/

7 https://github.com/Data2Semantics/TabLinker

8 https://github.com/shenwei356/csvtk

9 https://openrefine.org/

10 https://github.com/stkenny/grefine-rdf-extension/

https://github.com/marcelotto/spread2rdf/
https://tarql.github.io/
https://web.archive.org/web/20080520234848/http:/www.mindswap.org/~rreck/excel2rdf.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20080520234848/http:/www.mindswap.org/~rreck/excel2rdf.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20080327181331/http://www.mindswap.org/~mhgrove/convert/
https://web.archive.org/web/20080327181331/http://www.mindswap.org/~mhgrove/convert/
https://github.com/Data2Semantics/TabLinker
https://github.com/shenwei356/csvtk
https://openrefine.org/
https://github.com/stkenny/grefine-rdf-extension/
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/cell/16
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/person/2

Spreadsheet Matching Graph Knowledge Graph

“Leo”

“Smith”

type firstName

lastName

hasEditor
/person/2

Figure 4: Annotation mechanism of AnnoSpreadKGC: a spreadsheet (left) is
annotated via a matching graph (middle) with extracted resources
stored in a KG (right). The figure has been published in [151].

ping capabilities compared to RML. The additional step to perform
such pre-processing results in a heterogeneous mapping process, since
messy data is not handled during the mapping.

2.3 an interactive approach : annospreadkgc

A first solution which handles the challenges discussed in Section 2.1
is proposed with an interactive approach. This includes a GUI for KEs
to let them incrementally annotate spreadsheet data to construct a
Knowledge Graph (KG). Due to this specific procedure it is named
AnnoSpreadKGC (an abbreviation for Annotated Spreadsheet for
Knowledge Graph Construction). To illustrate the annotation mecha-
nism, Figure 4 gives a small example. On the left side, a spreadsheet
is shown which can be explored by the user, in this case the sheet
from Table 2. A unique URI is assigned to each cell to be able to
refer to them in a matching graph (middle). Once a method extracts
information from a cell (e.g. a person), corresponding statements are
stored in a knowledge graph (right). The matching graph associates
spreadsheet cells and KG resources which enables the enrichment of
sheets with knowledge-related annotations.

The annotation process can be separated in three main steps. First,
in a staging phase, a KE manually selects cells in a spreadsheet and
invokes an extraction method on them (see below). The outcome
can be reviewed by the user and adjustments can be made. Second,
once the KE is satisfied with the result, the commit phase persists
all acquired statements in the matching graph and knowledge graph.
These two steps are repeated, until all spreadsheet cells are annotated,
as depicted in Figure 4. In the third and final step, spreadsheet rows
are interpreted as KG resources to form with their annotated cells a
interconnected graph.

To tackle the challenges mentioned in Section 2.1, AnnoSpreadKGC
provides configurable extraction methods. Figure 5 shows screenshots
of their GUIs to demonstrate how they are used. In the following, each
module is discussed in more detail.

Descriptive Statistics (Figure 5a). Summary statistics help to get an
overview over categorical data, for example, by counting how often
certain categories occur. This procedure can also be used to discover
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(a) Descriptive Statistics: a summary statistic lists extracted department names.

(b) Regular Expression: document IDs are correctly extracted using a pattern.

(c) Date Extraction: published dates are discovered with a pattern.

(d) Person Index: distinct editors are listed with their first and last names.

(e) Membership Discovery: document and attachment relationships are made explicit.

Figure 5: Screenshots of the extraction methods in the interactive approach
(some have been published in [151]).
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potential knowledge resources by recognizing multiple equal values. If
cells are improperly formatted, a JavaScript-based script can transform
(or split) their texts in a desired manner. Regarding the example, three
departments are discovered for which typed KG resources are created.
They are annotated on the cells with hasDepartment-relations.

Regular Expression (Figure 5b). Whenever cells contain information
in form of structured text, regular expressions (regex) are suitable to
extract them. The module let users define and apply regex patterns
until desired matches are found. Covered texts can be turned into
literal values or a match annotates a constant resource to its cells.
Remaining unmatched text can be stored in a separate property. The
example shows how only document IDs are extracted, while the
inconsistent asterisk remark (*) is captured as a comment.

Date Extraction (Figure 5c). Spreadsheets can contain native dates
(days since 1970 epoch) or a textual representation of them (strings).
While the former is easily interpretable, the latter requires text ex-
traction with a regex pattern. This can be seen in the example where
published dates in different formats are recognized and annotated.
Outliers like the “TODO” text are handled by the Descriptive Statistics
module.

Person Index (Figure 5d). When multiple persons are mentioned in
spreadsheet cells, a KG should distinctly catalog them by their names
which can be seen as a person index11. However, name variations
(selection, ordering, abbreviation) makes it difficult for an unsuper-
vised extraction algorithm to discover persons properly. The module
makes a first suggestion and let the KE correct possible errors (e.g. by
swapping first and last name). Cell references can be inspected and
changed, too. Figure 4 illustrates how a final result looks like.

Membership Discovery (Figure 5e). To discover implicit relation-
ships, two regular expressions are used to divide cells into two groups.
A relationship condition is tested in a pair-wise manner. This way
documents are related to their attachments in the example by looking
at equal prefixes.

Regarding styled texts, the following methods are able to recog-
nize struck out occurrences: Regular Expression, Date Extraction and
Person Index. Once such text parts are discovered, a separate “strike
out property” is used to distinguish this fact in the KG. This way, for
example, the struck out person Cooper is correctly referred to as a
former editor.

In the third and final step, an Instance Collector turns spreadsheet
rows into KG instances by connecting statements from annotated cells
to them. This also includes the assignment of a default class if a type-
statement is missing. Consequently, the spreadsheet’s content is finally
available as a KG with linked entities.

11 The generation of a person index for evaluation purpose is discussed in more detail
in Section 4.3.
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Case Study: Industrial Scenario

For a case study a power supply company provided five spreadsheets
from an industrial scenario. The sheets are used to manage meta data
of various types of documents: guidelines, board decisions, directives
and hazardous substance (haz.sub.) directives. The last sheet lists doc-
ument revisions and related process information. In Table 3 statistics
about the spreadsheets’ size and cell types are presented. Numbers re-
veal that string cells are most common followed by numeric cells which
often represent dates. Formulae are ignored in further considerations,
since they are not considered in KG construction.

Table 3: Statistics about the spreadsheet data used in a case study (has been
published in [151]).

Sheet Rows Columns Cells String Numeric Formula

Guidelines 1, 218 30 21, 854 16, 451 3, 921 1, 198

Board Decision 57 22 525 472 53 0

Directive 126 21 1, 437 1, 244 193 0

Haz.Sub. Directive 201 15 1, 174 913 261 0

Revision 722 61 16, 105 7, 683 5, 528 2, 894

Sum 2, 324 149 41, 095 26, 763 9, 956 4, 092

These spreadsheets were processed with AnnoSpreadKGC which
results in the use of several extraction methods. Table 4 lists how
many columns were considered and how often certain methods were
applied. Since string cells often contained regular syntax (IDs and
symbols), the regex method was frequently used. Especially in the
revision sheet, date extractions were applied often, because dates are
recorded to track finished tasks. Once entities were mentioned, the
descriptive statistics method was performed. Transformation scripts
were used whenever multiple entities were mentioned to split them.
After the application of methods for 82 times and the final instance
collection step, the resulting KG contains 25, 016 triples with 2, 719
instances assigned to 15 classes. It was loaded into CoMem to let
domain experts browse, inspect and work with its content. Experts
confirmed that the KG correctly modeled what was stated in the
spreadsheets.

Limitations

The case study shows that an interactive approach like AnnoSpread-
KGC involves considerable time and effort. Although, discussed chal-
lenges can be solved with the combination of the proposed extraction
methods and an annotation mechanism, a lot of configurations and op-
erations in the GUI are necessary. Since all these steps are performed
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Table 4: Statistics about the used extraction methods on columns
(processed/total) in a case study (has been published in [151]).

Sheet Columns Desc. Stat. Regex Date Extraction Person Index

Regulation 24/30 5 16 2 1

Board Decision 14/22 1 11 1 1

Directive 14/21 3 5 3 3

Haz.Sub. Directive 12/15 2 5 2 3

Revision 18/61 3 1 12 2

Sum 82/149 14 38 20 10

manually by a KE without any tracking, similar executions cannot
be redone in an automated manner. Such “imitations” would require
a formalism that can specify and execute steps as if they would be
manually performed in the GUI. Since mapping languages provide
these advantages, a solution to utilize RML to cope with the challenges
is discussed in the next section.

2.4 utilizing rml for spreadsheets

The RDF Mapping Language (RML) supports the processing of CSV,
XML and JSON files [50], however, its specification does not consider
spreadsheets. Compared to the CSV format, they have a more complex
data model involving workbooks, multiple sheets, and meta data rich
cells. For example, a cell has several options for its appearance (colors,
styles and borders) and content (plain texts, formatted texts, numbers
with data types). State-of-the-art RML mappers do not implement a
directly access to such meta data in a mapping.

To enable the mapping of spreadsheets with RML, it is necessary
to extend the capabilities of RML engines. The Java-based RML Map-
per12 implementation is well-suited for this approach, since its code
structure lets developers easily integrate new input sources. In order
to parse and access spreadsheets, Apache POI13 provides the necessary
functionalities for Microsoft Excel14 files. Other libraries could be con-
sidered as well to also support spreadsheets from OpenDocument15

or Google16. In the following the implemented features are discussed
in more detail.

In RML a logical source needs to be defined to map its data. To
be compliant with the specification, a small spreadsheet ontology
[136] (prefixed ss) is modeled which is used to refer to a workbook.
Listing 4 demonstrates how users properly define logical sources: after

12 https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java

13 https://poi.apache.org

14 https://products.office.com/excel

15 https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=office

16 https://www.google.com/sheets/about/

https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java
https://poi.apache.org
https://products.office.com/excel
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=office
https://www.google.com/sheets/about/
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Listing 4: A logical source for an Excel spreadsheet (has been published in
[145]).

1 [

2 a rml:LogicalSource ;

3 rml:referenceFormulation ql:Spreadsheet ;

4 rml:source [

5 a ss:Workbook;

6 ss:url "workbook.xlsx" ;

7 ss:sheetName "Papers" ;

8 ss:range "A2:A5" ;

9 ss:javaScriptFilter "/Know\\w*/.test(valueString)" # optional

10 ]

11 ] �
the right reference formulation (Line 3), the workbook’s URL (Line 6),
a sheet’s name (Line 7) and a cell range (Line 8) is specified. These
information tell an iterator what cells should be traversed in a triples
map. Optionally, a JavaScript-based filter can be defined to only iterate
cells that meet a certain condition. Definition 1 formally describes the
semantics of the logical source for a spreadsheet.

Definition 1. Let W be a spreadsheet workbook and Si,j P W a sheet
in this workbook. Si,j is considered to be a two-dimensional cell matrix
with column index i ě 0 and row index j ě 0. Start and end references
of Excel’s address range can be expressed equivalently with matrix
indices (a,b) and (c,d). An iterator traverses the cells in a sheet Si,j

for a given range (a,b) to (c,d) in column-first order with a ď i ď c

and b ď j ď d. The JavaScript-based filter is a predicate JS(Si,j)

which let the iterator only traverse Si,j if the predicate is true on an
interpretation.

By having a logical source, RML mappings are able to access meta
data of the iterated cells. This can be seen in Listing 5 where in
Line 2 a cell’s address is used in a template expression. To access
nearby cells from the currently iterated cell, two ways are proposed:
an relative and absolute reference. Both use a bracket notation to let the
user state column and row indices. For relative reference, parenthesis
((...)) state a column shift (x-axis) and a row shift (y-axis) which let
object maps reach any cells relative to the subject map’s cell. Line 9 in
Listing 5 demonstrates how a numeric value of a cell two column away
on the right is accessed. Similarly, squared brackets ([...]) allow for
an absolute reference as shown in Line 6. In contrast to the CSV format
where column names are used, references with relative and absolute
distances provide a higher mapping flexibility in tabular sheets. A
formal definition about the reference is provided by Definition 2.
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Listing 5: A subject and predicate-object map which access Excel data (has
been published in [145]).

1 rr:subjectMap [

2 rr:template "http://example.org/{address}"

3 ] ;

4 rr:predicateObjectMap [

5 rr:predicateMap [

6 rr:template "http://example.org/{[2,0].valueString}"

7 ] ;

8 rr:objectMap [

9 rml:reference "(2,0).valueNumeric"

10 ]

11 ] �
Definition 2. Let Si,j be a currently iterated cell. Given a distance
(x,y), a relative reference would select the cell Si+x,j+y, while an
absolute reference would pick the cell Sx,y.

Once cells are referenced, their meta data can be accessed as already
shown in Listing 5. All implemented attributes to acquire various meta
data of a cell are listed in Table 5. Besides the cell’s location, various
access methods for its value and appearance are provided.

Case Study: Industrial Scenario

The spreadsheets from the previous section (see Table 3) serve again
for a case study to test the implementation. To map their data, an
RML mapping has been defined which consists of 25 logical sources,
26 triples maps, 126 predicate object maps and 51 function maps.
Some FnO functions were frequently applied to cope with messy data:
parseDate discovers dates and return them in a XSD date representa-
tion solving the Mixed Data Representation problem which is similar
to the Date Extraction method in the interactive approach (Figure 5c).
The ifRegexReturnElse function acts as a ternary operator known
from programming languages. A match of a regular expression on a
given cell value evaluates the operator’s condition. This way, object
maps are able to map string occurrences to KG resources which comes
in handy for the Acronyms and Symbols challenge. Comparably, the
ifRegexReturnGroup function is able to extract and return structured
text using regex, similar to the Regular Expression method (Figure 5b).
To tackle the Multiple Types in a Table issue, suitable JavaScript filters
were defined in logical sources. However, not all desired statements
could be generated with the mapping alone which is discussed in the
following.
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Table 5: List of attributes to access meta data of a spreadsheet cell.

Attribute Name Description Example

address Location in a sheet B3

column Column index 0-based 1

row Row index 0-based 2

valueNumeric Floating point value 7.3

valueInt Integer value 7

valueBoolean Boolean value true

valueFormula Formula SUM(F5:F9)

valueError Possible error code, e.g.
in case of division by
zero

7

valueString Plain text value This is bold.

valueRichText Formatted text in
HTML syntax

This is <b>bold</b>.

value String representation re-
gardless of the data
type

“7”

json JSON representation
[39] to retrieve several
meta data at once

{"address": "E2",

"cellType":

"string",

"valueNumeric":

0.0, "valueString":

"18.06.2009", ...}

backgroundColor Background color in
hexadecimal RGB value

#FFFFFF

foregroundColor Foreground color in
hexadecimal RGB value

#000000

fontColor Font color in hexadeci-
mal RGB value

#FF0000

fontName Font name Arial

fontSize Font size 12
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Limitations

Once a set of cells needs to be analyzed coherently, a local cell-by-cell
mapping procedure turns out to be inadequate. In case of multiple en-
tities with several surface forms (e.g. person mentions), sophisticated
Named Entity Recognition (NER) approaches need to be performed
in a global setting. Similarly, the discovery of implicit relationships
usually requires a global search and non-trivial matching or complex
join conditions. Since such functionalities cannot be sufficiently cov-
ered with FnO functions alone, a separate post-processing became
necessary in the case study. After the performed RML mapping, an
additional Java program with around 1, 500 lines of code had to be
implemented with several conditions and operations to interconnect,
correct and extend the KG. Again experts confirmed its correctness by
working with the final version in CoMem.

The case study has shown that the definition of proper RML map-
pings tends to be time-consuming when messy data is involved. Es-
pecially large collections of unexamined files require users to inspect
data, recognize discrepancies and model suitable mappings. To sup-
port them, a system could be able to predict mapping definitions in
some cases automatically. In the next section the generation of initial
mapping suggestions for spreadsheets is investigated.

2.5 predicting rml mappings : spread2rml

For predicting RML mappings [50] on spreadsheets, some assumptions
are made on the input data to make the problem more feasible. First,
sheets with a 1-dimensional vertical layout and without nested headers
should already be localized, segmented and functional as well as
structural analyzed [25]. Second, subject maps are expected to be
defined for each table. An example for such a spreadsheet can be
seen in Figure 6. The first gray colored row is the header of the table,
rows with white background (2–4) model entities and columns (A–E)
represent their properties. With this initial situation, the prediction of
RML mappings is defined as follows:

Definition 3. An RML mapping predictor suggests for each column
in a spreadsheet table an RML predicate-object map with a reference,
term type, datatype and possible FnO [105] function call.

To illustrate this, Figure 7 lists for each column in the spreadsheet
(Figure 6) expected predicate-object maps which are discussed in the
following.

column a (Figure 7a) The datatype xsd:integer and the reference
valueInt are chosen, since the column solely contains integer
numbers.
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Figure 6: A spreadsheet to demonstrate the prediction of RML mappings
(has been published in [146]).

column b (Figure 7b) Because cells have a certain data format, their
numeric values are interpreted as Boolean values: a 1 displayed
as “Yes” means true and a 0 displayed as “No” means false. There-
fore, the datatype xsd:boolean and the reference valueBoolean

are suggested.

column c (Figure 7c) The datatype xsd:date is suggested (Line 14),
since this column contains dates, but in different formats and
types (texts and native dates stored as numbers). To homogenize
them, a function parseDate is used (Line 6) on the cells’ JSON
representation (Line 10) to acquire the prescribed date format
YYYY-MM-DD.

column d (Figure 7d) Instead of simply mapping the editors’ names
to string literals, they should be linked to resources representing
them. Therefore, the object map uses an IRI term type (not literal)
and considers the execution of the function entityLinking.

column e (Figure 7e) Similar to Column C, dates are written in
the cells, thus datatype is again xsd:date, but their texts are
formatted. To only map the planned date in red, the function
getEntitiesByColor with a suitable parameter expressing the
color red in hexadecimal RGB value (Line 11) is suggested. Anal-
ogously, in a separate predicate-object map the italic styled date
can be mapped as well.

To provide solutions for such cases, an RML mapping predictor as
stated in Definition 3 is proposed. The approach, called Spread2RML,
is able to fully automatically suggest RML object maps for spread-
sheets assuming suitable triple maps and subject maps are defined
in advance. It uses an extensible set of templates that predefine RML
object maps. Spread2RML consists of fifteen templates which are listed
in Table 6. Based on formally defined heuristics for each template, the
algorithm selects the most promising one for a column (set of cells).
The template is used to form a predicate-object map with the stated
reference, term type, datatype and function.
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1 <ex:A> rr:predicate gl:hasNumber ; # Column A

2 rr:objectMap [

3 rml:reference "(0,0).valueInt" ;

4 rr:datatype xsd:integer ;

5 rr:termType rr:Literal ] . �
(a) Mapping to integer literals using the valueInt attribute.

1 <ex:B> rr:predicate gl:isRecent ; # Column B

2 rr:objectMap [

3 rml:reference "(1,0).valueBoolean" ;

4 rr:datatype xsd:boolean ;

5 rr:termType rr:Literal ] . �
(b) Mapping to Boolean literals using the valueBoolean attribute.

1 <ex:C> rr:predicate gl:validFrom ; # Column C

2 rr:objectMap [

3 fnml:functionValue [

4 rr:predicateObjectMap [

5 rr:predicate fno:executes ;

6 rr:object <java:parseDate>

7 ] ;

8 rr:predicateObjectMap [ (...)

9 rr:objectMap [

10 rml:reference "(2,0).json"

11 ]

12 ]

13 ] ;

14 rr:datatype xsd:date ;

15 rr:termType rr:Literal ] . �
(c) Mapping to XSD date literals using an FnO parsing function parseDate on the

cell’s json attribute.

1 <ex:D> rr:predicate gl:hasEditor ; # Column D

2 rr:objectMap [

3 fnml:functionValue [

4 rr:predicateObjectMap [

5 rr:predicate fno:executes ;

6 rr:object <java:entityLinking>

7 ] ; (...)

8 ] ;

9 rr:termType rr:IRI ] . �
(d) Mapping to entities using term type IRI and the FnO function entityLinking.

1 <ex:E> rr:predicate gl:plannedValidFrom ; # Column E

2 rr:objectMap [

3 fnml:functionValue [

4 rr:predicateObjectMap [

5 rr:predicate fno:executes ;

6 rr:object <java:getEntitiesByColor>

7 ] ; (...)

8 rr:predicateObjectMap [

9 rr:predicate (...) ;

10 rr:objectMap [

11 rr:constant "#ff0000"

12 ]

13 ] ; (...)

14 ] ;

15 rr:datatype xsd:date ;

16 rr:termType rr:Literal ] . �
(e) Mapping to XSD date literals, but only red colored ones by using the FnO function

getEntitiesByColor.

Figure 7: Expected RML predicate-object maps to map the spreadsheet in
Figure 6 (has been published in [146]).
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Table 6: Fifteen RML object map templates in the Spread2RML approach.
Each template states the object map’s reference, term type, datatype
and function. A formally defined heuristic and a rank is used in the
selection process. This table has been published in [146].
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Since standard RML is often not enough to map messy data, func-
tions are needed to parse, extract or link cell values. In the Spread2RML
approach eight functions are utilized for these tasks which are de-
scribed in the following.

• parseNumber With the help of regular expressions, this function
is able to extract numbers with different decimal separators
(comma vs. point) and returns them with or without decimal
places.

• parseBoolean With a list of strings that indicate true and false
values, this function uses string matching and majority voting to
return a Boolean value.

• parseDate(Time) Both functions recognize various date formats
in text and return them in XSD’s date or dateTime format, while
native (numeric) dates are converted according to Excel.

• entityLinking Using the Aho-Corasick string matching algo-
rithm [5] and a given set of labeled entities, simple NER is
performed on texts to return the found entities’ IRIs.

To be able to extract specific parts of formatted text expressed in
HTML syntax, dedicated functions are provided. After text extraction,
they call as a subroutine the previously mentioned functions to return
values in the correct format.

• getEntitiesByTag By passing an HTML tag, the following ty-
pographical emphasized text can be extracted: bold (<b>), italic
(<i>), underlined (<u>) and struck out (<strike>) text.

• getEntitiesByColor With a given color in hexadecimal RGB
value (e.g. #ff0000), only text in this color is extracted.

• getEntitiesByUnformatted Text which is neither typographical
emphasized nor colored is considered by this function.

In the following, Spread2RML’s heuristics in Table 6 are discussed
in detail. Formatted Text, however, does not have any heuristic, since it
is automatically applied once cells contain formatted text. According
to the typographical emphasis and color, texts are grouped, including
also a group for unformatted text. Virtual columns are created from
these groups containing only plain text. This way multiple predicate-
object maps with different properties are defined, each for a virtual
column representing equally formatted text. Based on the format
the right getEntityBy* function is selected, while typographical em-
phasis is given preference. Further analysis on virtual columns, now
containing only plain text, decide which template is suggested for
them.

Since the heuristics are defined on several concepts, they are covered
first. C represents a column, while c P C are cells of this column. Cells

17 With “.” decimal point
18 With “,” decimal point
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are separated among disjoint sets based on their value type: B contains
Boolean valued cells, N numeric valued ones, and S cells with plain
text (strings). The function dp : N Ñ N is able to return the number
of decimal places for numeric valued cells. All possible data formats
of cells are contained in the set D and the function df : N Ñ D

returns for a numeric cell its data format. Similarly, str returns a cell’s
string value. The function sep is able to separate a string by using non-
alphabetical delimiters. This is used to define a set Ŝ which contains
the substrings separated by sep: Ŝ := ts | s P sep(str(c)) ^ c P Su. To
verify if a string valued cell can be parsed successfully, the predicate
int checks for integer, dec for decimal number, datetime for date with
time information and date without it.

For the as String templates in Table 6, parsing is involved to calculate
the proportion of successfully parsed cells. In this estimation numeric
valued cells N are considered, too. The heuristic in the Integer List as
String template uses the substrings in Ŝ and checks how many are
integer numbers. A more challenging task is the detection of Boolean
values in the Boolean as String template. Since they have only two
states (true and false), the heuristic considers at most two distinct
string values, for example “yes” and “no”. An average string length
of below 3.5 distinguishes Boolean values from entity mentions, since
users tend to write logical values with rather few characters.

More challenging is the distinction between string labels (like de-
scriptions or names) and entity mentions (like organizations or per-
sons). With the assumption that users tend to refer to such named
entities recurrently and frequently, the heuristics in the String and
Single Entity templates calculate a “degree of duplication”. Its function
is mathematically defined as follows:

dup(C) :=
2|C| ´ |U| ´ |P| + 1

2|C|
, with

U := tc P S | freq(str(c)) = 1u Y N Y B

P := tstr(c) | c P Su Y N Y B

dup(X) := 0 @X |X| ď 1

It consists of two parts: element multiplicity expressed with U and
element uniformity expressed with P. While U only contains unique
string values (they only occur once), P holds distinct values. The
highest degree of duplication is archived when all elements occur
at least two times (U = H) and P is a one-element set (|P| = 1).
Conversely, if all values differ from each other and no multiplicity
exists (U = C), the diversity is also at a maximum (P = C). The dup
function uses both sides to calculate a value between 1

2|C|
and 1. A

threshold of 0.5 decides if string are assumed (ď 0.5) or single entities
are expected (ą 0.5). Similarly, for the Multiple Entities template the
degree of duplication is computed on substrings Ŝ. To be able to
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perform entity linking, the templates build temporary RDF graphs
containing presumed entities as resources with their labels.

Besides text, spreadsheets provide native ways to store data with
numbers. Native Boolean’s heuristic looks at the proportion of cells with
Boolean values B. While Native Integer checks the proportion of cells
with no decimal places, Native Decimal does the opposite. The Numeric
with Data Format template counts how often cells have a certain data
format by using D which currently contains various date formats.

Evaluation

Spread2RML is evaluated with three datasets. The first one is syntheti-
cally generated by the Data Sprout generator which uses generation
patterns to produce especially messy data. Its generation mechanism is
covered in detail in Section 4.5. A second dataset is acquired from the
U.S. Government’s open data platform called data.gov19. With its API,
8, 689 URLs to spreadsheets are collected, while 3, 692 of them could
be downloaded and parsed successfully. To select appropriate spread-
sheets for evaluation, two criteria are defined: their table structures
should have a 1-dimensional vertical layout without nested headers
and messy data as demonstrated in Figure 6 should be existent. An
indicator for the latter criterion is a noticeable number of styled texts
in the sheets. Twelve spreadsheets fulfilling these criteria are picked
and manually annotated by defining RML mappings for them. For
the third dataset the spreadsheets introduced in Section 2.3 Table 3

are used. Again, expected RML mappings are manually defined to
annotate them.

For a baseline, the tool Any23
20 (Anything To Triples) is utilized.

Because spreadsheets are not supported by the tool, they are converted
to CSV files with ssconvert21 from Gnumeric as well as xlsx2csv22.
Unfortunately, due to this necessary transformation potential style
information get lost.

For an evaluation metric, the actual RDF graph of the approach’s
result is compared with the expected RDF graph from the ground
truth. However, a simple statement equality check between them is not
enough: URIs of equal resources will most likely differ in both graphs,
since they were created independently. As a solution, the problem is
reduced to statement matching per cell by using available provenance
information. Since the compared “cell graphs” only contain outgoing
edges and thus are planar, a matching with subgraph isomorphism
can be solved in linear time [56]. Having an actual graph A and an
expected graph E, an injective function m : RA Ñ RE is required

19 https://www.data.gov/

20 https://any23.apache.org/

21 https://help.gnome.org/users/gnumeric/stable/gnumeric.html#

sect-files-ssconvert

22 https://github.com/dilshod/xlsx2csv (version 0.7.8)

https://www.data.gov/
https://any23.apache.org/
https://help.gnome.org/users/gnumeric/stable/gnumeric.html#sect-files-ssconvert
https://help.gnome.org/users/gnumeric/stable/gnumeric.html#sect-files-ssconvert
https://github.com/dilshod/xlsx2csv
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Matching Procedure (published in [146])

Require: A and B are lists of statements, |A| ě |B|, n := |A|, depth := |B|

Ensure: a function m : RA Ñ RB that matches resources from A to resources
from B such that m(A) X B has the largest possible number of elements.

1: procedure enumerate(A, B, n, depth, m0 : RA Ñ RB)
2: if depth = 0 then return
3: for i P [0,n ´ 1] do
4: swap(A, i, n ´ 1)
5: for j P [n ´ 1, |A| ´ 1] do
6: dj := distance(Aj, B|B|´|A|+j, mk)

7: if
ř

dj is under a certain threshold then
8: enumerate(A, B, n ´ 1, depth ´ 1, mk+1)
9: swap(A, i, n ´ 1)

10: return @k largest mk with largest Dr mk(r) = r

11: procedure distance((sa,pa,oa), (sb,pb,ob), m : RA Ñ RB)
12: d ą 0 is a distance
13: m´1 := RB Ñ RA, the inverse function of m
14: if sa ‰ sb then
15: if m(sa) ‰ sb or m´1(sb) ‰ sa then return d

16: m(sa) := sb
17: if pa ‰ pb then
18: if m(pa) ‰ pb or m´1(pb) ‰ pa then return d

19: m(pa) := pb
20: if oa and ob are literals then
21: if oa ‰ ob then return d

22: else if oa and ob are resources then
23: if m(oa) ‰ ob or m´1(ob) ‰ oa then return d

24: m(oa) := ob
25: return 0

which match resources such that m(A) X E has a maximum number
of elements. Here, m(A) denotes a substitution of resource URIs in all
statements of A according to the matching m. Algorithm 1 is able to
obtain such a matching with a greedy-based approach. The procedure
enumerate acquires all possible matches mk through permutations.
During the permutation, fixed statements are compared with a dis-
tance procedure. Should the distance be above a given threshold, the
permutation is not continued. The distance procedure checks if all
pairs of subjects, predicates and objects match consistently according
to m and its inverse. If this is the case, the match is recorded in m so
that at the end enumerate is able to pick the largest mk.

With the help of cell matchings, evaluation metrics can be defined
as follows. When comparing an actual sheet SA with an expected
sheet SE, equal column indices (c) and row indices (r) locate their
overlapping cells: cA := SA(r, c) and cE := SE(r, c). With the best
match m acquired by Algorithm 1 the cells’ statements are compared,
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resulting in true positive tp (correct), false negative fn (missed) and
false positive fp (false alarm) statements:

tp := cE X m(cA) fn := cEzm(cA) fp := m(cA)zcE

From this, precision (p), recall (r) and f-measure are defined:

p :=
tp

tp + fp
r :=

tp
tp + fn

f := 2 ¨
p ¨ r
p + r

Using the metrics, Table 7 presents their calculated values for Any23

and Spread2RML. Results show that Spread2RML outperforms the
baseline for all datasets. Several generation patterns in Data Sprout
are used, including no patterns at all (Clean) as well as all of them (for
details see Section 4.4). Since four individual datasets are involved in
this generation, average and standard deviations are calculated. On
average, Spread2RML archives f-measure values between 0.27 and 0.47
with a higher variance than Any23. More realistic results are obtained
from the data.gov datasets, where on average a 0.83 f-score is reached.
The worst result of 0.30 f-measure is archived for the industry dataset.
An explanation could be that for the publicly accessible government
data a better data management strategy is pursued than for the private
company datasets. Considering the given challenges, Spread2RML
shows first promising results, although the scores are comparably low.

Limitations

The evaluation reveals some limitations of the approach which are
discussed in the following.

Strings and Numbers. It is not uncommon that in a column num-
bers are mixed with texts, for example to indicate that a value is not
available (“N/A”). Spread2RML considers in such cases the String
template, although numbers occur more frequently. The reason is that
some templates count and score differently. More expressive heuristics
could make better distinctions and decide for a more suitable solution
in such cases.

Entities vs. Strings. A limitation of the dup function is that it does
not detect entities when they occur infrequently. Moreover, the detec-
tion of multiple entities can get very ambiguous. To better detect and
discover entities, a preceding Named Entity Recognition (NER) step
could be applied.

Boolean Misinterpretation. Rather short words for entities (like
abbreviations) can easily be misinterpreted as Boolean values when
only one or two of them occur in a column. Moreover, when a cell is
empty this could also indicate a value, in many cases false. To overcome
this limitation, more background knowledge could be provided for a
better recognition. For example, a gazetteer list of possible expressions
for Boolean values would be helpful.
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Table 7: Evaluation metrics obtained after the application of Any23 and
Spread2RML on the Data Sprout, data.gov and industry dataset (has
been published in [146]).

Any23 Spread2RML

Data Sprout Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

Clean 0.39 ˘ 0.17 0.18 ˘ 0.10 0.24 ˘ 0.12 0.48 ˘ 0.33 0.34 ˘ 0.30 0.39 ˘ 0.31

Acronyms
Or Symbols

0.38 ˘ 0.19 0.17 ˘ 0.11 0.23 ˘ 0.13 0.45 ˘ 0.27 0.27 ˘ 0.21 0.33 ˘ 0.22

Intra Cell
Additional
Informa-
tion

0.24 ˘ 0.16 0.10 ˘ 0.08 0.13 ˘ 0.11 0.45 ˘ 0.32 0.35 ˘ 0.27 0.39 ˘ 0.29

Multiple
Surface
Forms

0.37 ˘ 0.19 0.16 ˘ 0.11 0.22 ˘ 0.13 0.47 ˘ 0.30 0.28 ˘ 0.23 0.34 ˘ 0.26

Multiple
Types In A
Table

0.40 ˘ 0.17 0.18 ˘ 0.10 0.24 ˘ 0.12 0.43 ˘ 0.32 0.29 ˘ 0.33 0.33 ˘ 0.34

Numeric In-
formation
As Text

0.39 ˘ 0.16 0.18 ˘ 0.10 0.24 ˘ 0.12 0.51 ˘ 0.31 0.33 ˘ 0.28 0.38 ˘ 0.29

Outdated Is
Formatted

0.37 ˘ 0.19 0.17 ˘ 0.11 0.23 ˘ 0.13 0.50 ˘ 0.32 0.32 ˘ 0.29 0.38 ˘ 0.30

Partial For-
matting In-
dicates Re-
lations

0.23 ˘ 0.17 0.10 ˘ 0.09 0.14 ˘ 0.12 0.39 ˘ 0.24 0.38 ˘ 0.26 0.38 ˘ 0.25

Property
Value As
Color

0.40 ˘ 0.16 0.18 ˘ 0.09 0.24 ˘ 0.11 0.44 ˘ 0.26 0.30 ˘ 0.26 0.34 ˘ 0.24

All 0.27 ˘ 0.14 0.11 ˘ 0.09 0.15 ˘ 0.12 0.28 ˘ 0.19 0.27 ˘ 0.18 0.27 ˘ 0.18

Any23 Spread2RML

data.gov Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

0154ae39 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.81 0.89 0.85

12920281 0.40 0.21 0.27 1.00 1.00 1.00

17aecc3e 0.13 0.06 0.08 0.60 0.50 0.55

29a77cd1 0.01 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

5a0c9f12 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.65 0.87 0.74

614e3bd1 0.40 0.28 0.33 0.76 0.88 0.82

73b7a715 0.23 0.21 0.22 1.00 1.00 1.00

8cc689af 0.43 0.29 0.35 0.68 0.56 0.61

b193a34e 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

bc01528b 0.05 0.27 0.08 0.92 0.96 0.94

bf52a35a 0.40 0.28 0.33 0.93 0.95 0.94

c34bdd57 0.38 0.18 0.25 0.48 0.66 0.56

Any23 Spread2RML

Industry Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

0.11 0.07 0.09 0.29 0.30 0.30
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Mixed Text Styles. Since formatted text is separated into substrings
per style, texts can get highly fragmented which complicates the
recognition of entities. Other formats like font size and font family are
currently not considered by Spread2RML. Such heavily styled texts
show particular challenges and need more attention in future work.

2.6 conclusion

In this chapter knowledge graph construction approaches were pre-
sented which especially consider messiness in data. To get a better
understanding of messy data, several challenges were identified from
a use case involving spreadsheets. Data lifting techniques in literature
showed that they do not consider such messy data sufficiently. As a
solution, an interactive approach called AnnoSpreadKGC was pro-
posed which tackles the challenges with dedicated extraction methods
and an annotation mechanism. Since this method turned out to be
time-consuming and lacks in a formalism, RML was taken into con-
sideration for the mapping of spreadsheets. For the first time, an RML
engine was extended to enable the access to spreadsheet data in RML
mappings. This contribution allows RML users to map spreadsheets
to RDF using the RML mapping language. Because proper definitions
of such mappings tend to be time-consuming, the RML mapping pre-
dictor Spread2RML was presented. Although its evaluation showed
comparably low scores, it is able to suggest initial mappings in several
cases of messy data.

Based on the conducted research, an answer is given to the first
research question (Section 1.2): How can knowledge graphs be built
from especially messy data?

Initially, it is crucial to become aware of the challenges in the build-
ing process which are caused by messy data. Dedicated extraction
methods can be implemented to cope with these challenges, but
the more exceptions to handle the higher their customization effort.
Nevertheless, an interactive construction process gives Knowledge
Engineers (KEs) the advantage to immediately adapt to unforeseen
peculiarities in the data. In a case study it was demonstrated that An-
noSpreadKGC could successfully construct a KG from messy spread-
sheets with extraction methods applied to 82 columns. Mapping tech-
niques are also useful as long as input data is sufficiently accessible
and mapping functions can be applied to extract and transform data.
This was shown in another case study in which RML mappings were
defined and FnO functions were implemented to map the same data
from the first case study. However, not all statements could be mapped
due to the approach’s mapping nature, requiring the implementation
of additional post-processing code. Yet, when messy data can be ad-
equately handled during the mapping, an additional pre-processing
or post-processing step becomes obsolete which is preferable. Once
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a mapping language can handle messiness by expressing its pecu-
liarities, rules can be communicated, transferred and reused among
participants facing similar challenges in their datasets. Systems be-
come able to support KEs by performing automated analysis on data
and provide their findings in form of mapping rules. This aspect
was shown in Spread2RML where an evaluation with three datasets
archived first promising results suggesting initial RML mappings.

While extraction methods can have a global view on the data, map-
ping techniques follow a local transformation approach. A combi-
nation of both worlds in an integrated methodology would provide
many benefits for Knowledge Graph (KG) construction. This PhD
thesis paved the way to this with two distinct contributions that con-
sider in particular messy input data. A third achievement contains a
complementary approach which is able to suggest mapping rules for
such data.





3
H U M A N - I N - T H E - L O O P I N T E G R AT I O N

This chapter covers approaches to integrate various users in the Knowl-
edge Graph (KG) construction process.

3.1 motivation

The previous chapter focused on KG construction techniques operated
by Knowledge Engineers (KEs), but without considering the source
of knowledge required to correctly extract or map relevant data. If
KEs autonomously model KGs from data unknown to them, many
obscurities and ambiguities would lead to considerable misconcep-
tions. Since written documents containing knowledge about a special
domain and its unique datasets are usually very limited, KEs have to
rely on expert knowledge from people working in this field. These
employees also tend to define their own individual workflows and
work-related concepts (e.g. a coding scheme) which are difficult to in-
terpret by external people. Therefore, it is necessary to consult experts
throughout the construction process.

In literature this method is recognized as a Human-in-the-Loop
(HumL) approach, since human agents are involved in a process (i.e.
a loop). It is defined as “a model that requires human interaction”
according to the modeling and simulation glossary by the United
States Department of Defense from 1998 [44]. The definition shows
that human users are an integral part in an abstract model which could
be an application or a data collection approach. In the research area of
interactive machine learning the same concept applies when humans
participate in the learning phase of an computational agent [79]. Here,
human not only provide labels for data before or after learning, they
are directly involved, for example by influencing measures in a step-
by-step manner. Similarly, this PhD thesis considers a HumL case,
once experts take part in the KG construction process with their
knowledge or mindsets. Here, the mentioned “loop” stands for the
typical KG lifecycle or process model: knowledge acquisition, curation
(i.e. assessment, cleaning, enrichment), and deployment [58]. In this
work, phases for integration of experts are roughly scheduled before
(acquisition), during (curation) or after (deployment) KG construction.

Commonly, users show different technical skill levels in a project,
ranging from domain experts with limited technical backgrounds to
Semantic Web enthusiasts. For optimal integration strategies, HumL
approaches need to be designed with their audience in mind. To
offer a simple classification, members of a KG construction project

39
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Table 8: A list of human-in-the-loop approaches designed for certain user
groups and phases: before (acquisition), during (curation) and after
(deployment) KG construction.

User Group Approach Before During After Section

Non-Technical Concept Mining ✓ 3.3.1

Users KECS ✓ ✓ ✓ 3.3.2

DeepLinker ✓ 3.3.3

RDF Spreadsheet Editor ✓ ✓ 3.3.4

Software SPARQL REST API ✓ 3.4.1

Developers RDF2RDB-REST-API ✓ 3.4.2

Semantic Web Simple RDFS Editor ✓ 3.5.1

Practitioners LDAF ✓ ✓ ✓ 3.5.2

are assigned to one of the following user groups: non-technical users,
software developers and Semantic Web practitioners. This classification
has already been indicated in the outlined scenario (Section 1.4 in
Figure 2). The first group usually consists of employees who work
in a day-to-day business with various data assets and tools. They are
labeled “non-technical”, since member of this group usually do not
have a computer science education or completed related trainings.
Software developers (or software engineers) on the contrary are well-
versed with technical topics, but their domain knowledge is not as
profound as in the previous group. They have a rather technical
perspective of the domain for implementing applications and services.
Semantic Web practitioners model ontologies and propose suitable
knowledge services. They also ensure that Semantic Web standards
are considered and respected throughout the project.

With these user groups in mind, this PhD thesis investigated several
HumL approaches for KG construction. An overview of them with
their intended user group is given in Table 8. Associated construction
phases (i.e. before, during, after) are indicated with checkmarks, while
corresponding sections are given. Non-technical users are usually
early integrated in the acquisition phase to learn from their domain
knowledge. During construction and after a KG is deployed they have
the chance to review and feedback its content. Similarly, software
developers get access to KGs for implementation tasks once they are
available. Semantic Web practitioners support with ontology modeling
in knowledge acquisition tasks or accompany the whole project with
Linked Data (LD) applications. Knowledge Engineers (KEs) usually
manage the KG construction project and apply approaches presented
in this and the previous chapter.

The users’ roles and applied HumL approaches are discussed in
subsequent sections in detail. Before that, the next section presents
work related.
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3.2 related work

Research about integrating Human-in-the-Loop (HumL) is subject of
the multidisciplinary field Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [52]. In
the particular case of KG construction, this is the interaction between
experts and knowledge-based systems where human intelligence can
be exploited to acquire, curate and assess KGs in the construction
lifecycle. The following related work is presented according to these
major process steps.

In the era of expert systems, knowledge acquisition has been used
to extract expertise from experts [113]. This includes data collection
in form of interviews and questionnaires which can be performed
systematically to acquire knowledge about a domain of interest [168].
In a similar fashion, possibly empty KGs and their ontologies can be
bootstrapped with involved experts. Lamparter et al. [98] perform
knowledge extraction on folder structures (i.e. classification schemes)
which is very much in line with the given scenario (see Section 1.4).
Yet, the authors propose an automatic approach without considering
the inclusion of user feedback. On the contrary, research in the medical
domain often considers to include medical experts in the knowledge
modeling process. For example, DocKG [157] puts a “doctor-in-the-
loop” to match synonyms, audit concepts and annotate them in elec-
tronic medical records. Feedback can also be exploited in the general
mapping of concepts in ontologies. This is done by van Elst and Kiesel
[55] where users are able to adjust, confirm or reject class relationships
for an ontology mapping. Additional feedback results in more known
relationships which helps in finding more potential mappings. Acosta
et al. [3] enhance answer completeness for SPARQL queries by crowd-
sourcing statements in order to form a KG. Their approach generates
GUIs with background information to let user complete microtasks
with triple patterns about common knowledge (e.g. movies). Human
abilities are also very suitable for data pre-processing tasks before KGs
are constructed. For instance, Oelen et al. [112] build a scholarly KG by
integrating users for selecting suitable survey papers, extracting tables
in PDFs and formatting their contents to ensure quality. Compared
to manually entering or importing data, they show that a preceding
HumL phase is more efficient.

Once KGs are initially built, their curation includes cleaning of false
statements and enrichment with new ones. Since clean up tasks can
quickly become tedious for users, research investigates the use of
games with a purpose [4]. For example, by engaging users in solv-
ing crossword puzzles, Jovanovic [92] archives two KG maintenance
tasks: the correction of typos in entity names and the reporting of
wrong statements. Bu and Kuwabara [31] utilize a chatbot to ask a
crowed if certain statements are true which is rewarded with bonus
points on agreement. In a similar fashion, Hees et al. [73] apply a
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feedback-oriented rating of statements in their game to collect associa-
tion strengths between concepts.

In case of KG enrichment, a common task is the population of
existing ontologies with new instances. Clarkson et al. [37] let domain
experts align user-defined instances (drugs) with a target ontology
and maintain it by adding, splitting and merging them interactively.
In the PROPhet approach [126] LOD is exploited to perform ontology
population. Using a GUI, users can retrieve and filter instances as
well as define suitable ontology mappings for classes and properties.
Gentile et al. [66] use subject matter experts from the pharmaceutical
domain to annotate medical package inserts. The textual annotations
of entity types and relations are used to populate a KG and train
annotators.

To assess a KG after its deployment, users need ways to consume its
content, for example, with browsing, navigation or search capabilities.
While SPARQL [181] is the obvious language to query RDF, many
users are not familiar with its syntax and the related Semantic Web
concepts. As a result, many tools have been proposed to visualize
RDF as a graph for browsing its structure (for a survey see [7]). Still,
developers require direct access to KGs to implement software on
top of them, but without being hampered with extensive additional
training. This is why methods are proposed to navigate KGs with
technologies developers are familiar with. One approach is BASILar
[42] which exposes SPARQL endpoints as Web APIs by generating
REST resources. This idea is also pursued by Battle and Benson [14]
who propose a bridge between REST operations and SPARQL queries.
Instead of querying, a related concept is the conversion of whole RDF
datasets to a form that is easily consumable for a target audience.
R2D [122] archives this by transforming RDF graphs to RDBs which
enables the reuse of existing visualization tools. RETRO [121] follow
a similar approach, but does not physically transform semantic data
to an RDB. Instead, RDF predicates are virtually mapped to simple
tables to allow a SQL-to-SPARQL translation.

Related work shows that crowdsourcing is often considered to
sufficiently obtain signals in knowledge acquisition and maintenance.
In an enterprise, however, only a very limited number of employees
are available to participate as experts in HumL approaches. Because
of their restricted time available, tools should be integrated in their
familiar work environment and have a rather flat learning curve to let
them easily provide feedback. In literature such feedback is typically
given with annotations in documents, the management of concepts
or by simply answering questions. This is often complemented with
already existing ontologies or KGs acquired from LOD. However, since
personal and private enterprise data is subject of investigation, the
utilization of LOD is only possible to a limited extent.
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3.3 non-technical users

The group of non-technical users consists of knowledge workers who
are, due to their daily profession, domain experts in their field. Em-
ployees typically have a solid understanding of their tasks, workflows,
data stores, tools and work-related concepts. Computer science and
especially Semantic Web related topics (like in Section 1.3.1) are un-
derstandably foreign to them which is why this user group is labeled
“non-technical”. Nevertheless, they are able to contribute in a KG con-
struction project with their expertise by providing feedback during its
building process. In return, the built KG and established knowledge
services are then able to support them in their daily work. Because of
their familiar working environment, office workers usually demand for
GUIs to browse and manipulate data interactively. Therefore, proposed
HumL approaches for this group naturally come with user interfaces
to ease the input of feedback. Applied metaphors (i.e. allegories) help
them to easily perceive modeled knowledge and comprehend how
feedback can be given.

As indicated in the scenario (Section 1.4 in Figure 2), non-technical
users work closely with enterprise data, typically on intranet storages
or on their own desktops. Especially in such places, relevant personal
concepts are hidden in data which are essential for a KG covering
the domain. The following approach (Section 3.3.1) tries to identify
together with domain experts what concept candidates in PIM data
are relevant. Similarly, a method which considers such concepts in file
names is covered in Section 3.3.2. To be able to annotate contents of
desktop files with higher-level concepts as intended in the Semantic
Desktop, Section 3.3.3 proposes a deep linking approach. Last but not
least, users are enabled to freely enter their expertise in form of RDF
independent of given data (Section 3.3.4).

Parts of this section have been published in [141, 142, 147, 149, 150].

3.3.1 Concept Mining on Personal Data

A promising source for Knowledge Graph (KG) construction are the
employees’ personal information spheres which can consist of tasks,
mails, contacts, calendar entries, visited websites, bookmarks, files,
and so on. Just representing these information elements identically
in a KG would not consider higher level concepts mentioned in their
texts such as projects, companies and topics. Conversely, if every
term found in texts such as mail subjects, file names or text bodies
is represented as a semantic entity, the KG will clutter with many
irrelevant resources and relations not useful for the users. Because of
their subjective views an automated and thus objective selection of
relevant concepts cannot lead to a desired outcome [47]. Therefore,
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Figure 8: An exemplary personal information sphere which consists of
a calendar, bookmarks and emails. Relevant concepts are color-
highlighted in green (persons), blue (organizations), red (projects),
purple (places), cyan (times), and yellow (general topics). This fig-
ure has already been published in [142].

a HumL approach is proposed to let users decide what concepts are
relevant/irrelevant to them.

An illustrative example of a user’s personal information sphere is
presented in Figure 8. Here, three typical sources of personal data are
depicted: a calendar (top left), bookmarks (right) and emails (bottom
left). They contain several relevant concepts which are highlighted in
a specific color: persons (green), organizations (blue), projects (red),
places (purple), times (cyan), and general topics (yellow). How such
concepts are discovered and selected by users is explained in the
following concept mining approach.

To discover promising concept candidates, the proposed method
called Concept Miner exploits the structure of PIM data in desktop
applications. Since certain text fields mention specific kinds of named
entities using similar formats, it is easier to automatically extract them
from these fields. For instance, there is a high probability that . . .

• the location-field in calendar entries mention places,
• the from-field in emails refer to persons with first and last names,

and
• hyperlinks and email addresses have names of organizations in

their host parts.

Users’ vocabulary (like special topics, technical terms or abbreviations)
can be expected from texts they wrote themselves such as event titles,
sent email bodies or subjects, and file names. One indicator for relevant
terms could be their independent occurrence in different PIM appli-
cations. For example, in Figure 8 “MLKG” can be found in various
places regardless of the application. Another indicator for relevancy
is the spacial location in PIM hierarchies (or classification schemes)
created by users. While higher located terms are usually more general
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Figure 9: Graphical user interface of Concept Miner: slides on the left are
used to rank and classify terms on the right (has been published in
[142]).

(like “Projects”), terms occurring deeper in trees are more specific
(e.g. “Learning Lab”). Such heuristics help to rank promising concept
candidates.

To involve users in the selection process, a dedicated GUI is pro-
vided (Figure 9). Initially, a user’s PIM datasets (mails, bookmarks and
calendars) are locally crawled by the system (see Section 4.6 for details).
In this process, found email addresses are used to discover persons,
gazetteer lists detect cities and countries in location-fields of events
and terms with only symbols or numbers are automatically discarded.
Single-word terms are generated by tokenizing texts in bookmarks
(folders, titles, descriptions), emails (folders, subjects, bodies), and
calendars (summaries, descriptions, locations). These terms are listed
on the right side of the GUI, however there are still a considerable
amount of candidates a user needs to binary classify as either “promis-
ing” (pressing enter) or “discarded” (pressing delete). To support them,
suitable ranking and filtering capabilities are provided with sliders to
adjust metric weights (left side). These settings are necessary, since rel-
evant terms can come in various shapes, for instance, infrequent short
folder names, last names in mail addresses, project names in upper
case acronyms, or frequent multi-word terms in emails. By moving
given slides, users can freely configure combinations of metrics and
their weights using a weighted harmonic mean score. Thus, users are
able to rank terms from different perspectives to better pick them as
relevant concepts. The GUI additionally shows for a selected term its
occurrences in the datasets. In the example, the term “dbpedia” has a
high PIM diversity, since it is found in four places: in an email body,
its subject, an event’s title and a bookmark folder.

Limitations

Since Concept Miner is still in an early stage of development, various
limitations of this HumL approach can be identified. The high variety
of settings by the list of sliders can easily overwhelm users. As a
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solution, proven presets could be provided to give good starting
points in the search space. Although, feedback in form of a binary
classification is given by the user, Concept Miner does not learn from
it, for example train a machine learning model. Such predictions could
support users in their decision making. Promising terms need further
considerations to model them as meaningful KG resources. Usually,
terms need to be properly disambiguated and reconciled to uniquely
identified concepts (synonym sets). In this process, they are typically
assigned to classes in an ontology population step [115]. Relations
between terms or concepts are also not considered by the approach.

In the observed personal information sphere labels of files and
folders from a file system are not included, although they may contain
promising terms written by users. Thus, with a focus on file names, a
comparable but more mature HumL approach is proposed in the next
section which also addresses the discussed limitations.

3.3.2 Personal Knowledge Graphs from File Names

Employees manage their documents in day-to-day business often in a
form of classification scheme. A very prominent storage is the hierar-
chical file system where files are named and arranged in folders. Since
these elements can be freely named by users (except few technical
limitations), they tend to give them labels using their own vocabu-
lary. Thus, file names naturally mention task-related concepts such as
persons, projects, organizations and topics, but also technical terms,
made-up words and even puns [33]. Frequently, words are concate-
nated and differently ordered in short ungrammatical and maybe
noisy labels due to various file naming strategies by users [40, 77].
Moreover, although files and folders are hierarchically related, this
structure does not explicitly state how mentioned entities relate to each
other. All of these peculiarities have to be considered when Personal
Knowledge Graph (PKG) [12] are constructed from such a source.

Personal Knowledge Graph
foaf:topic

File System skos:Concept

Thumbs.db

Zenphase

images

WIP-treeDiagram.jpg

docs

Parker-proposal_final.docx

mercurtainmentDrawing.txt

:Zenphase

:Parker

:Mercurtainment

:WIP :Final:TreeDiagram:Proposal

:DocumentState:DocumentType

:Project

:Person

:Organization

:hasProject :worksFor

a

a

a

skos:broader

skos:prefLabel

skos:hiddenLabel

“WIP”

“Work in Progress”

“Drawing”

skos:hiddenLabel

:Document

skos:broader

a“docs”
skos:hiddenLabel

Figure 10: A file system (left) containing relevant (green) and irrelevant
(red) terms is used to construct a knowledge graph (right) with
taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations. Some edges are omitted
due to readability. This figure has been published in [147].
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Domain Terminology 
Extraction

Unification Ontology Population Taxonomy Creation Non-Taxonomic 
Relation Learning

Rules Rules

Management of Named Individuals

Random Forest Language Resource Link Prediction

Manually edit
  skos:prefLabel
  skos:hiddenLabel(s)

Figure 11: From left to right the components of KECS with indicated AI
support (has been published in [147]).

Figure 10 presents an example how file names (left) could be used
to form a PKG (right). Not all aspects are visualized because of space
reasons. Due to the subjective view of a user, some terms may be too
general (“images”) or technical (“Thumbs”) which classifies them as
irrelevant (underlined in red). For relevant terms (underlined in green)
corresponding PKG resources (owl:NamedIndividuals1 according to
OWL [177]) are created and their provenance is tracked (foaf:topic-
relation). Non-taxonomic relations (:hasProject, :worksFor) are stated
between discovered and typed named individuals (:Mercurtainment,
:Parker, :Zenphase). Similarly, taxonomic relations (skos:broader)
form a taxonomy tree from more general topics (skos:Concepts) us-
ing the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) vocabulary
[172]. Abbreviations such as “WIP” can be expanded using an indi-
vidual’s preferred label (skos:prefLabel), while synonyms and other
spellings can be recorded as hidden labels (skos:hiddenLabel).

To construct such PKGs from file names the HumL approach Knowledge
Extraction from Classification Schemes (KECS) is proposed. It sup-
ports Knowledge Engineers (KEs) and domain experts in performing
the following construction tasks: domain terminology extraction, man-
agement of named individuals, taxonomy creation and non-taxonomic
relation learning (Figure 11). Rules and machine learning models
are applied during KG construction to predict new RDF statements
from feedback which reduces manual efforts. In the following, the
approach’s special storage model, its components and Graphical User
Interface (GUI) are discussed.

Knowledge Graph Model. Since machine learning is also involved
in suggesting statements, two agents, namely the Knowledge Engineer
(KE) and an Artificial Intelligence (AI) are able to give feedback in
form of true but also false assertions. To record this, additional meta
data per RDF statement is stored in the KG model:

• the agent who stated the assertion,
• the date and time when it was asserted,
• the assertion’s rating which can be true, false or undecided, and
• the agent’s confidence as a floating-point number ranging [0, 1].

Suggestions by AI can always be outvoted by the KE, however, as long
as the KE does not disagree, affirmative AI assertions are assumed to
be true.

1 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/#Named_Individuals

https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/#Named_Individuals
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Domain Terminology Extraction. To make suggestions for terms in
file names, rules are applied in form of heuristics. Because of uncertain
word boundaries, the files’ basenames are tokenized by character type
and camel case2. The tokens are also negatively rated by checking
if they consist of a single letter, multiple symbols or digits (except
for potential years) or stop words. An example for this procedure
is given in Table 9 where a file name is split into tokens which are
positively (✓) and negatively (✗) rated. As a result, AI assumes that
WIP, 2007, tree and Diagram are potentially relevant tokens. The KE
is always able to merge several tokens to one multi-word term (e.g.
Tree Diagram). Since accepted terms may occur somewhere else in the

Table 9: An example showing how file names in KECS are automatically
tokenized and rated.

File Name WIP__for2007-treeDiagram!(28)A.jpg

Tokens WIP __ for 2007 - tree Diagram ! ( 28 ) A .jpg

Rating ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

classification scheme, regular expressions are used to search them
automatically. In case of multi-word terms, potential word concate-
nations with minus ‘-’, underscore ‘_’, space ‘ ’ and no separator are
considered in the search. For instance, treeDiagram would have the
variations tree-Diagram, tree_Diagram and tree Diagram. In the end, a
named individual (owl:NamedIndividual [177]) is created in the KG
from the set of collected terms T .

Management of Named Individuals. However, the creation of a new
named individual is not necessary, if the terms T resemble an already
existing individual. To detect this, the Jaccard similarity coefficient
[82] between terms T and labels L of named individuals are calculated:

J(T ,L) =
|T X L|

|T Y L|

Is the similarity measurement above a certain threshold, terms are
added to the individual, otherwise a new one is created. In either case,
a foaf:topic-relation keeps track which file mentions which named
individual.

Unification. Still, it can happen that two or more named individu-
als are created which share the same meaning. To unify them, their
URIs are correctly substituted and their statements are merged in the
KG. In order to support the KE in finding potential unifications, AI
provides some suggestions by checking label information: preferred
labels are compared with the Levenshtein distance [101] and token

2 https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/apidocs/org/apache/

commons/lang3/StringUtils.html#splitByCharacterTypeCamelCase-java.lang.

String-

https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/apidocs/org/apache/commons/lang3/StringUtils.html#splitByCharacterTypeCamelCase-java.lang.String-
https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/apidocs/org/apache/commons/lang3/StringUtils.html#splitByCharacterTypeCamelCase-java.lang.String-
https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/apidocs/org/apache/commons/lang3/StringUtils.html#splitByCharacterTypeCamelCase-java.lang.String-
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equality, while hidden labels are checked for overlaps and prefix/post-
fix matches. As an example, the following label pairs would result in
suggestions to unify their named individuals: (“Tree Diagram”, “Dia-
gram”); (“diagram”, “diagramm”); (“Peter Parker”, “Parker Peter”).

Ontology Population. During the assignment of named individu-
als to classes, the KE is supported with a random forest model [27]
which is able to predict classes for individuals without a type. The
model uses class labels from already existing positive examples and a
gazetteer-based embedding technique to acquire feature vectors from
preferred labels. This method uses gazetteer lists to look up words in
labels, while remaining characters are classified by their character class
(e.g. digits, quotes and spaces). A training feature is the coverage pro-
portion of characters or words in the labels. For example, “Diagram 3”
receives the vector (English Noun = 0.77, Digit = 0.11, Space = 0.11),
while “Tree Diagram 27“ has the vector (English Noun = 0.73, Digit =
0.13, Space = 0.13). Since the former individual is assigned to the
class skos:Concept, the random forest model will probably predict
the same class for the latter due to its very similar feature vector.

Taxonomy Creation. The Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) vocabulary is used to model a taxonomy tree of concepts
(skos:Concepts) mentioned in file names. To provide suggestions for
broader concepts, AI utilizes a language resource (lexical-semantic
net) which contains synonym sets (synsets) and hypernym relations
(generalizations). First, labels from concepts in the KG are used to
find their associated synsets. By using hypernym paths, as soon as
two or more concepts show overlapping ancestors with an average
path distance below a certain threshold, they are suggested as broader
concepts. For example, given the hypernym paths (a) timetable Ñ

overview Ñ depiction and (b) diagram Ñ depiction, the method would
propose depiction as a broader concept for timetable and diagram.

Non-Taxonomic Relation Learning. Link prediction on the structure
of the classification scheme (CS) is performed to predict non-taxonomic
relations. The idea is that neighborhood in the CS can be an indicator
to use same non-taxonomic predicates between resources. Due to the
foaf:topic-relation, the location of instances (i.e. named individuals
assigned to an ontology class) in the CS is known. To perform link
prediction, this information needs to be transformed into an instance
graph. Two instances are connected with an undirected edge if they
are mentioned closely (one hop) in the CS. On this graph local similar-
ity measures are calculated (for a survey see [128, Table 1]) to acquire
feature vectors. Based on domain and range information a test set is
formed which contains all possible instance-property-instance combi-
nations. An Euclidean distance between a training vector and a test
vector below a certain threshold indicates a promising non-taxonomic
statement, since they show similar neighborhood in the CS.
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Graphical User Interface. To enter feedback and build the PKG, a
GUI in form of a Web application is provided for the KE (Figure 12).
Green/red colored elements together with thumbs-up/thumbs-down
buttons let users see and enter positive and negative feedback. At any
time the KE can manually edit the PKG through the GUI.

Figure 12a presents its three-column layout with tabs for each com-
ponent. A file explorer (left) lists for each file in a browsed folder
(/User/Downloads) its file name, rated terms and attached named in-
dividuals (distinguished by a hashtag symbol). All named individuals
together with their types are itemized in the middle. By providing
a side-by-side view of these lists, Drag&Drop operations can be per-
formed to state statements with a selected property from the drop-
down list in the top middle. In a simple ontology view (right side)
classes and properties can be defined, renamed and rated.

Figure 12b depicts a suggestion component, in this case for typing
named individuals. AI proposes a list of suggestions which is accept-
ed/rejected either individually or in bulk by the KE. Given feedback
can be inspected below and can be undone in either way. Once a
named individual is selected, a detail view (Figure 12c) allows to edit
its preferred label, type, synonyms and file attachments. The current
PKG construction progress is visualized in a status view (Figure 12d)
in several sections: bars indicate the progress in tagging, typing, taxo-
nomic and non-taxonomic relations which is aggregated to an overall
assessment score. Such estimations give hints to the KE where further
modeling is necessary.

Case Study: Expert Interviews

A case study was conducted to examine how KECS performs in real
scenarios. Since non-technical users would require considerable train-
ing to use the approach on their own, interviews between a KE and
an expert were conducted instead. During the interviews experts were
asked to describe personal views on their files which were translated
in appropriate PKG statements by the KE using the GUI.

Expert Interview Setup. Through industry projects with a large
power supply company, it was possible to get in contact with four ex-
perts from four departments, namely guideline management, property
management, license management and accounting. Table 10 lists meta
data about the datasets and corresponding experts interviewed in the
case study. While three people have managed files in file systems (FS),
one has primarily worked with spreadsheet data (SS). To be able to
also apply KECS on spreadsheets, the SS1 dataset was turned into
a tree structure in the following way: tables were transformed into
folders, their columns were interpreted as subfolders and rather short
distinct cell values became file names of files.

Interviews were conducted as follows: after the dataset was loaded
into KECS, the KE invited the corresponding expert to a one-hour
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(a) The three-column layout shows a file explorer (left), list of named individuals
(middle) and ontology editor (right).

(b) Typing component
which suggests classes
for named individuals.

(c) Detail view of a se-
lected named individ-
ual.

(d) Status view showing
the construction
progress.

Figure 12: Screenshots from the graphical user interface of KECS (have been
published in [147]).

virtual phone conference to share the screen and show the GUI. Dur-
ing the traversal through files, the KE asked questions about them,
while answers from the expert immediately lead to modeling opera-
tions. Once AI proposed some suggestions, they were discussed with
the expert and feedback was entered accordingly. The status view
(Figure 12d) was consulted every ten minutes to change the focus
based on the estimated progress. At the end of the interview (after
about 50 minutes) the expert was asked to complete a questionnaire.
Additionally, several data points are captured during the usage of
KECS. The effort of the KE operating the GUI is quantified with the
observation of keystrokes, mouse clicks and Drag&Drop operations.
To record the evolution of the PKG, every ten inputs a snapshot of the
construction metrics shown in the status view (Figure 12d) is recorded.
In the following, the collected results are presented and discussed.

Expert Questionnaire. Table 11 shows the questionnaire consisting
of seven questions (Q) and the experts’ answers (E). Additionally, an
average value and standard deviation (Avg. & SD) of their scores is
calculated. Q1 was asked to find out how familiar the users are with
their datasets. Q2 investigates if experts think that file names actually
reflect their vocabulary. Q3 lets participants estimate the recall of the
constructed PKG, while Q4 estimates its precision. Questions refer
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Table 10: The datasets which were used in the interviews with experts. The
table additionally list statistics about the number of folders and
files, the tree’s maximal and average depth as well as the average
file/folder name length (has been published in [147]).

Dataset Expert Folders Files Max. Depth Avg. Depth Avg. Name Length

SS1 E1 103 198 3 2.98 ˘ 0.16 8.84 ˘ 9.86

FS1 E2 25, 988 95, 760 17 9.49 ˘ 1.93 23.30 ˘ 16.88

FS2 E3 8, 939 64, 571 17 9.18 ˘ 1.68 32.43 ˘ 16.77

FS3 E4 54, 933 325, 476 22 10.08 ˘ 2.22 24.24 ˘ 14.57

Table 11: A questionnaire together with the experts’ answers and average
values (has been published in [147]).

Question E1 E2 E3 E4 Avg. & SD

Q1: How many years have you been working with
the data?

13 7 4 0 6 ˘ 5.48

Q2: How much do words in the file names reflect
your language use (vocabulary) at work (scale: 1 ´

10)?

9 8 9 9 8.75 ˘ 0.50

Q3: Estimate how much your language use (vocabu-
lary) at work is represented by the established tags
(percentage).

50 15 10 10 21.25 ˘ 19.3

Q4: The established tags meaningfully reflect the
language use (vocabulary) at your work (scale: 1 ´

7).

7 6 4 6 5.75 ˘ 1.26

Q5: The established tags are assigned to meaningful
classes (scale: 1 ´ 7).

6 7 6 7 6.50 ˘ 0.58

Q6: The established tags are meaningfully struc-
tured in a taxonomy (scale: 1 ´ 7).

7 6 5 4 5.50 ˘ 1.29

Q7: The established tags meaningfully relate to each
other (scale: 1 ´ 7).

5 7 6 7 6.25 ˘ 0.96

to named individuals as “established tags”, since the GUI presented
them with hashtags. For the opinion-based questions a seven-point
Likert scale is used ranging from 1 (“fully disagree”) to 7 (“fully
agree”). The PKG’s meaningfulness is estimated with Q5 (populated
ontology), Q6 (taxonomy) and Q7 (non-taxonomic relations).

The average value of 8.75 out of 10 for Q2 shows that the experts
agree that their file names reflect their language use at work. Although,
expert E4 stated that file system F3 has not been used in the person’s
daily work (Q1), it was still possible for the expert to recognize and
explain found concepts. Received scores for Q4 to Q7 indicate that
the PKGs were meaningfully modeled. These results show that file
systems can be a promising source for PKG construction.

AI Performance. Table 12 (together with Table 13) summarizes the
recorded quantitative data during the interviews. For each column
a dataset-expert pair is stated, while each row lists a measurement.
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Per construction phase the true and false assertions by KE and AI
are counted, while the latter’s accuracy is additionally given. AI’s
accuracy is the amount how often experts agreed with its suggestions.
Unfortunately, due to an software error in taxonomy creation for the
first two interviews, no boarder concepts could be predicted.

The accuracy values provide insight into AI’s prediction perfor-
mances. Regarding domain terminology extraction, the values de-
creased, because multi-word terms are not considered which had to
be corrected by the KE frequently. In case of unification, more false
positives were suggested due to the rules’ tendency in high recall. For
ontology population, mediocre performance can be explained with
the simple gazetteer-based feature vectors on preferred labels. During
taxonomy creation, the language resource often returned too general
and thus unsuitable concepts resulting in low scores. The learning of
non-taxonomic relations did not archive good results, since the limited
number of examples did not lead to a useful prediction model. All in
all, some helpful statement could be predicted by AI, however there is
still much room for improvements.

Effort Estimation. In Table 13 the number of created named individ-
uals (#Resources) and the KE’s effort in the GUI are presented. At the
bottom of the table, KE’s numbers (see also Table 12) are aggregated
to calculate an assertions per inputs ratio. The values show that 0.6
to 0.7 assertions were stated for one input operation by the KE. Thus,
two inputs were already enough to express a true or false statement.
A value below 1.0 can be explained with not negligible navigation and
search operations in the GUI. Suggestions from AI and (bulk) feedback
buttons seems to contribute to this outcome. Especially, Drag&Drop
operations were perceived as a simple and fast method to make state-
ments. In summary, with moderate effort meaningful PKGs could be
modeled.

Limitations

The case study identified also some limitations. Ambiguities are not
considered by domain terminology extraction. As a result, similar
or equal terms are associated with the same named individual, al-
though they could have different meanings. Conversely, equal terms
mentioned in various places in the file system can mean different
things. Thus, context needs to be considered in terminology extraction.
Additionally, frequently occurring terms having multiple words could
also be suggested by the module. Currently missing term metrics
could help the KE to select promising ones first, comparable to the
concept mining approach (Section 3.3.1). Regarding machine learning,
the case study showed that there are potentials for improvements,
especially for non-taxonomic relation learning. The prediction perfor-
mance could be increased by better exploiting given feedback and the
training of other models.
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Table 12: For each construction task the number of true and false assertions by
KE and AI together with AI’s prediction performance as accuracy
values. Parts of this table has been published in [147].

Measurement SS1 (E1) FS1 (E2) FS2 (E3) FS3 (E4)

Domain Terminology Extraction

KE True 82 50 33 26

KE False 48 44 14 72

AI True 400 270, 168 242, 149 948, 405

AI False 286 220, 285 106, 573 617, 366

AI Accuracy 0.67 = 45/67 0.72 = 59/82 0.83 = 35/42 0.31 = 25/80

Management of Named Individuals

KE True 102 68 39 58

KE False 30 24 15 25

AI True 462 32, 161 8, 223 37, 159

AI False 4 1 23 155

AI Accuracy N/A N/A N/A N/A

Unification

KE True 10 2 2 0

KE False 6 18 12 4

AI True 8 10 7 2

AI False 0 0 0 2

AI Accuracy 0.57 = 4/7 0.10 = 1/10 0.14 = 1/7 0.00 = 0/2

Ontology Population

KE True 105 78 61 55

KE False 73 29 22 19

AI True 134 102 92 85

AI False 1 8 6 2

AI Accuracy 0.23 = 18/78 0.65 = 30/46 0.66 = 23/35 0.48 = 12/25

Taxonomy Creation

KE True 21 19 14 12

KE False 0 0 4 8

AI True N/A N/A 9 10

AI False N/A N/A 0 0

AI Accuracy N/A N/A 0.56 = 5/9 0.20 = 2/10

Non-Taxonomic Relation Learning

KE True 5 23 33 7

KE False 0 42 20 0

AI True 0 52 42 0

AI False 4 11 5 0

AI Accuracy 0/0 0.19 = 10/52 0.52 = 22/42 0/0
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Table 13: Created resources in the KG, the KE’s effort in the GUI and ag-
gregated assertion per inputs ratio. Parts of this table has been
published in [147].

Measurement SS1 (E1) FS1 (E2) FS2 (E3) FS3 (E4)

#Resources 88 50 39 32

KE Clicks 599 602 359 356

KE Enter-Key 60 56 30 47

KE Drag&Drop 26 34 21 18

All KE Assertions 482 397 269 286

All KE Inputs 685 692 410 421

KE Assertions/Inputs 0.70 0.57 0.66 0.68

In almost the same manner with file names, also contents of desktop
resources can be associated with semantic concepts. This is enabled
by the following approach covered in the next section.

3.3.3 Deep Linking Desktop Resources

Usually, employees work with various applications and resources in
their own personal desktop environments. As intended in the Semantic
Desktop [129], documents should be associated with concepts which
semantically describing their contents. To bridge this gap between
raw data and domain conceptualization, users should be enabled on
their desktops to make connections explicit. The Resource Description
Framework (RDF) is particularly suitable for this task, since its core
concept is the linkage of resources using statements (i.e. making edges
in an RDF graph) [182]. While RDF resources are naturally identified
with URIs, desktop resources in form of documents, presentations
and semi-structured data are located with absolute paths and the “file”
URI scheme3. However, when complex and deeply nested files need
to be associated with concepts, these surface links are not sufficient.
In the Web the practice of deep linking [171] allows users to link to
a specific piece in a website by using fragment identifiers4. Yet, such
fragmentation links are almost completely unavailable for complex
documents on the desktop [91], while related media fragments only
consider audio, video and image formats [176]. Hence, users are
unable to refer to a certain location deep inside their files, for example,
to a shape in a slide of a presentation.

To still let users refer to certain locations within files, the approach
DeepLinker is proposed. Its locally running server produces and

3 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8089

4 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3986#section-3.5

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8089
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3986#section-3.5
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DeepLinker Desktop
Resources

GET /note.txt

GET /note.txt/content/line@5

HTML
Representation

GET /note.txt/property@name

GET /a.png/content/to@image/rect@0,0,3,2

Hyperlinks

GET /b.pptx/content/to@powerpoint/index@3

2

3

4

5

1

Figure 13: Architecture of DeepLinker with exemplary deep links (has been
published in [141]).

interprets deep links to desktop resources as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 13: common file types on the desktop (right) can be browsed with
DeepLinker using HTTP GET requests (middle) which return HTML
representations of the referred parts (left). By concatenating path seg-
ments, a user can traverse further into a file’s structure, for example,
by referring to (3) the 6th line of a plain text file or (5) the fourth slide
of a PowerPoint presentation. More illustrative examples are provided
by Figure 14 which shows four deep links with their rendered HTML
websites. The deep link in Figure 14a highlights and comments the
word “Artificial” in DFKI’s logo, while in Figure 14b a link refers to
the shape “Fehler vermeiden” (highlighted in red, in English “avoid
errors”) in the 4th PowerPoint slide. Highlighting of the third line in a
text file is demonstrated in Figure 14c. The last screenshot (Figure 14d)
shows how a deep link refers to the element “Participate” (bordered
red) in a downloaded Web page.

To archive this, DeepLinker interprets each path segment of a
given deep link segment-by-segment as a parameterized method:
/method@param1,...,paramN/. Each method returns a DeepLinker re-
source which allows to chain them in order to traverse further into
desktop resources. To do so, the following path segment methods are
implemented. child and index let users select sub-resources by name
or sequential number. In case of text content, line and substring high-
light corresponding character string parts. Sub-images can be selected
with rect, while cssSelector utilizes Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) se-
lectors to pick an element in an XML structure. The download method
retrieves an external file and property acquires for a given key its
value. A special ‘to’ method transforms resources into another format
if supported (e.g. a PDF document to plain text).

Applying such a HumL approach promises several benefits. With
the help of DeepLinker, desktop users are able to browse their files
to receive resolvable deep links. By revisiting the links, they directly
arrive to the desired fragment again, a mechanism which is usually
not present in native desktop environments. In special collaborative
working scenarios, links can be shared in a team which makes explain-
ing how to reach certain parts of files obsolete. Search engines could
return deep links in their search results to refer to specific parts where
search terms are found. Having such hyperlinks also enable users to
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(a) /a.png/content/to@image/
rect@600,109,188,36

(b) /b.pptx/content/to@powerpoint
/index@3/cssSelector@svg%2B%253E

%2Bg%2B%253E%2Bg%253A...

(c) /c.txt/content/to@string/line@2 (d) /remote/download@http%253A%252F
%252Fw3c.org,*%252F*/content/

to@html/cssSelector@...

Figure 14: Screenshots from DeepLinker showing deep links, GUI elements
and referred parts. Some links are shortened due to their lengths.
Images have already been published in [141].

annotate file contents by making statements about them in RDF. This
way, constructed KG resources can be associated with desktop users’
personal data in a Semantic Desktop environment to semantically
describe contents.

Limitations

Limitations due to the approach’s prototypical state are discussed
next. DeepLinker is a separate tool running beside already existing,
well-established and frequently used desktop applications. Therefore,
a lower willingness from users to use DeepLinker for browsing files
is to be expected. Moreover, in case file contents change over time,
generated deep links are not robust to such modifications, because
they are composed of names, indices and selectors. Although, the
concept of hyperlinks should be familiar for non-technical users who
are used to browse the Web, the annotation process using KGs and
RDF can be very unusual to them. The creation of bookmarks during
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Web surfing might be the annotation activity they probably can relate
to. Still, getting used to deep linking needs training and takes time.

Besides linking, users also need a way to freely enter their expertise in
form of instances and their relations. The following approach considers
this with an interactive spreadsheet.

3.3.4 RDF Spreadsheet Editor

In order to gather especially tacit knowledge about a certain domain,
employees who work in this field are usually consulted. One way
to involve them is to provide a software which lets them directly
and actively communicate their expertise. Ontology editors, like the
Protégé editor [108], enable users to model a domain with classes
and properties. However, such tools require considerable training and
technical knowledge to be configured and used.

Since spreadsheets are widely known in this user group, its metaphor
can be exploited for transferring knowledge by entering data manually.
This idea leads to the proposed RDF Spreadsheet Editor approach: its
sheet generates RDF statements the moment data is entered in cells.
With this it enables users to enter and also modify RDF statements
in a familiar way. The editor can be utilized before and during KG
construction. Starting with an empty graph, the focus lies in incremen-
tal instance creation through domain experts. Having a filled KG, the
approach is able to present its content in spreadsheets, while edits
immediately result in KG changes. Since such spreadsheet modeling
typically involves a lot of communication and collaboration, RDF
Spreadsheet Editor is implemented as an interactive Web application,
thus contributors instantly see each others changes in a sheet. The
zero-configuration spreadsheet itself considers a fixed class per sheet,
entity per row and property per column mapping, comparable to a con-
version procedure from tabular data to RDF [185]. It allows users to
manage classes, properties, instances and assertions with a focus on
the ABox level. Therefore, the tool has limited ontology engineering
features for the TBox.

The basic functionality of RDF Spreadsheet Editor is demonstrated
in Figure 15a. Its GUI screenshot is annotated with red numbers
indicating basic features. (1) By naming and adding a sheet, (2) a
new labeled class and a corresponding sheet is created. All labels’
language tag will be English, since this is the selected language in
the example. (3) A row header lists labeled instances of the class. (4)
Similarly, the column header creates labeled properties which have
in their domain the sheet’s class. (5) By entering a name in a cell,
a labeled resource is instantiated and a statement is formed using
the row header’s resource and the column header’s property. This
statement creation is independent of the order in which the cells are
populated. (6) To create a literal instead, a preceding single quotation
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(a) Graphical user interface of a work-
book’s sheet with annotated features
in red.

(b) An admin view to manage RDF
datasets and their workbooks.

Figure 15: Screenshots from RDF Spreadsheet Editor (have been published
in [149, 150]).

mark has to be used. This is not shown in the screenshot, since the
cell is not edited at the moment. (7) Auto completion helps to pick
a resource by its label. (8) In case a resource has an rdfs:comment, it
is shown when mouse hovering the cell. Listing 6 presents a subset
of the associated RDF triples generated by the editor (for readability
reasons the URNs’ UUIDs are shorted).

Besides the editor’s basic features, there are other helpful ones
which simplify its usage.

auto completion and copy&paste To refer to already existing
resources, an auto completion feature suggests them by their
labels. Additionally, it is possible to copy and paste a resource
from one cell to another. Unlike a simple copy of text in spread-
sheets, this operation reuses the resource’s URI which enables
interlinking.

comments Additional to resource labels, comments can be provided
which is helpful in case of disambiguation. Once a resource in a
cell is focused, a text area lets users enter a comment which is
shown when mouse is hovering it.

data types of literals When a literal is entered in a cell, a data
type is automatically suggested: Floating-point numbers receive
the type xsd:float, while integer numbers are typed xsd:int.
Should “true” or “false” be entered, xsd:boolean is used. If non
of them apply, a language string rdf:langString is assumed in
the language the sheet is configured.

http uris URIs in the editor are randomly generated with UUIDs.
However, if a hyperlink is entered or pasted (starting with
http(s)://), it is used for the resource’s URI.

label modification When a cell’s content is modified, a resource’s
label or a literal statement is changed accordingly. If its text is
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Listing 6: A subset of the modeled statements in RDF Spreadsheet Editor
shown by a screenshot in Figure 15a (has been published in [150]).

1 <urn:uuid:1cfd> a rdfs:Class ; # (2)

2 rdfs:label "Conference"@en .

3

4 <urn:uuid:99f2> a <urn:uuid:1cfd> , owl:Thing ; # (3)

5 rdfs:label "ISWC"@en ;

6 <urn:uuid:ccf1> <urn:uuid:76b9> ; # (5)

7 <urn:uuid:6942> "A"@en . # (6)

8

9 <urn:uuid:76b9> a owl:Thing ; # (5)

10 rdfs:label "ESWC"@en .

11

12 <urn:uuid:ccf1> a rdf:Property ; # (4)

13 rdfs:label "related to"@en ;

14 rdfs:domain <urn:uuid:1cfd> .

15

16 <urn:uuid:6942> a rdf:Property ; # (4)

17 rdfs:label "rank"@en ;

18 rdfs:domain <urn:uuid:1cfd> ;

19 rdfs:range rdf:langString . �
set empty, only the associated statement is removed from the
RDF graph, but not any resources. This way resources can be
reused later in other cells.

admin view A separate admin view is integrated (Figure 15b) to
create and delete RDF datasets. It additionally features a separate
page to perform SPARQL queries, exports (downloads) and
imports (uploads) of triples in typical RDF serialization formats
and the use of common vocabularies (like FOAF [28]). For each
dataset, workbooks can be created and their links can be shared
with collaborators.

User Study

To evaluate the usability of RDF Spreadsheet Editor, a user study with
17 participants (13 male, 4 female, avg. age 31 ˘ 9.6) was conducted.
As a baseline, the tool is compared with the ontology editor Protégé
(Version 5.2.0) [108] and the writing of RDF using the Turtle syntax
[183].

To assess the prior knowledge of the participants, a questionnaire
asked them to estimate how experienced they are regarding RDF,
Protégé and spreadsheets in general on a scale between novice (1) and
expert (5). Figure 16 visualizes the results on individual histograms.
They show that RDF skills are nearly normal distributed, while Protégé
is mostly unknown to them and, conversely, spreadsheets are well-
known.
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Figure 16: Estimations of participants’ experiences on a scale between novice
(1) and expert (5) using histograms (has been published in [150]).

The task in the user study was to model as concise as possible the
following information in RDF: “Max attends the conference ESWC 2017.
The ESWC 2017 is located in Portoroz. The keywords Semantic Web and
Knowledge are related to ESWC 2017. Portoroz is a city and lies within
the country Slovenia” [150]. Each participant were ask to sequentially
use the three tools, but in randomized order to reduce learning ef-
fects. In case of writing Turtle, participants have chosen their familiar
text editor which was Notepad++5, Atom6 or Sublime Text7. For Pro-
tégé a short tutorial was provided and questions about its usage
were answered during the task. Regarding RDF Spreadsheet Editor, a
screenshot was shown to briefly explain its basic functionality.

For each tool and participant the time to finish the modeling task
and the number of created triples were measured. Should the Turtle
syntax have parsing errors (13 of 17 cases), statements were counted
manually. A scatterplot visualizing number of triples per time for
Turtle (˝), Protégé (ˆ) and RDF Spreadsheet Editor (△) is presented
in Figure 17. The plot clearly shows that RDF Spreadsheet Editor
lets users create more RDF statements in less time compared to the
baselines. In fact, the approach archived on average 13.8 statements per
minute which is approximately four times more than using Protégé
(3.4) and writing Turtle (3.1). Participants reported during the use of
Protégé that they are overwhelmed by the GUI’s richness which also
underlines their low experience with the tool (Figure 16b). Bulk editing
capabilities seems to be not available in Protégé or were unknown
to the participants. Although, writing Turtle in a text editor does not
provide a GUI with buttons and lists, its typical features like multiple
cursors, copy&paste operations, regular expression based searches
and replacements, auto completion, etc. seems to compensate this.

Right after task completion with RDF Spreadsheet Editor, partici-
pants were asked to complete a User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ)
[100] for it. The UEQ derives six factors, namely attractiveness, per-
spicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation, and novelty. They are

5 https://notepad-plus-plus.org/

6 https://atom.io/

7 https://www.sublimetext.com/

https://notepad-plus-plus.org/
https://atom.io/
https://www.sublimetext.com/
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Figure 17: For each participant the number of statements per time for writing
Turtle syntax (˝), using Protégé (ˆ) and RDF Spreadsheet Editor
(△) (has been published in [150]).

presented in Figure 18. Excellent scores have been archived in attrac-
tiveness, efficiency and perspicuity, while novelty has ben received the
lowest value. These results can be explained by the use of the spread-
sheet metaphor: participants felt to work in a familiar environment
which is perceived efficient and perspicuous, but naturally not novel.

Figure 18: Results of a user experience questionnaire [100] for RDF Spread-
sheet Editor (has been published in [150]).

Limitations

Although, RDF Spreadsheet Editor performed well compared to the
baselines, it has some limitations. Once a resource’s property has more
than one object, multiple entities have to be entered in a cell (as dis-
cussed in Section 2.1) or the property has to be repeated in the column
header. One solution to handle such cardinalities could be multiple
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inner cells in an outer cell as proposed by the Related Worksheets
approach [11]. However, the editor’s readability and usability could
decrease in such cases. This is also true when large RDF datasets are
edited, with a high number of classes, instances and properties. Typi-
cal searching, sorting and filtering capabilities in spreadsheets could
help users to keep an overview. Regarding ontology engineering, RDF
Spreadsheet Editor provides very limited features which could be
compensated with dedicated GUI modules. For example, a tree view
is better suited for the management of class and property hierarchies
than a table.

3.4 software developers

The group of software developers (or software engineers) have a rather
technical perspective on a domain. Usually, they implement services
for knowledge workers, model data structures and access (legacy)
data stores. Because of their tasks in an enterprise, this group has
background knowledge about the domain, but not as profound as
domain experts. Although, software developers have a higher technical
understanding, they may not be familiar with Semantic Web standards,
semantic technologies and KGs in general (see topics described in
Section 1.3). Since their time is usually limited, additional training to
study these new technologies is often not granted. To still involve them
in a KG construction project, dedicated HumL approaches for them
become necessary. One way could be the deployment of an interface
which lets them access KGs through technologies they are familiar
with. In Section 3.4.1 such an API is proposed to enable them to work
with KGs. A similar idea is the transformation of constructed KGs to
more familiar data structures. Section 3.4.2 covers such an approach
which is able to convert RDF datasets to Relational Databases (RDBs).
With these methods, developers become able to implement software
modules which read from and also write to such graphs. Especially
writing operations enable them to contribute to KG construction and
maintenance tasks after its deployment. Reading operations on familiar
RDB models let them easily analyze constructed contents. An active
involvement via software development qualifies developers to also
give feedback about modeled structures.

Parts of this section have already been published in [140, 153].

3.4.1 SPARQL REST API

SPARQL [181] is the standard query language to access an RDF triple-
store. However, to use and understand its mechanisms and behav-
ior, fundamental topics about Semantic Web technologies (see Sec-
tion 1.3.1) need to be learned first. To reduce this initial hurdle for
Semantic Web newcomers, an approach is proposed which turns a
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given SPARQL endpoint into a JSON-based REST API. Since devel-
opers are commonly used to these Web technologies, they instantly
become able to perform Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD)
operations on KGs and implement services on top of that. This way, de-
velopers are enabled to take part in KG construction and maintenance
tasks by providing suitable software assets. To archive this, the pro-
posed approach called SPARQL REST API provides two mechanisms:
First, it uses the path metaphor in a request URL to let developers
navigate through the KG. Second, it bidirectionally transforms graph
representations into an object view using a nested JSON format.

Listing 7 summarizes the possible paths by providing a formal gram-
mar. The API considers two main entry points which are /resource

and /class (Line 1). While the former continues with a resource’s
CURIE to query it (Line 2), the latter is used to browse instances of
a given class (Line 3). Both use the PATH rule (Line 4) to traverse the
graph by alternating resources (RES) and properties (PROP). Optional
expressions (RQL) can be added to further filter the result.

Listing 7: Part of the formal path grammar of SPARQL REST API (has been
published in [140]).

1 API_PATH = "/api" (RESOURCE | CLASS)

2 RESOURCE = "/resource" PATH RQL?

3 CLASS = "/class" RES PATH RQL?

4 PATH = ("/" RES "/" PROP)* ("/" RES)? �
The results are rendered as JSON objects [39] which contain a

reached resource’s outgoing edges. Resources are identified with
CURIEs which are listed in the output as simple JSON arrays of ids.
Analogously, literals are itemized in values arrays. However, to ensure
a correct round trip between output and input (writing operations),
their meta data is also given in form of value, datatype and language.
Special id-maps are JSON objects mapping predicate CURIEs to their
RDF objects. Once responses consist of complex subgraphs, the ele-
ments ids, values, id-map and value-map are nested.

Figure 19 shows how SPARQL REST API browses DBpedia [10]
given some exemplary paths and results. Through the /class endpoint
which lists classes (1), dbo:Country is selected resulting in a response
containing countries (2). By adding dbr:Germany as a path segment,
its outgoing edges are returned (3). Following the path metaphor, an
additional property dbo:capital just returns the desired value (5).
This traversal through the graph can be continued arbitrarily long (5
& 6).

Besides reading with HTTP GET requests, the API also supports the
other CRUD operations. To create resources, POST and PUT requests
expect the same JSON payload as shown in GET requests enabling
a seamless round trip. While POST creates new resources with state-
ments passed in the request’s payload, PUT updates (or creates) a
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/class /dbo:Country /dbr:Germany /dbo:capital /dbr:Berlin /rdfs:label

"ids": [ 
 "foaf:Person", 
 "dbo:Country", 
 ... 
]

"ids": [ 
 "dbr:Germany", 
 "dbr:France", 
 "dbr:Spain", 
 ... 
]

"id-map": { 
 "dbo:capital": { 
  "ids": ["dbr:Berlin"] 
 }, 
 "rdfs:label": { 
  "values": [ 
   { 
    "value": "Germany", 
    "datatype": 
      "rdf:langString", 
    "language": "en" 
   }, ... 
  ] 
 }, ... }

"ids": [ 
 "dbr:Berlin" 
]

"id-map": { 
 "rdf:type": { 
  "ids": [ 
   "dbo:City", 
   ... 
  ] 
 }, 
 "rdfs:label": { 
  "values": [ 
   { 
    "value": "Berlin", 
    "datatype": 
     "rdf:langString", 
    "language": "en" 
   }, ... 
  ] 
 }, 
 ... 
}

"values": [ 
 { 
  "datatype": 
   "rdf:langString", 
  "language": "en", 
  "value": "Berlin" 
 }, 
 { 
  "datatype": 
   "rdf:langString", 
  "language": "de", 
  "value": "Berlin" 
 }, 
 ... 
]

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

2

4

3 5 6

Figure 19: Paths and their JSON responses of SPARQL REST API browsing
through DBpedia (has been published in [140]).

resource identified through a given path. DELETE operations remove
resources depending on the number of used path segments: if only the
resource is mentioned (one segment), all its incoming and outgoing
RDF statements are removed. Is a resource and property mentioned
(two segments), the properties outgoing edges are erased. In case three
segments are defined, only the specified SPO triple is removed.

Additional features in the API provide more expressiveness for
users. An asterisk wildcard ‘*’ (known from Linux shells) can replace
any RES and PROP segments in a path. Its “all of them” semantic in-
troduces an additional nesting level in the response which creates a
partial view of nested objects. Moreover, at PROP positions the API
supports the use of SPARQL property paths [180] (indicated by paren-
theses) which enable multiple hops, inverse directions and alternatives.
The property path itself is collapsed (i.e. not shown) in the result. An
example of these features is presented in Figure 20. Two wildcards
in (1) and (2) extend the response with all resources having capitals
using nested id-maps. Berlin’s normal and preferred labels are listed
by using the alternative path operator ‘|’ (3).

/resource/*/dbo:capital/*/(rdfs:label|skos:prefLabel)

{ 
    "id-map": { 
        "dbr:Germany": { 
            "id-map": { 
                "dbr:Berlin": { 
                    "values": [ 
                        {"value": "Berlin", "datatype": "rdf:langString", "language": "en"}, 
                        {"value": "Berlin", "datatype": "rdf:langString", "language": "de"}, 
                        ... 
]}}}, ... }}

1

1 2 3

2

3

Figure 20: Demonstration of wildcards and property paths in SPARQL REST
API (has been published in [140]).

SPARQL REST API also implements some Resource Query Lan-
guage (RQL)8 operators, such as filters like limit, sort and regex as
well as aggregations like sum, avg, and count. To reduce the number

8 https://github.com/persvr/rql

https://github.com/persvr/rql
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of requests, batch processing is also provided to bundle similar op-
erations to a single JSON-RPC [93]. An additional /namespace entry
point can be used to manage namespace prefixes. To also be able to
traverse BNodes in the graph, they are automatically skolemized [103]
to URIs by the API.

Limitations

Although, developers can communicate with a KG through SPARQL
REST API without extensive training, there are still some issues with
the tool to be discussed. Since the path metaphor lets them traverse
through the graph, its structure is transparent to users. Together with
the virtual JSON object view showing finite documents, this can lead
to misconceptions in their mental model. For example, paths can be
formed to traverse a cycle in the graph. Consequently, different paths
in the graph can lead to the same resource which makes URLs for
them not unique. Due to the support of a round trip, RDF literals
are complex JSON objects rather than simple JSON literals (strings,
numbers, Boolean values) which can be odd for developers. Although,
SPARQL is an expressive query language, only rather simple queries
are possible with the API due to its intentionally reduced functionality.

SPARQL REST API is a wrapper around a SPARQL interface, so
data is converted at query time. However, if analyses involve a large
part of the graph, a high number of requests will be necessary. For such
cases, a complete conversion of the KG to a familiar data structure is a
more appropriate solution. The next section covers such an approach.

3.4.2 RDF2RDB-REST-API

Regarding the application of KGs, the following experiences have been
made during research in several industry-related projects. Semantic
Web standards and their technologies as described in Section 1.3.1
are rather seldom used in industry. This observation was also made
by a case study in the manufacturing domain [57]. When it comes
to system critical data, the storage of choice are often Relational
Databases (RDBs), since they are researched for over 50 years now
[15]. This technology is often complemented with appropriate Create,
Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) APIs to access and manipulate data
more conveniently. Distinct solutions from Semantic Web and industry
regarding storage and query methods are summarized and compared
in Table 14. While triplestores with RDF statements expressing asser-
tions and ontologies are preferred by the Semantic Web community,
industry is used to store database tables with schemata. The iden-
tification with URIs is opposed to primary keys in RDBs. SPARQL
can be compared with Structured Query Language (SQL) queries or
dedicated REST calls.
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Table 14: Comparison table between Semantic Web and Industry in storage
and query approaches (has been published in [153]).

Approach Semantic Web Industry

Storage Triplestore SQL Database

Domain Modeling Terminology in Ontology Database Schema

Data Modeling RDF Statement Assertions Database Records

Identification URIs Primary Keys

Query Interface SPARQL SQL / REST API

Exchange Format Result Set / RDF Result Set / JSON

To give developers the chance to work with semantic data, but in a
familiar storage system (like RDBs), RDF datasets could be completely
transformed to another data model. With the known trade-off to
lose the flexibility of semantic technologies, they are able to query
and maintain generated data in familiar stores without much prior
knowledge. An additionally generated CRUD REST API would enable
developers to directly work with converted data, comparable with the
previous approach (Section 3.4.1). Regarding HumL integration, after
a KG is constructed and deployed, developers can receive a converted
version of it which can be queried and analyzed by them without
further ado. However, such one-way transformations imply that for
each new KG version a conversion step has to be performed again.

To provide a fully automated solution, the approach RDF2RDB-
REST-API is proposed and illustrated in Figure 21. The example shows
an RDF dataset about persons reading books (left) which is automati-
cally converted by the approach to three RDB tables (middle): Person,
reads and Book. Additionally, Java source code is generated which
includes corresponding Java classes and a server implementation to
provide a REST API, for example to GET the first book in a JSON rep-
resentation [39]. To archive this, RDF2RDB-REST-API has three phases:

RDF Dataset Relational Database REST API

public class Book {
  private Long id;
  private String title;

...

Table: Person
id | name      
 1 | John      
 2 | Thomas    

Table: Book
id | title  
 1 | Ash   
 2 | Claf 

Table: reads
person | book  
     1 |    1   
     2 |    1
     1 |    2
     2 |    2 

:p1 a :Person;
  :name “Thomas“
  :reads :b1, :b2 .
:p2 a :Person;
  :name “John“
  :reads :b1, :b2 .

...

:b1 a :Book;
  :title “Ash“ .
:b2 a :Book;
  :title “Calf“ .

...

{
  “id“: 1,
  “title“: „Ash“
}

GET /book/1

Figure 21: Illustration of the RDF2RDB-REST-API approach (has been pub-
lished in [153]): an RDF dataset (left) is transformed to RDB tables
(middle) and server code implemented in Java (right).

first, it analyzes given RDF statements to derive a suitable database
model in the second step, while the third step generates Java code.

Analysis of RDF. To simplify the processing, a first step is to skolem-
ize all BNodes [103] by consistently substituting them with randomly
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generated URIs. In a next step, classes and their instances are col-
lected by scanning through all assertion statements (ABox). This also
includes the examination of properties with their domain and range
information. According to OWL [177], properties are divided into
data type properties (literal range) and object properties (resource
range). For the former, suitable SQL storage classes (text, real, integer
or binary large object) are found for the literal types. For the latter,
resource types are looked up and dangling resources are detected
if they are not further mentioned in the dataset or have no type. In
both cases, by scanning through the ABox again, their cardinalities
are inspected which can be one-to-one, many-to-one, one-to-many or
many-to-many.

Conversion to RDB. The analysis results from the previous step is
used to model RDB tables in a type-store fashion [102], since developer
may easier grasp this structure than a vertical or horizontal one. Fol-
lowing this model, an “entity table” is created for each identified type
(class), while its instances will be the table’s records. As a primary
key they have a mandatory id-column. Further columns come from
RDF properties which have the entity table’s class in their domain.
However, for certain cardinalities different actions are performed. In
case of one-to-many, to satisfy the third normal form [94] the referring
table will receive the column. In case of many-to-many, a separate
table with two columns is created which refers to subjects and objects.

After the RDB schema is defined, tables are filled with records. First,
for each RDF resource a unique numeric ID is assigned to have distinct
primary keys in entity tables. The outgoing edges’ objects are used
to allocate the records’ fields. Many-to-many tables are filled with
subject and object IDs of its associated property if subject types match
its domain and object types match its range.

Finally, SQL syntax is generated to create a SQLite9 database with
all tables and records.

Generation of REST API Code. The template engine Apache Free-
Marker10 is utilized to generate Java source code in two separate
projects. For an api project Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) [62] are cre-
ated for each entity table, while class attributes reflect table columns.
Compatible many-to-many tables become java.util.List attributes
due to their multiple values once joined. A special LangString POJO
class is used for language string properties to capture language meta
data. To control the database, an SQL-based controller is generated
for each entity table which allows to select, insert, update and delete
records with corresponding Java methods. A separate server project in-
cludes the api project to reuse POJOs and database access methods. By
using the Spark framework11, a RESTful server is implemented which

9 https://www.sqlite.org/

10 https://freemarker.apache.org/

11 http://sparkjava.com/

https://www.sqlite.org/
https://freemarker.apache.org/
http://sparkjava.com/
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provides endpoints for each Java class (entity table). The common
HTTP methods GET, POST, PUT, PATCH and DELETE are supported and
POJOs are bidirectionally converted to JSON documents to exchange
data.

Evaluation

To check how RDF2RDB-REST-API handles various RDF datasets in
comparison with a similar approach, an evaluation is conducted.

Dataset Conversions. Six relatively small sized RDF datasets which
are randomly selected from the LOD cloud [162] and a generated one
from the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [22] are used to investi-
gate generation effects of the algorithm. Table 15 lists them together
with their sizes, number of properties, cardinalities and generation
results. As intended, the dataset’s classes are reflected by entity tables

Table 15: Dataset characteristics and generation results of RDF2RDB-REST-
API which has been published in [153]. Used abbreviations: state-
ments (Stmts), classes (Cls), multi-typed instances (MT), object
property (OP), datatype properties (DP), one-to-one (OO), many-to-
one (MO), one-to-many (OM), many-to-many (MM), entity tables
(ET), many-to-many tables (MMT), average number of columns per
ET (avgCol).

Dataset Size Properties & Cardinalities Generation Result

No. Name Stmts Cls MT OP DP OO MO OM MM ET MMT avgCol

1 TBL-C12 109 5 1 26 18 31 19 7 1 5 11 12.2 ˘ 12.4

2 CTB13 10, 853 4 0 10 5 4 6 1 4 4 7 3.0 ˘ 1.6

3 EAT14 1, 674, 376 2 0 3 3 1 5 0 0 3 1 2.7 ˘ 2.1

4 Pokédex15 26, 562 19 0 9 29 13 28 5 3 19 40 3.5 ˘ 6.7

5 BOW16 4, 041, 676 15 349, 195 7 19 2 9 0 15 15 180 5.3 ˘ 3.0

6 S-IT17 4, 477 406 81 9 25 18 6 3 7 406 3, 056 2.6 ˘ 1.0

7 BSBM18 40, 177 22 100 12 28 16 22 0 2 22 17 13.7 ˘ 5.5

and properties becoming either columns or additional many-to-many
relations. The outputs show that databases sufficiently reflect the
information content of given RDF datasets. However, several many-
to-many tables with equivalent data were unnecessarily generated
because of resources with multiple types. This effect can be seen for
Dataset No. 6 having the second lowest number of statements, but
the highest number of many-to-many tables. Although, Dataset No.
5 has a large number of multi-typed (MT) instances (349, 195), only

13 Tim Berners-Lee’s electronic business card, http://www.w3.org/People/

Berners-Lee/card.rdf

14 Copyright Term Bank, https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/copyrighttermbank
15 Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus, https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/associations
16 Pokémons, https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/data-incubator-pokedex
17 Between our Worlds (Release 2020-06), https://betweenourworlds.org/
18 Traveling website about Salzburg in Italian language, https://lod-cloud.net/

dataset/salzburgerland-com-it

http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card.rdf
http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card.rdf
https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/copyrighttermbank
https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/associations
https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/data-incubator-pokedex
https://betweenourworlds.org/
https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/salzburgerland-com-it
https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/salzburgerland-com-it
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180 many-to-many tables are generated. The reason is that the average
number of types per MT instance is rather low 2.9 ˘ 0.9.

Comparison with RDF2RDB. The similar tool RDF2RDB19 is used
as a baseline to compare the output of Dataset No. 1 and Dataset No.
7. Since the authors also provide an output for TBL-C20 it can be used
for comparison. RDF2RDB produced more tables (59 compared to 16)
since more properties are converted into many-to-many tables instead
of columns. They also produce a separate labels-table to enable label-
based searches and uris-table which lists all resources with some meta
data. Regarding the BSBM dataset (No. 7), again RDF2RDB generates
more tables (145 compared to 39) because for each product type a table
is produced. Entity tables are nearly equal, except some properties
are modeled as tables (not columns). To conclude, RDF2RDB tends to
generate more tables (especially many-to-many) in order to comply
with the RDF model. RDF2RDB-REST-API is more data driven and
tries to reduce the number of tables when observed cardinalities allow
that.

Limitations

During the evaluation, limitations of RDF2RDB-REST-API could be
identified. A main challenges is the handling of instances with multiple
types. The problem is that resources which have more then one type
are redundantly distributed among tables. Since particular domains
are related to certain ranges in many-to-many tables, their number also
increase. Such unwanted and unnecessary data redundancies should
be avoided or kept to a minimum. Another optimization is the decision
whether properties are converted to simple columns or many-to-many
tables. When choosing the first extreme, the second normal form
would be violated because data redundancy occurs. In case of the other
extreme, a lot of tables are produced resulting in more join operations
and thus complex queries. This trade-off may be very dependent on
given use cases: RDF2RDB-REST-API minimizes the numbers of many-
to-many tables by inferring cardinalities from the data. However, this
fixes the database schema and makes changing cardinalities later not
easy. Since the approach is a one-way conversion, large or frequently
changed RDF datasets will take considerable conversion time. To
reduce this, an update-mechanism could avoid the rebuilding method.

3.5 semantic web practitioners

Users in the group of Semantic Web practitioners model, query and ex-
ploit knowledge in form of ontologies and Knowledge Graphs (KGs).
They are well-versed with Semantic Web standards, related technolo-

19 https://github.com/michaelbrunnbauer/rdf2rdb

20 https://www.netestate.de/Download/RDF2RDB/timbl.txt

https://github.com/michaelbrunnbauer/rdf2rdb
https://www.netestate.de/Download/RDF2RDB/timbl.txt
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gies and tools (see Section 1.3). While Knowledge Engineers (KEs)
focus on the creation of KGs mainly with approaches from Chapter 2,
Semantic Web experts contribute to ontology modeling and knowl-
edge service implementation tasks with their expertise and technical
skills. Compared to non-technical users, members of this group have
usually limited knowledge about the special domain in which they
join the project. Therefore, during maintenance of ontologies and
knowledge services, they rely on contributions from the other groups:
while domain experts provide insights into their topics and workflows,
developers add their competency on software engineering and tech-
nical environments. Thus, Semantic Web practitioners need ways to
foster cooperation and at the same time motivate colleagues to use
Semantic Web related technologies.

They take part in the KG construction process in two ways: One
aspect is the modeling of ontologies, especially in collaboration with
other members. To archive this, an ontology editor is proposed in
Section 3.5.1 to let them collaboratively model relevant concepts and
their relation while they get to know the domain. Another aspect is
the rapid prototyping of knowledge services on top of KGs in form of
Linked Data (LD) applications. Since this usually requires collabora-
tion among all stakeholders involved, a framework for building such
applications is provided in Section 3.5.2.

Parts of this section have already been published in [143].

3.5.1 Simple RDFS Editor

When it comes to formally model a terminology, ontologies [68] are
commonly used in the Semantic Web community. To create them, sev-
eral tools have been implemented for ontology engineers. A popular
one is Protégé [108] which is a powerful ontology editor designed
to create and maintain OWL [177] ontologies. However, its compre-
hensive features, OWL support and complex GUI, result in a steep
learning curve for beginners. Once ontology engineers would like to
quickly model less expressive RDFS [184] ontologies, learning to use
a feature-rich tool often does not pay off. Therefore, the tool Simple
RDFS Editor is proposed which provides a simplified feature set to
create and maintain RDFS ontologies.

A screenshot from the desktop application of Simple RDFS Editor
is presented in Figure 22. On the left side, the GUI lets users create
classes (C), properties (P) and instances (I) which can be labeled and
commented in different languages. On the right side, the ontologies
meta data like namespaces and prefixes can be configured. Below, class
and property hierarchies are modeled and at the bottom class instances
and their property objects are listed. The interface makes heavily use
of Drag&Drop operations, since it proved to be a convenient way to
relate elements. In the following, the tool’s features are discussed.
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Figure 22: Screenshot from Simple RDFS Editor showing a small example.

Class and Property Taxonomies. When creating classes and proper-
ties by giving them a label, the Sync feature automatically provides a
local name for the resource by applying camel case and URL encoding.
The created top level concept can be inserted into the taxonomy via
a Drag&Drop operation. A convenient way to create a property is
also done with a Drag&Drop operation from one domain class to a
range class which results in a property named has<RangeClassName>.
Similarly, to assign domain and range information to a property,
Drag&Drop from the domain class tree (left) or the range class tree
(right) to the property can be performed. A selected property’s domain
and range classes are highlighted in green.

Class Instances. By selecting a class, an instance of it can be created
with a label and comment. For the instance’s local name a UUID is
automatically suggested. If both a domain instance (subject) and a
property (predicate) are selected, the Objects-list shows all correspond-
ing RDF objects. Using the range instances, an object can be added by
Drag&Drop operation on the list.

Importing Ontologies. Once an external ontology (like FOAF [28])
is imported, their classes and properties can be reused. By a Drag&Drop
move to the own ontology, external classes and properties are in-
tegrated. For defining literal properties, the XSD [179] ontology is
provided in the tool. As usual, users can preview, save and load the
created ontology.

Online Version. Protégé is also implemented as a Web-based ap-
plication called WebProtégé21 [108]. Inspired by this, Simple RDFS
Editor is also implemented as a Web application to allow simultane-
ous collaborative editing on one ontology. Its GUI which is similar
to the desktop version is depicted in Figure 23. On the server, users

21 https://webprotege.stanford.edu/

https://webprotege.stanford.edu/
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Figure 23: Screenshot from the online version of Simple RDFS Editor.

can create private sessions with a share link to invite collaborators.
Although, the Web app offers not all features presented in the desktop
version, it lets multiple editors work on one ontology by simply using
Web browsers.

Limitations

To facilitate its usage, Simple RDFS Editor has some accepted limi-
tations. It does not support multi-inheritance in class and property
taxonomies to keep the their tree structures simple. For similar rea-
sons, properties cannot have multiple domains and ranges. Regarding
naming, for each language tag only one label and comment can be set.
In case of instances, there is currently no support to have objects being
literals.

3.5.2 Linked Data Application Framework

During knowledge service implementations, Semantic Web practition-
ers rely on participation and contributions from non-technical users
and software developers. A shared Linked Data (LD) application on
top of an evolving KG could enable rapid prototyping and may push
early discussions about the KG’s content. However, implementing such
an application can be time-consuming when typical requirements for
these user groups need to be met. To reduce initial hurdles for Seman-
tic Web practitioners, a Linked Data Application Framework (LDAF) is
proposed that provides guidelines and useful implementations which
already recognizes some demands. It is designed to enable project
partners who are not acquainted with Semantic Web standards to
participate in a LD application. This way, integration of users from all
user groups is facilitated.
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The general architecture of LDAF is presented by Figure 24 which
illustrates how a LDAF-based application (left) is deployed on top of
a KG (right). In a typical REST architecture the LDAF server lets users
browse linked data resources. A special feature of this approach is that
content negotiation (middle) is utilized to serve a linked data resource
in a form a user prefers: HTML (non-technical users), JSON (develop-
ers) or RDF (Semantic Web practitioners). Web developers become able
to implement services using Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD)
operations with HTTP GET, POST, PUT, PATCH and DELETE methods. In
the following, major features are discussed in more detail.

/auth/registration

/auth/login
User 

Graph/ontology

Ontology

/search

/sparql

/upload

Image Folder

text/html

text/turtle

application/json

Content NegotiationLinked Data Resources

/...

Default 
Graph

GET

POST

PUT

PATCH

DELETE

upload

Knowledge Graph

Figure 24: Architecture of LDAF: linked data resources support content ne-
gotiation and CRUD operations to maintain a KG.

Authentication. Since a KG project can involve multiple indepen-
dent users, basic registration and login methods already exist in the
framework. For authentication it utilizes JSON Web Tokens22 which
is a Internet standard for encrypted JSON data containing claims. To
store a user’s personal information (e.g. credentials), a dedicated user
graph is associated with the person. Only agents who are logged in
have access to other linked data resources.

Linked Data Resources. In a RESTful server, resources are typically
identified with URLs which is usually a well-known concept for all
participants. Even non-technical users are familiar with them due to
their browsing activities in the World Wide Web. Essential for LD
is that hyperlinks (URLs) are always resolvable which is ensured by
LDAF. Besides authentication, other resources are already provided
by the framework which are usually required. The agreed terminology
is served in form of a read-only ontology via the /ontology entry
point. This way, participants can look up classes and properties with
their URIs which are also managed by the server. Simple search ca-
pabilities with SPARQL and regular expressions are provided by the
/search resource. Similarly, /sparql lets users perform more expres-
sive SPARQL queries. Because resources are often associated with
depictions, /upload allows to send images to the server which can be
linked. Of cause, Semantic Web practitioners can easily extend the
server with further LD resources suitable for their use cases. Impor-

22 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7519

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7519
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tant is that all resources are able to return an HTML, JSON and RDF
representation to be consumable for the respective user group. The
framework provides means to easily configure resources to support
CRUD operations and paginated results.

RDF/JSON Conversion. For developers, an RDF resource is bidirec-
tionally converted to a nested JSON document [39] by traversing the
RDF graph for a given depth. Resulting JSON objects are always iden-
tifiable with uri, path and localname. They list other RDF properties
as object keys, while incoming edges are listed in a special _incoming
object. The converter aims for a good trade-off between lightweight
JSON representation and the expressiveness of RDF. This way, Web de-
velopers who are not familiar with Semantic Web concepts get a more
intuitive object view on RDF resources, similar to the SPARQL REST
API approach (Section 3.4.1). The related RDF serialization JSON-LD
[186] is not considered, since it potentially introduces 23 @-notations
(e.g. @context) and an sometimes unintuitive nesting which would
require additional training to understand.

HTML Rendering. The framework makes use of the template engine
Apache FreeMarker23 to render HTML pages for non-technical users.
They are designed with HTML, CSS and JavaScript code and reflect
the information of the resource’s JSON representation. In the Web
page, users are supported with dynamic forms to change linked data
conveniently.

LDAF has been successfully applied in a side project which manages
Linked Data (LD) about video games. The so-called Linked Open
Game Data24 (LOGD) platform lets users collaboratively create and
browse a linked dataset of games, releases, franchises and platforms.
By using private user graphs, members keep track of their gaming
progress, maintain their digital inventory and compose wish lists.
Using a dedicated ontology, video games can be classified by linking
to game-related concepts.

Limitations

During practical applications of LDAF, some design decisions show
limitations. Changing the ontology requires to adapt HTML represen-
tations which can cause considerable effort. A suitable GUI generation
approach for Web pages could reduce manual implementation time.
The avoidance of JSON-LD results in JSON messages having a propri-
etary format without proper context to RDF concepts. Currently only
local triplestores are supported, however in some use cases it is useful
to build LD applications on top of externally hosted KGs.

23 https://freemarker.apache.org

24 http://logd.markus-projects.net/

https://freemarker.apache.org
http://logd.markus-projects.net/
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3.6 conclusion

In this chapter various Human-in-the-Loop (HumL) approaches were
presented to involve users in the KG construction process. Proposed
approaches were characterized by their intended user group and
applied construction phase. Investigations in related work showed that
comparable methods rely on crowdsourcing, games with a purpose
and interface mediation. Since crowdsourcing and games do not really
fit in the given enterprise scenario, more office-related applications for
small user groups were introduced. To involve domain experts having
a non-technical background in particular, GUIs were proposed which
exploit well-known metaphors on personal data. To initialize KGs,
Concept Miner lets users select promising terms from their personal
information sphere. KECS applies an improved version of that on
file names and shows in an interview setting that AI support can
reduce manual modeling effort. Using DeepLinker, users are able to
associate their personal desktop files on a fine-grained level with KG
resources. RDF Spreadsheet Editor uses the spreadsheet metaphor
which allows users to quickly enter RDF statements in a KG. After
KG deployment, software developers get involved with interfaces
to acquainted protocols and conversions to familiar data structures.
Here, SPARQL REST API provides them a RESTful and JSON-based
CRUD interface to a SPARQL endpoint. Similarly, RDF2RDB-REST-
API lets them convert whole KGs to relational databases together with
suitable REST APIs. The group of Semantic Web practitioners take part
with ontology modeling and implementations of knowledge services.
While Simple RDFS Editor lets them collaboratively model ordinary
RDFS ontologies, LDAF provides a framework for implementing LD
applications.

After investigating various HumL approaches, concepts and tools,
an answer is formulated for the second research question (Section 1.2):
How can domain experts be integrated in the construction process?

To integrate domain experts, it is helpful to classify them in different
user groups first. This way, HumL approaches can be designed for
a certain audience regarding its prior knowledge, skills and require-
ments. Additionally, it is useful to become aware in which construction
phase the approach is applied. While acquisition and curation tasks
focus on getting expert feedback to establish a KG mainly in a start-up
phase, after a KG’s deployment, the attention shifts towards maintain-
ing its content through services.

Users may come in contact with Semantic Web related topics (see
Section 1.3) when feedback is required during construction of KGs.
Especially for non-technical users this can be an overwhelming experi-
ence which reduces their ability to give proper feedback. Therefore,
HumL approaches should hide such complexity and communicate
semantic data in a form users can comprehend. To accomplish this, it
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has been proven (a) to exploit metaphors which are familiar to users
and (b) to apply approaches close to their personal environment. The
spreadsheet metaphor was successfully applied in RDF Spreadsheet
Editor to let users formulate RDF statements. A user study with 17

participants showed that they were able to create more statements
in less time compared to baselines. Moreover, in a User Experience
Questionnaire (UEQ) very positive feedback were given to its perspicu-
ity and efficiency. The hyperlink metaphor used in DeepLinker lets
them interlink personal information with concepts on their (semantic)
desktops. Similarly, the path metaphor in SPARQL REST API allowed
developers to browse a KG. If there is no appropriate one and users
find it difficult to operate GUIs, an interview setting in KECS has
shown to be a suitable solution to still collect feedback. Regarding
personal environments, Concept Miner, KECS and DeepLinker also
pointed out that domain experts should be integrated in the construc-
tion process by asking them about their personal concepts in their
familiar environments from their own data. This bottom-up approach
ensures that the most relevant concepts in an enterprise are consid-
ered in the KG, while at the same time they are described by experts
who know them well. KECS showed in a case study with four expert
interviews that personal concepts indeed hide in file names and that
they can be modeled in a KG with moderate effort. Additionally, it
demonstrated that such modeling can be complemented with all kinds
of AI support.

To involve developers in maintaining a deployed KG, reading and
especially writing (i.e. create, update and delete) operations should be
provided with familiar interfaces. SPARQL REST API provides such
an interface to consume and manipulate graph data via well-known
JSON objects. With RDF2RDB-REST-API RDF graphs can be converted
to widely known Relational Databases (RDBs) with reasonable tables.
Applications in industry projects showed that these methods increased
the willingness of developers to work with KGs and related technolo-
gies, although they were not familiar with them. Once the group is
actively involved, they become qualified to give valuable feedback
about the modeled knowledge.

Semantic Web practitioners should be integrated early with ontology
modeling tasks to become aware of the terminology in the domain.
Collaborative modeling allows to integrate several participants in this
process. Early developed LD applications additionally enable rapid
prototyping and push discussions between project members about the
evolving KG.





4
D ATA S E T G E N E R AT I O N

This chapter is about the generation of datasets which are used for the
evaluation of Knowledge Graph (KG) construction methods. Parts of
this chapter have already been published in [134, 144, 152].

4.1 open dataset problem

Evaluations are conducted in computer science research to assess
the performance of approaches. Using a quantitative method, data
is collected and analyzed to draw conclusions from evidences. To
give an example, the performance of machine learning models are
typically tested on labeled datasets [169, Evaluation phase]. To receive
evaluation results, a task (i.e. challenge to be solved) is represented
by annotated datasets which contain inputs associated with their
expected outputs (i.e. annotations or labels). For the challenge of
constructing KGs from messy enterprise data, such a dataset could
also be compiled: input would be data in practice with a certain degree
of messiness, while output would be KG statements expected to be
constructed from that. Such a dataset could be shared in communities
to let other researches reproduce results and compare with them.
However, data assets from companies are almost always confidential,
since they can contain, for example, private data about products or
services and personal information about customers or employees.
Justifiably, stakeholders are not interested or allowed to share industry
or desktop data for research purpose. Even in certain cases where
a selected fraction can be published, considerable annotation efforts
remain for adding ground truth data.

Related to enterprise data, some works in literature consider the
collection of data about Personal Information Management (PIM).
Abela et al. [1] collected in a controlled experiment browsing activities
using an RDF model. However, this dataset which was promised in the
future to be available, has unfortunately never been published. More-
over, activities solely on the Internet do only reflect a small fraction of
PIM. Kim and Croft [95] suggest to create a pseudo-desktop collection
by crawling publicly available documents about people mentioned
in email threads using a search engine. Although, desktop-related
documents of different types can be gathered, the authors admit that
typical elements are missing, like user activities, folder hierarchies
and file meta data. Gonçalves [67] discusses the representativeness of
such datasets and identifies three missing links: autobiographic infor-
mation, meaning and ground truth. For these reasons, there seems

79
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to be no available and suitable PIM datasets that could be utilized to
evaluate KG construction from enterprise data.

Still, there might be some possibilities to compile such a dataset.
A workaround for data confidentiality could be obfuscation which
would make its content unclear, obscure, and unintelligible. For ex-
ample, words could be consistently swapped with synonym, related
or nonsensical ones, depending on the degree of obfuscation. This
method would lead to authentic datasets, however it requires high
effort to correctly carry out the obfuscation for several data types.
The additional and remaining fear of possible de-obfuscation (like
for graph de-anonymization [84]) does not make this approach very
attractive. Another idea could be the compilation of a dataset from
public sources, like for the pseudo-desktop collection in [95]. Espe-
cially open government data portals (e.g. from U.S.1 or Germany2) or
company data which has been made public [96] provide real data from
various domains. However, such data is usually not related to PIM, is
not cohesive enough and again requires considerable labeling effort.
Another option might be the generation of synthetic datasets inspired
by real ones. This way, data and its labels could be generated, while
software agents could simulate user behavior. An algorithm would
be able to produce large and diverse datasets, especially with labels
(ground truth). Yet, an artificial dataset might miss certain aspects a
natural one has and might be not be authentic.

Still, to overcome the open dataset problem, a generation approach
seems to be the most promising option for evaluating KG construction.
Therefore, methods are proposed in this PhD thesis which generate
datasets, after related work is discussed in the next section.

4.2 related work

Data generation is a common way to acquire datasets for the purpose
of testing systems (for a survey see [117]). Approaches in literature
often propose a language to let users define a data model and config-
ure the generation process. Bruno and Chaudhuri [30] specify a Data
Generation Language (DGL) which provides iterators, distributions,
expressions and functions to generate Relational Databases (RDBs).
Similarly, Hoag and Thompson [78] propose a Synthetic Data Descrip-
tion Language (SDDL) and use parallelism to generate large RDBs in
a short amount of time. Their XML-based language let users define
database elements, constraints and iterations. Jeske et al. [83] utilize
semantic graphs to express data relationships in their Information
Discovery and Analysis Systems Data Set Generator (IDSG). This way,
different kinds of conditional distributions can be defined. Rabl and
Poess [119] present a Parallel Data Generation Framework (PDGF)

1 https://data.gov/

2 https://www.govdata.de/

https://data.gov/
https://www.govdata.de/
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which is able to generate datasets to benchmark cloud computing. Its
XML syntax let users specify an RDB schema, generators and cluster
settings for parallelization. A follow-up work [120] also considers com-
plex RDBs with poor or odd schema design. They allow to generate
intra-row, intra-table and inter-table dependencies which aligns to the
messy data challenges discussed in Section 2.1.

The mentioned generators are designed to produce RDBs, however
enterprise data also consists of office documents and PIM structures.
For example, a company specialized in Purchase-to-Pay (P2P) pro-
cesses typically work with invoice documents, thus for such a special
domain dedicated generators are required. To acquire such a corpus
for analysis and recognition, Blanchard et al. [24] propose an invoice
generator. The authors define an invoice model schema which is used
to generate invoice meta data. Different layout strategies arrange el-
ements in the final documents which are outputted as PDFs and
images. In collaboration with Schulze et al. [155] a similar generator
called Purchase-To-Pay Dataset Generator (ptpDG) is proposed which
also considers the process context of invoices with a Multi-Agent
System (MAS) simulation approach. Using the Purchase-to-Pay On-
tology (P2P-O) [154], a ground truth KG of invoices is generated first
which is used to produce invoice XML documents. During document
generation, noise patterns are applied to introduce a certain degree of
messiness found in real-world documents.

The generation of KGs is considered by communities which would
like to benchmark SPARQL [181] queries. For a comprehensive survey
on graph generators the reader may consult the work by Bonifati
et al. [26]. In literature the following notable generators have been
proposed: Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [69], Berlin SPARQL
Benchmark (BSBM) [21] and The SP²Bench SPARQL Performance
Benchmark (SP2B) [132]. Although, they generate arbitrary large KGs,
they miss a mechanism to produce messy data from it to receive a
useful dataset for evaluating KG construction. For benchmarking vir-
tual KG access, GTFS-Madrid-Bench [34] also considers the generation
of data in various formats (CSV, JSON, SQL and XML), however in a
consistent and clean way to not compromise the benchmark.

To conclude, the discussed generation approaches still do not con-
sider or reach the degree of messiness which has been shown in
Section 2.1. For evaluating KG construction, they also lack in sufficient
annotations of ground truth, for example in form of provenance in-
formation and semantic meaning. Generators are usually designed
to produce datasets for benchmarking the performance of various
methods. This is the reason why generated data is diverse, consistent
and comprehensive, but not intentionally messy.

In comparison to RDBs, spreadsheets have less constraints and offer
more freedom to introduce messiness in data. Resulting challenges
for KG construction have been discussed in Section 2.1. Like in the
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example in Table 2, similar data could be automatically produced to
obtain messy datasets. For example, once entities are mentioned in
cells multiple surface forms can be purposely used. This particular
idea is discussed in the next section where a proposed generation
approach focus on person mentions.

4.3 person index generator

Persons can be mentioned in unstructured (sometimes short) texts (T )
in various ways, since their first names (fn), middle names (mn) and
last names (ln) can be arbitrarily selected, ordered and abbreviated.
In cases where persons share some of their names with others, am-
biguities can occur, especially in short texts [80]. During Knowledge
Graph (KG) construction from such data, one reasonable task is the
building of a person index (P) which distinctly catalogs persons by
their names as resources in the graph. This is particularly useful when
no such knowledge base about persons exists in advance. However,
if texts are rather messy and person names do not occur in a cer-
tain pattern, the recognition becomes a challenging task. Formally
defined, given some short texts ti P T , the task is to extract persons
pj = (fn,mn, ln) P P from them with their full length names as far
as possible. An additional relation (ti,pj) P R Ď T ˆ P associates both
sides, however in case of ambiguities, a separate relation (ti,PA) P A

lists ambiguous mentions of persons in PA instead.
An example is presented in Figure 25 where a person index (right)

with four individuals is derived from three messy short texts (left).
Five distinct relations exist (blue lines), namely R = t(t1,p3), (t2,p2),
(t2,p1), (t3,p2), (t3,p4)u. The ambiguous relation (red lines) is A =

t(t1, tp1,p4u)u, since “Baker” cannot be clearly assigned to one person.

Baker
Thompson LS-Z-U

Messy Short Texts (T)

First Name Middle Name Last Name

Robert Baker

Wilson Morgan

Thompson

Susan Lea Baker

Person Index (P)
Distinct Relation (R)
Ambiguous Relation (A)

t1
p1

p2

p3

p4

mail to Chief Morgan (Wilson),
[remove Baker, Robert]

Wilson, M.; Susan Lea Baker

t2

t3

Figure 25: Exemplary output of Person Index Generator: messy short texts
(left) are associated with indexed persons (right) via distinct and
ambiguous relations (middle).

To evaluate KG construction for this particular challenge, a ground
truth generator is proposed which is able to generate the relations P,
T , R and A in form of CSV files. As input, the generator expects a list
of first names and last names, a seed for randomness and quantity
settings. First, the person index (P) is formed with the given name
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lists. To introduce ambiguity here, the size and number of groups
where persons share a name can be configured. These individuals are
generated first, while the persons’ names will not be used again to
avoid unintentional ambiguities later. After that, fully distinct persons
are added to the index without reusing any name. Some of them
receive a middle name (configurable) by giving them another first
name.

From the finalized person index, all messy short text snippets are
written (T ). At random, each text snippet mentions a single person or
a group of them. To produce especially messy texts, various naming
variations are randomly picked for the persons. A list of naming
patterns is presented by Table 16. Patterns are a combination of first
names (fn), middle names (mn) and last names (ln). To add noise, the
functions department(), note() and role() return abbreviated department
names, short notes and role descriptions, respectively. The function
rnd(n) produces a random string of length n to generate pseudo
emails. Given a name, lc turns it to lower case, while letter returns its
first letter. A new line is indicated by the ê symbol. In the examples
the full name “John Fitzgerald Kennedy” is used to demonstrate
the pattern. To ensure that a middle name is mentioned at least
once, the 11th pattern is always picked first. The check marks in
Table 16 help to keep track if names are fully mentioned at least once.
Multiple mentions are delimited with randomly chosen separators
or are surrounded with quotes and brackets to avoid that they can
be trivially separated. Once a text snippet is produced, the relation R

is filled whenever persons are unambiguously mentioned. In case of
ambiguity, the relation A is used instead.

Limitations

The generator’s usage is limited by some design decisions. It is solely
made for Western world names with exactly one optional middle name
which restricts its usage to some languages and use cases. Besides
persons, other entity types could be similarly generated, but this is
not supported by the generator. Regarding the identified challenges
with messy data (Section 2.1), the generator covers Multiple Surface
Forms and Multiple Entities in a Cell. Since noisy departments, notes
and roles are also added to the text, it also includes the challenge of
Free Comments. However, not all possibilities are exhausted to produce
messy data, since the remaining challenges are not considered. To
better understand what other circumstances make spreadsheets messy,
the next section covers a dedicated pattern language.
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Table 16: Naming patterns in Person Index Generator with examples (has
been published in [152]). A check mark (✓) indicates that a certain
name is fully mentioned. Abbreviations: First Name (FN), Middle
Name (MN) and Last Name (LN).

No. Pattern Example FN MN LN

1 fn John ✓

2 ln Kennedy ✓

3 fn ln John Kennedy ✓ ✓

4 ln fn Kennedy John ✓ ✓

5 ln, fn Kennedy, John ✓ ✓

6 ln, letter(fn). Kennedy, J. ✓

7 ln department() Kennedy US-Z-G ✓

8 department()êln fn US-Z-GêKennedy John ✓ ✓

9 ln fn ălc(ln)@rnd(5).rnd(2)ą Kennedy John ăkennedy@xraok.ncą ✓ ✓

10 note() role() ln fn new Admin Kennedy John ✓ ✓

11 fn mn ln John Fitzgerald Kennedy ✓ ✓ ✓

12 fn letter(mn). ln John F. Kennedy ✓ ✓

13 letter(fn). letter(mn). ln J. F. Kennedy ✓

14 ln, letter(fn). letter(mn). Kennedy, J. F. ✓

Sum - - 9 1 13

4.4 a pattern language for spreadsheets

Particular behaviors can be observed when domain experts work
with their data assets: once they enter or modify data, they tend to
carry out operations in an accustomed way. However, when they do
not follow a data management strategy, their familiar workarounds
and habits can make data messy. These behaviors on data can be
interpreted as patterns, because people recurrently show particular
ways how they work with datasets. This approach is inspired by
Alexander’s pattern language in the architectural domain [6], however
instead of describing how houses can be designed, the proposed
pattern language for spreadsheets explain for a given circumstance (i.e.
situation, issue) a possible modeling decision of users in workbooks.
Because decisions tend to make data messier, they can be seen as a
form of anti-patterns (i.e. unfavorable for data quality). Such (anti-
)patterns can be collected and cataloged by interviewing users and
examining their files in practice. After investing data in industry
projects, twelve reoccurring patterns could be identified which are
listed in Table 17. Each pattern has a unique name and is assigned to
a category whether it describes how . . .

• information is modeled (Modeling),
• formatting conveys meaning (Formatting),
• additional information is added (Extension) or
• information is positioned (Layout).

An explanation of a circumstance is followed by a description how
information is modeled in spreadsheets. Check marks in the last
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Table 17: A pattern language for spreadsheets which describes circumstances
and resulting modeling decisions. Entities can be things (resources)
or values (literals). A check mark indicates a pattern’s implementa-
tion in Data Sprout (see Section 4.5). Parts have been published in
[144].
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column mean that patterns have been implemented in the Data Sprout
generator which is discussed in the next section. An online version of
Table 17 has been published on a website with additional information,
examples and images [134].

The twelve patterns were derived from the dataset which is men-
tioned in Table 3. Two authors were interviewed for four hours in
total to intensively discuss around 90 columns from their spreadsheets.
Insights in the way they modeled information in their sheets lead
to the first patterns in Table 17. To verify that they also occur in
other datasets, the U.S. Government’s open data platform3 was con-
sulted and 3692 spreadsheets were downloaded. After 200 manually
inspected sheets, all patterns could be found, yet they occurred very
infrequently.

A dataset generator which utilizes the proposed pattern language
is presented in the next section.

4.5 data sprout spreadsheet generator

Using the pattern language from the previous section, a dataset gen-
erator called Data Sprout is presented. The patterns are utilized to
imitate the completion of spreadsheets. If this can be executed au-
thentic enough, it would appear as if some persons made the files
themselves. Patterns have also the advantage that they can be arbi-
trarily mixed to produce datasets which have not been seen yet. Such
combinations can introduce ambiguities and make possible pattern
recognition solutions non-trivial. Moreover, users can decide which
patterns they would like to apply to best mimic their confidential
datasets. Since the patterns imitate real-world datasets, evaluation
results on synthetic ones are expected to be similar.

:guideline42 a gl:Guideline ;
  gl:hasId "COP 8-FND32.9519/41" ;
  gl:hasDepartment :HumanResourceManagement ;
  gl:validFrom "2003-02-10"^^xsd:date ;
  gl:hasKind :CodeOfPractice ;
  gl:hasEditorResponsible :AmandaAnderson ; 
…

Knowledge
Graph

Messy
Spreadsheet

Generation
Patterns

Multiple 
Surface 
Forms

Property 
Value 

as Color
Partial Formatting 
Indicates Relations

Outdated is 
Formatted

Acronyms 
or 

Symbols
Multiple Types 

in a Table

Figure 26: Illustration of Data Sprout with an example (from bottom to top):
based on a given knowledge graph various generation patterns
are randomly applied to produce a messy spreadsheet.

An illustrative example of the approach is shown in Figure 26 which
is read from bottom to top. Data Sprout expects two inputs: an existing

3 https://www.data.gov/

https://www.data.gov/
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Knowledge Graph (KG) and generation patterns as in Table 17. At the
bottom, an excerpt of an RDF graph shows meta data about a fictional
guideline document using a suitable ontology [135] (prefixed gl). Gray
boxes in the middle indicate used patterns located near columns they
were applied to. A generated messy spreadsheet is depicted at the
top. The information shown in the excerpt is used to complete the
sheet’s second line. How patterns are implemented in Data Sprout is
discussed next. The sheet in Figure 26 serves as an example for some
of the patterns.

Layout. The sheets’ layout are derived from the KG’s terminology
while its content is filled with the KG’s assertions. Similar to RDF
Spreadsheet Editor (Section 3.3.4), the default layout has a class per
sheet, entity per row, property per column and object per cell analogy. This
behavior can be changed with the Multiple Types in a Table pattern:
it makes sure that two classes are associated with one sheet, once
they share a certain amount of properties (i.e. columns). As a result,
instances of different classes can be found in the same table. Since
guidelines and attachments have several properties in common, they
are mixed in the exemplary table.

Extension. Similarly, Intra-Cell Additional Information does also change
the default table layout, since one column gets associated with two
or three properties, which happens in Column A and Column B, for
example. Consequently, multiple RDF nodes from different proper-
ties are present in one cell, which automatically requires the Multiple
Entities in one Cell pattern, as shown in Cell B8.

Formatting. To recognize which property corresponds to a value,
the Partial Formatting Indicates Relations pattern consistently styles or
colors text. For instance, in Column B all “valid from” dates are col-
ored blue, while last modified dates stay black (Cell B8). Moreover,
a cell’s foreground and background color can encode property val-
ues. To apply the Property Value as Color pattern, Data Sprout finds
suitable property-value pairs and associates them with colors. As an
example, depending on the documents’ associated departments, rows
are differently background colored: Human Resource Management de-
partment means orange, while Research and Development department
is green. Since the background color alone provides insight into a
document’s associated department, the column that explicitly lists
them is removed from the table. Regarding the Outdated is Formatted
pattern, Data Sprout expects a list of properties that refers to outdated
information. Once such a property’s value is mentioned in a cell, it is
automatically struck out. An example for this can be seen in Cell C3:
since Mirlande Johnson is a former editor, the person’s name is crossed
out in the cell (the preceding ‘C’ indicates a department).

Modeling. Due to the Numeric Information as Text pattern, some
literal values will be stored using their string representations. This
way, numbers, dates and Boolean values occur as texts in potentially
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different formats. Dates can be seen in Column B where the two
formats MM/dd/yyyy and yyyyMMdd are used. Besides literals, resources
are identified with their labels by default. However, the Multiple Surface
Forms pattern will consider a random mix of several properties of a
resource to mention it. In the example, persons are mentioned with
a combination of first name, last name and department (Column E).
The Acronyms or Symbols pattern tries to use special acronym labels
(if available) and represents Boolean values as symbols (e.g. true is
represented as ‘✓’). In Cell D2, the acronym “COP” is intentionally
chosen, although the resource’s label is “Code of Practice”.

Provenance. During generation, Data Sprout keeps track of the state-
ments used to complete cells. Therefore, this provenance information
can tell evaluators for each spreadsheet cell what RDF statements are
expected. This ground truth information is essential to measure KG
construction performance. For instance, ground truth data has been
used to evaluate Spread2RML’s prediction performance (Section 2.5).

Generated Datasets. To test Data Sprout’s capabilities and to pro-
vide some generated spreadsheets, it was applied on RDF datasets
acquired from the following benchmarks: Lehigh University Bench-
mark (LUBM) [69], Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [21] and The
SP²Bench SPARQL Performance Benchmark (SP2B) [132]. Additionally,
a KG generation procedure is provided which produces assertions
using terminology from the guideline ontology [135]. From these KG
sources, spreadsheets have been generated with one activated pattern
each, with all of them (very messy) and without any of them (clean).

Limitations

The produced datasets from Data Sprout also reveals some of its limita-
tions. Since randomness is applied for each cell and particular decision
inside a pattern, variety gets very high. Although this leads to very
messy spreadsheets, datasets lose authenticity very much, since people
usually do not change their behaviors this frequently. The distribution
of random choices in patterns is currently not configurable.

Generated synthetic datasets with ground truth are shareable and
enable external evaluations for other researchers. In contrast to that,
in the next section a dedicated tool is covered which collects users’
personal information meant for internal evaluations only.

4.6 personal information management crawler

Data about Personal Information Management (PIM) is usually dis-
tributed in isolated data stores on a user’s desktop. To gather various
information in a single place for later analyses, a crawler for data
about PIM has been designed in collaboration with Jilek [86]. The idea
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has been realized in a tool called PIM Crawler. It is able to collect
PIM data in form of files, calendars, emails and bookmarks to one
Relational Database (RDB). The compilation of one dataset enables
approaches to easily retrieve and analyze personal data, like for ex-
ample Concept Miner in Section 3.3.1. A bachelor thesis about context
mining [74] and a related student project [36] successfully utilized the
tool.

The database’s schema in Figure 27 shows what meta data can be
collected by PIM Crawler. In the following the crawling of diverse
data sources is discussed.

Figure 27: Personal information collected by PIM Crawler in form of a
database schema diagram.

Files. Starting from a given folder, PIM Crawler recursively tra-
verses a local file tree and captures various meta data of visited files
and folders in the FilesystemObject table. Besides visibility and access
permissions, a file’s path, name, extension and size is stored. Recorded
timestamps provide points in time when files are created, accessed and
modified. The hierarchical structure can be reproduced with references
to parent folders and depths in the tree.

Calendars. Common calendar applications allow to serialize their
data in files as defined in the Internet Calendaring and Scheduling
Core Object Specification4 (iCalendar). PIM Crawler utilizes the iCal4j
Library5 to read and store relevant meta data in the Calendar and
CalendarComponent table. The latter records calendar entries’ textual
information (description, summary), time information (dtstart, dtend),
spatial information (location), and personal related information (orga-
nizer, hasAttendee). The separate hasAttendee table associates an entry
to one or many persons in the Person table using their email addresses.

4 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2445

5 https://ical4j.github.io/

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2445
https://ical4j.github.io/
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Emails. The JavaMail API6 allows PIM Crawler to obtain meta data
about emails. While the Internet Message Access Protocol7 (IMAP) is
typically used to access emails remotely, clients also tend to store (or
export) their data in the mbox8 (Mailbox) format. Independent which
source is chosen, the API allows to record hierarchically structured
email folders with their message statistics in the EmailFolder table. Con-
taining emails are stored with their usual subject and time information
(Email table). The actual (possibly hierarchically structured) content is
captured by the EmailPart table including meta data about its name,
type and size. Many-to-many relationships between email and re-
ceiver/sender (Person table) is modeled with the isReceivedBy/isSentBy
relations.

Bookmarks. Users typically store bookmarks in Web browsers to
later retrieve certain websites on the World Wide Web. PIM Crawler is
able to access bookmark data from the Mozilla Firefox9 browser which
is stored in a local database called places.sqlite10. This way, meta
data about folders and entries are captured in corresponding tables
with title, description and time information.

4.7 conclusion

This chapter shed light on the open dataset problem which arises
when evaluations are planned with confidential datasets from indus-
try including Personal Information Management (PIM) data. Since
literature does not already provide suitable datasets, a possible so-
lution to generate artificial ones was proposed. An initial step was
the generation of an index of persons together with short messy texts
mentioning them. Because this approach does not cover all identified
challenges with messy data, a pattern language for spreadsheets was
introduced. The catalog of (anti-)patterns explain how users enter data
in spreadsheets in particular ways on given circumstances. With the
help of these descriptions, a dataset generator was implemented called
Data Sprout. By reproducing the patterns to generate spreadsheets,
the approach tries to imitate real-world data as authentic as possible.
Since RDF graphs are the sources for completing spreadsheet cells, its
provenance information serves as ground truth in evaluations of KG
construction approaches. For internal investigations, a crawler for PIM
data was presented which is able to store parts of a user’s personal
information sphere in a single database.

The conducted investigations lead to an answer for the third research
question (Section 1.2): How can datasets be generated for evaluation
purpose?

6 https://javaee.github.io/javamail/

7 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9051

8 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4155

9 https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/

10 https://github.com/mozilla/firefox-data-store-docs#placessqlite

https://javaee.github.io/javamail/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9051
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4155
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/
https://github.com/mozilla/firefox-data-store-docs#placessqlite
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Generated synthetic datasets have to be close to reality in order to
acquire very similar evaluation measures. To capture characteristics
of datasets in practice, recognized patterns in data turned out to be a
useful instrument. Person Index Generator uses naming patterns to
consider many realistic person name variations. A pattern language
for spreadsheets record behaviors when domain experts complete
their sheets. Once patterns are reproduced by a generator like Data
Sprout, real-world data is mimicked in an authentic way. The flexibility
of patterns allows the creation of more complex datasets providing
greater challenges. Applied randomness and mixtures of patterns can
introduce such a high ambiguity in data that trivial inverse methods
of its generation might not be sufficient solutions. Still, the collection
of real data should always be considered to be able to recognize true
challenges and discover patterns in practice.

Regarding evaluation, data generation from KG facts and the record
of provenance information proved to be important design decisions
in Data Sprout. Evaluations can then be performed by inverting the
dataflow and declaring the generated data to be the challenge. This
way, provenance information and the KG become the ground truth
necessary to perform evaluations of KG construction approaches (like
for Spread2RML in Section 2.5).





5
K N O W L E D G E G R A P H A P P L I C AT I O N S

This chapter covers contributions related to this PhD thesis in diverse
domains. Parts of it have been published in [76, 89, 90, 97, 148].

5.1 personal knowledge assistants

In the Semantic Desktop [129] (see Section 1.3.3) users can be sup-
ported with assistants which are aware of users’ personal knowledge.
The research project SensAI1 pursues several goals to enable this tech-
nology in daily knowledge work. Since KGs are a key technology to
represent a user’s mental model (in form of PIMOs) [130] and a com-
pany’s corporate memory2, one major goal is the construction of them
from personal and enterprise data. An important contribution towards
archiving this goal has been the research already mentioned in this
PhD thesis (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). The project’s second goal is
the collection of evidences in user activities with software sensors to
model contexts which are designed to be self-organizing. Important
foundations for reaching this goal can be found in the research by
Jilek [86]. Based on that, a third goal is the application of personal
knowledge services which are embedded in work environments [49].

Several related topics have been pursued in collaboration with peers
to contribute to these goals. They are briefly presented in the following
sections.

5.1.1 Text Analysis

Enterprise and personal data usually contains unstructured texts in
form of office documents, texts in emails, file names, titles and de-
scriptions of calendar entries, bookmarks, etc. Analysis of these texts
give important indications for users’ PIMOs, as shown in Concept
Miner (Section 3.3.1) and KECS (Section 3.3.2). Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) is a useful approach to better understand the content of
texts. Personal knowledge assistants could apply NER to texts from
observed user activities to instantaneously provide support measures.
Together with Jilek et al. [89] a NER approach is proposed which con-
siders such real-time applications. Additionally, it takes language into
account that are highly inflectional such as German, Spanish, etc. A
conceptional overview of the approach is given in Figure 28 where arbi-
trary text (left) is annotated with recognized named entities (right). To

1 https://comem.ai/SensAI

2 https://comem.ai/
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do so, the method combines trie-based string matching [5], finite state
cascades [2] and exhaustive inflection listing [131]. KGs, like PIMOs or
the DBpedia [10], are used to exploit background information about
the entities to be recognized. Additional language resources provide
access to information about word types and flections. Compared to
available high-speed methods, the proposed approach is still fast and
outperforms them once terms vary slightly, for example because of
inflections. With this NER method, personal knowledge assistants are
able to instantly find named entities in user activity streams and act
upon them.

as a combination of several
multi-layer finite state transducers

having different tolerance levels

arbitrary text named entities
in text

voter

Morphy

connection to knowledge graph(s)
[instance labels, types, …]

access to language information
[word types, flections, …]

NE recognizer

Figure 28: Conceptional overview of inflection-tolerant ontology-based NER
for real-time applications (has been published in [89]).

An implementation of this NER approach has been integrated in
a component called Texana3 (an abbreviation of Text Analysis). To
demonstrate its capabilities, it is loaded with the NECKAr dataset
[65] which contains named entities in form of persons, locations,
and organizations extracted from Wikidata [165]. Besides NER, the
component also provides functionality to tokenize, stem, lemmatize,
decompound words and detect a text’s language. An additional server
implementation with a RESTful API allows other researchers to use
the service remotely.

Another similar library has been implemented independently which
is called String Analyzer. It is designed to analyze and process es-
pecially short and messy character strings (text snippets) in various
ways. For an overview of a set of strings, it is able to calculate several
statistics on them like average length, distinctness and character distri-
bution. Strings can also be clustered in groups to find similar looking
ones. For machine learning tasks an extraction of string-features can
be applied to acquire training vectors. Similar to the previous NER
approach [89], trie structures can be formed from strings, but with
the motivation to analyze their prefixes and postfixes, for example to
find longest common ones. Regular expressions are used to search,

3 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/kwt/texana

https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/kwt/texana
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filter and annotate texts. Conversely, such expressions can also be
inferred from a list of strings, similar to the method from Bartoli et al.
[13]. Splitting procedures are provided to separate strings by n-grams
or tokens. Common term extraction algorithms are implemented to
extract keywords from texts (for a list see [189]). The library’s features
have been used in a bachelor thesis about a search engine in forgetful
information systems [110] and on several occasions in KG construction
tasks.

5.1.2 Context Spaces

As already stated, PIMOs try to represent users’ mental models and
interlink their information items [130]. In the PhD thesis of Jilek [86],
this concept is extended with explicit contexts called Context Spaces
(cSpaces). They provide users additional contextual information and
let them associate items in contexts while working in them. A visualiza-
tion of this approach is given at the bottom of Figure 29. By exploiting

Context Space 

Files & Folders Bookmarks Mails Calendar & Contacts 

SMB IMAP WebDAV (+Extensions) WebExtensions 

cSpaces Semantic Desktop 

… 

Sidebar 

HTTP 

PIMO 

Figure 29: Context Spaces (cSpaces) overview with transparent integrations
in usual office applications and an additional sidebar (has been
published in [86]).

standard protocols, cSpaces are transparently integrated in usual ap-
plications to let users work in the same context regardless of technical
barriers. An additional sidebar is able to provide advanced features
no common application offers out of the box. Once users interact with
explicit contexts, novel support measures for self-reorganization are
possible such as condensation, summarization, temporal hiding or
permanent reorganization. In [90] an early technical prototype of this
concept is presented.

Mentioned support measures are based on Memory Buoyancy, a
variant of Information Value Assessment and a cornerstone of Man-
aged Forgetting [88]. Envisioned and developed with colleagues of
cognitive science, it is inspired by human memory and cognition. In
its latest version it also considers context-sensitivity [87].
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5.1.3 GUI Assistance

Besides support for usual information management tasks on the Se-
mantic Desktop, operations on its Graphical User Interface (GUI) can
also be supported by the system. In a project called SuGraBo4 such
assistance for the GUI on desktops was investigated. Related to this
project and in collaboration with Hertling et al. [76] a search engine
for the GUI for the Windows5 operating system is proposed. By utiliz-
ing the accessibility interface [106] which is typically used by screen
readers, the hierarchical structure and meta data of GUI elements
can be obtained. From this data, a directed graph of GUI elements is
formed which expresses what elements make other elements visible.
From these ingredients, a GUI search engine can be created which
is demonstrated in Figure 30. On the left, an information retrieval

Figure 30: Demonstration of a GUI search engine where the query “rotate”
leads to a list of possible elements (left). By selecting the first
one, mouse operations are automatically preformed to make the
element visible (right). This figure has been published in [76].

system interprets user queries and lists matching GUI elements by
using their meta data. Once an element is selected, the graph is used
to automatically traverse the interface until the desired element is
visible. This way, textual queries retrieve GUI elements of applications.
An evaluation showed that in particular cases the search engine found
elements even faster than users or helped those who gave up manual
search.

4 https://comem.ai/SuGraBo

5 https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/windows

https://comem.ai/SuGraBo
https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/windows
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5.2 smart agriculture

In the agricultural domain typical technical challenges are the data
exchange across manufacturers and interpretation of diverse data for-
mats [54]. For data integration of different agricultural sources the
application of KGs can be beneficial in this field. This was also a goal
in the research project Smarte Daten Smarte Dienste6 (abbrev.: SDSD,
Engl.: Smart Data Smart Services). In context of the project and in
collaboration with Klose et al. [97] preparation of data in agriculture
is investigated. To archive this, an open collaborative platform called
Wikinormia is proposed to describe data formats with Semantic Web
standards. Together with parser implementations, raw data is trans-
formed to RDF statements and integrated into a KG. Besides linked
data, two more data models are considered for agricultural data in
a polyglot store [127] as depicted in Figure 31. Field boundaries and

Knowledge Graph
{
  "type": "Polygon",
  "coordinates": [[
    [3.76,10.96],
    [3.34,10.84],
    [3.72,10.93],
    [4.01,10.43],
    [4.05,11.20]
  ]]
}

GeoJSON
t Lon. Lat. Total Yield

1 3.21 9.32 3000.2

5 3.34 9.15 3001.3

8 3.72 9.03 3002.5

10 3.86 9.05 3003.1

Telemetry Data

:Oak_Street

:Field

a

:Harvesting

:Task

:Tractor7

a

:Device
a

Figure 31: Polyglot storage in SDSD to manage spatial data (GeoJSON),
linked data (KG) and time series (telemetry data).

lanes are serialized in the GeoJSON7 format and stored with Mon-
goDB8 using spatial indexing. Sensor data from machines (like total
yield) with time and position information (longitude and latitude)
are recorded in the Apache Cassandra9 database due to the data its
quantity. Entities such as fields, tasks and machines are semantically
described and interlinked in a KG using the Stardog Triplestore10. The
graph additionally links associated geodata and time series to their
corresponding instances.

To visualize the KG’s content for farmers, an approach is proposed
called Smart Data Browser. A conceptional view with an example of
it is provided by Figure 32. Views on the KG are defined by two parts:
SPARQL queries [181] for knowledge retrieval and response templates
using mime types (usually HTML). Both utilize the template engine
Apache FreeMarker11 to dynamically generate their definitions. For
a single view more than one SPARQL query can be hierarchically
executed to collect multiple query solutions. In a final rendering step

6 https://sdsd-projekt.de/

7 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7946

8 https://www.mongodb.com/

9 https://cassandra.apache.org/

10 https://www.stardog.com/

11 https://freemarker.apache.org/

https://sdsd-projekt.de/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7946
https://www.mongodb.com/
https://cassandra.apache.org/
https://www.stardog.com/
https://freemarker.apache.org/
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text_html.response

*.sparql

view
Hierarchical 
Execution

Knowledge 
Graph

Query Solution(s)

Figure 32: Conceptual presentation of Smart Data Browser which utilizes
SPARQL and response templates together with the template lan-
guage FreeMarker to render views on KGs.

a view is presented with all gathered information, for example as a
Web page. Typical browsing is enabled by providing parameterized
links to further views.

5.3 data science

In the data science field, formalized knowledge has proven to be
useful, in particular when data mining tasks and domain knowledge
come together [53]. At the beginning of a data mining project this usu-
ally happens when data scientists and data providers have an active
exchange of information about data sources. During this Data Under-
standing phase they collect, describe and explore datasets as specified
by the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
[169]. Together with project partners this phase was also conducted
in the research project Big Data Production Optimization in Smart
Ecosystems12 (PRO-OPT) which is described in detail in the following.
Two data sources were selected for the analysis of manufacturing
processes: a Relational Database (RDB) with 84 relevant tables and a
dataset of 2186 log files. Initially, the data provider explained the rela-
tionships of 25 tables with a diagram. Additionally, about 30 emails
were exchanged to clarify technical terms and abbreviations, five
SQL queries and their reformulations, several data mining use cases,
comprehension questions, feedback to analysis results and additional
information in form of four Excel sheets and four PDF documents.
In order to cope with the diverse information, the data analysts com-
piled a document which covered domain knowledge, relevant SQL
tables, meanings of technical codes and parsing rules for complex
fields found in the database. A glossary listed 30 concepts which are
relevant for understanding the domain and its data.

Several challenges could be identified during this venture. Due to a
first normal form violation in the database additional parsing of cells
was required. The database’s schema was incomprehensibly labeled
with various naming conventions, unfamiliar abbreviations, technical
terms and concatenated lower case words without delimiters. As a

12 http://www.pro-opt.org/

http://www.pro-opt.org/
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result, between data scientist and data provider there was an ongo-
ing dialog via emails, telephone calls and face-to-face meetings. Each
time new unstructured information were exchanged which resulted
in high recording and documentation efforts to summarize findings.
Unfortunately, provided explanatory documents were separated, het-
erogeneous, unstructured and were loosely related to the entities they
describe.

A potential solution could be the maintenance of a data dictionary
[163] which is able to serve as a central repository of information about
data. However, to address identified challenges, a more sophisticated
solution is required which is able to semantically store and semi-
automatically extract insights about data. To archive this, an early
concept of a semantic data dictionary is proposed (see Figure 33). It
consists of three layers: in the bottom layer, various data sources can be
considered for the semantic data dictionary (an example is given with
a database). The middle layer explicitly models how data elements and
values relate to each other, while provenance information keeps track
from which source the elements come from. To introduce semantic, the
top layer let users define a conceptualization with terminologies and
assertions. This way, data elements (e.g. tables) can be associated with
concepts or, in a more fine-grained way, text spans of technical labels
can be annotated with concepts (e.g. vblk stands for “Verification
Block”). During PRO-OPT and in a follow-up project contributions to
this concept were made.

Layer 0: Data Sources

Layer 1: Data Structures

Layer 2: Conceptualization

Table

Database

Evidence Verification Block

result_testvblk

Column Technical Label

InstanceClass

Provenance

Text Span Annotation
Association

...

Figure 33: Conceptual view of a semantic data dictionary with a database
example.

In a feasibility study with an industry partner the application of KGs
for data lakes was investigated. Especially in data lakes, data scientists
can lose overview of relevant data due to its size and complexity [109].
As a solution, a Knowledge Graph (KG) is able to interlink data and
enrich it with meaningful concepts. To construct such a graph, several
analyses were performed on database schema and content. In order to
obtain a summarizing and understandable format for column values,
inference of regular expressions (regex) was applied. For example, an
inferred regex pattern like “\d+:\d+:\d+” indicates that the column
solely consists of timestamp values. The proposed inference could
produce more suitable expressions compared to a similar approach
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from Bartoli et al. [13]. String matching [5] was applied to table and
column names to annotate them with named entities. This way tech-
nical terms and abbreviations could be unambiguously associated to
comprehensible entities. Additional compound splitting on names
was performed to find overlapping compounds which indicated relat-
edness. Similarly, grouping of column names and values depending
on similar prefixes or postfixes suggested their cohesiveness. In total
155, 085 triples were created which describe 24 tables, 1, 717 columns
and 13, 101 values. There were 1, 216 named entity annotations, 1, 126
inferred regex patterns and 379 extracted terms stored in the graph.
The KG was mainly used to discover column matching candidates and
to perform various queries with SPARQL. Project results have been
published in a patent about a method and system for determining a
pair of table columns for linking [139].

Another related approach investigates how to provide support in
the data understanding phase. If data analysts are not familiar with
datasets, they need to study (possibly heterogeneous) documentations
about it and consult data providers for questions. However, when
insights are collected to understand the data, the following main
problem remains: data and its documentations are still not logically
associated to each other. Therefore, an approach is proposed to seman-
tically enhance the data understanding phase by utilizing DeepLinker
(see Section 3.3.3). Figure 34 demonstrates its application for an exam-
ined CSV file (left). With deep links that refer to data (certain value in

/rect@7,0,1,1

/doc.pdf/index@3
dl:PDF

dl:Column

dbpedia.org/resource/Floristry

Figure 34: Association of CSV data (left) with documentation in a PDF (right)
using DeepLinker and a KG (parts have been published in [148]).

a CSV file) and corresponding documentation (a PDF page), a KG can
bidirectionally link both resources. Similarly, data can be further anno-
tated with external KG resources to clarify its content, for example by
using DBpedia [10]. With this approach the KG ensures that data and
its documentation is logically associated on a fine-grained level.

5.4 conclusion

This chapter covered further contributions by this PhD thesis in diverse
domains. Research for personal knowledge assistants was discussed
which includes approaches for text analysis, user contexts and inter-
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face assistance. For a fast analysis of texts during user activities, an
approach for Named Entity Recognition (NER) was presented which
is inflection-tolerant and real-time capable. In this regard, libraries
related to this topic were mentioned, namely Texana and String Ana-
lyzer. Further research was conducted which contributes to the idea of
a personal knowledge assistant: Context Spaces enable the contextual
association of items in Personal Information Models (PIMOs), while a
search engine for the Graphical User Interface (GUI) supports users
in finding elements in applications. In a project about the agricultural
domain Knowledge Graphs (KGs) were successfully applied to inter-
link concepts with domain-specific data. Additionally, a viewer was
implemented to let farmers interactively browse the graph. In the data
science domain KGs were also utilized to support data understanding
in data mining projects. In this context, the concept of a semantic
data dictionary was pursued in follow-up projects with different fo-
cal points. In a feasibility study such a structure was prototypically
deployed for databases taken from a data lake to get an overview.
Similarly, this concept was used to associate data with documentation
for supporting data understanding. In conclusion, once concepts can
be interlinked meaningfully the construction and application of KGs
shows advantages in diverse domains.





6
C O N C L U S I O N

This chapter concludes the PhD thesis with a summary, lessons learned
and an outlook on future work.

6.1 summary

The absence of data management strategies can reduce data quality
and lead to messy enterprise data. Such a condition makes it diffi-
cult for companies to use datasets to its full potential. As a solution,
the meaning of data was semantically formalized in this work with
Knowledge Graphs (KGs), since they model knowledge as entities
and their interrelations in a graph. This structure served as a semantic
bridge between raw data and domain conceptualization. An illustra-
tive scenario in Figure 2 (Section 1.4) gave an overview about relevant
datasets and actors in a KG construction project. As prominent repre-
sentatives for enterprise data, spreadsheets and Personal Information
Management (PIM) data from desktop environments were considered.
Domain experts from different user groups were identified as partic-
ipants in such a project. The construction and maintenance of KGs
poses several challenges which were discussed and tackled in this PhD
thesis.

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 covered various approaches which pro-
vided solutions for different parts of the problem. They are visually
summarized in Figure 35 based on the scenario overview in Fig-
ure 2. In the top left corner, approaches for constructing KGs from
spreadsheets are arranged. AnnoSpreadKGC followed an interactive
approach by extracting data from cells and at the same time annotat-

AnnoSpreadKGC

Knowledge 
Graph

Excel-RML

Spread2RML

RDF Spreadsheet Editor

KECS

Spreadsheets

Desktops

SPARQL REST API

RDF2RDB-REST-API

Simple RDFS Editor

LDAF

Ontologies

Database

DeepLinker

Concept Miner

 
API

API

Figure 35: An overview of approaches covered by Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
They revolve around a KG in thematically separated areas. Gray
arrows indicate data flow directions.
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ing them. The actual mapping of spreadsheet data to KG was enabled
with the RDF Mapping Language (RML) and an extension for Excel
spreadsheets (Excel-RML). Based on that, RML rules were predicted
by Spread2RML to reduce efforts in defining them manually.

Approaches which include experts in the KG construction process
were proposed in Chapter 3. In the bottom left corner, users with
non-technical backgrounds were involved in knowledge acquisition
activities with appropriate interfaces. To acquire relevant personal
concepts from them, Concept Miner suggested promising candidates
from their personal information sphere. Similarly, such concepts could
be discovered in file names by performing knowledge extraction on
them (KECS) in an interview setting. As intended in the Semantic
Desktop, DeepLinker allowed them to semantically annotate their
desktop resources on a fine-grained level. Independent of given data,
RDF Spreadsheet Editor let them enter their expertise in form of RDF
assertions. With suitable Application Programming Interfaces (APIs),
shown in the top right corner, software developers are enabled to
take part in KG maintenance. Without learning a query language,
SPARQL REST API enabled them to query and manipulate a KG
with path-based requests and JSON payloads. RDF2RDB-REST-API
allowed them to transform the whole KG into a database with an
additionally generated API. In the bottom right corner the group of
Semantic Web practitioners are considered. To let them model RDF
Schema (RDFS) ontologies for the KG, a simple editor was provided.
A Linked Data Application Framework (LDAF) supported them in
building LD applications for rapid prototyping. All in all, various
approaches were investigated which let Knowledge Engineers (KEs)
construct KGs from messy spreadsheets and PIM data on desktops,
while experts from different user groups are enabled to take part in
the overall process.

Having such methods, the topic switched in Chapter 4 to the chal-
lenge of evaluating them. Since open datasets are practically non-
existent when it comes to confidential data from Personal Information
Management (PIM), the generation of synthetic datasets was proposed
as a solution. The start was made by Person Index Generator which
produces messy text snippets mentioning persons. With the help of
a pattern language, the more versatile Data Sprout generator was
presented which is able to produce messy spreadsheets with ground
truth data. The last section covered a crawler for PIM data for internal
evaluations. To sum up, generators were proposed which are able to
produce suitable datasets for conducting KG construction experiments.

Last but not least, Chapter 5 gave an overview of further contri-
butions of this PhD thesis in diverse domains. Among them was
the research field about personal knowledge assistants helping users
in their daily knowledge work. To do so, methods for text analysis
were presented which find named entities and analyze short texts.
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Second, the concept of Context Spaces was discussed that let users
work in explicit contexts. Third, assistance for the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) in form of a search engine was demonstrated. In the
domain of smart agriculture KGs were applied to interlink geographi-
cal data and telemetry data. Concerning data science, the concept of
a semantic data dictionary was described and differently realized in
two projects.

Over time mentioned approaches in this PhD thesis have been
collected in a toolkit which is presented on the next page.
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Hephaistos Toolkit

During research for this PhD thesis many approaches, tools and demos
have been implemented which are summarized in a toolkit called
Hephaistos. Its loosely coupled tools which are listed in Table 18 find
applications in Knowledge Graph Construction (KGC), Human-in-the-
Loop (HumL) integration and evaluation (Eval). They are designed
for a particular user group, namely Knowledge Engineer (KE), Non-
Technical User (NTU), Developer (Dev) and Semantic Web practitioner
(SW). An online version of Table 18 is available on a website with
additional information and screenshots [137].

Table 18: Hephaistos toolkit with related section, year, category (Cat.), in-
tended user group and references to demo, code and paper.

Tool Section Year Cat. Group Demo Code Paper

AnnoSpreadKGC 2.3 2021 KGC KE [151]

Excel-RML 2.4 2021 KGC KE Demo1 Code2 [145]

Spread2RML 2.5 2021 KGC KE Demo3 Code4 [146]

String Analyzer 5.1.1 2019 KGC KE Demo5

Concept Miner 3.3.1 2018 HumL NTU Demo6 [142]

KECS 3.3.2 2022 HumL NTU Demo7 Code8 [147]

DeepLinker 3.3.3 2018 HumL NTU Demo9 [141]

RDF Spreadsheet Editor 3.3.4 2017 HumL NTU Demo10 [150]

Smart Data Browser 5.2 2020 HumL NTU Code11

SPARQL REST API 3.4.1 2018 HumL Dev Demo12 [140]

RDF2RDB-REST-API 3.4.2 2021 HumL Dev Code13 [153]

Simple RDFS Editor 3.5.1 2021 HumL SW Code14

LDAF 3.5.2 2021 HumL SW Demo15 Code16 [143]

Person Index Generator 4.3 2021 Eval KE Code17 [152]

Data Sprout 4.5 2021 Eval KE Demo18 Code19 [144]

1 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/excel-rml

2 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/rmlmapper-java/tree/

mschroeder-features

3 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/spread2rml

4 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/spread2rml

5 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/string-analyzer

6 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/pim-semantifier

7 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/kecs

8 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/kecs

9 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/deeplinker

10 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/rdf-spreadsheet-editor

11 https://github.com/julianklose/sdsd/tree/master/website/src/main/java/de/

sdsd/projekt/prototype/smartdatabrowser

12 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/sparql-rest-api

13 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/rdf-to-rdb-rest-api

14 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/simple-rdfs-editor

15 https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/ldaf

16 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/ldaf

17 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/person-index

18 http://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/datasprout

19 https://github.com/mschroeder-github/datasprout

https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/excel-rml
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/rmlmapper-java/tree/mschroeder-features
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/rmlmapper-java/tree/mschroeder-features
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/spread2rml
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/spread2rml
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/string-analyzer
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/pim-semantifier
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/kecs
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/kecs
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/deeplinker
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/rdf-spreadsheet-editor
https://github.com/julianklose/sdsd/tree/master/website/src/main/java/de/sdsd/projekt/prototype/smartdatabrowser
https://github.com/julianklose/sdsd/tree/master/website/src/main/java/de/sdsd/projekt/prototype/smartdatabrowser
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/sparql-rest-api
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/rdf-to-rdb-rest-api
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/simple-rdfs-editor
https://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/ldaf
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/ldaf
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/person-index
http://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/~mschroeder/demo/datasprout
https://github.com/mschroeder-github/datasprout
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6.2 lessons learned & limitations

All presented approaches showed strengths and weaknesses in their
applications. This section summarizes lessons learned and identified
limitations.

Concerning Chapter 2, AnnoSpreadKGC demonstrated that in an in-
teractive process Knowledge Engineers (KEs) can react to unexpected
situations in messy data with configurations of global extraction meth-
ods and incremental annotations. This flexibility comes with the high
price of time-consuming manual work and non-reproducible steps.
On the contrary, the application of RML has the benefit that its well-
defined rules can be reused, shared, communicated and suggested.
Yet, mapping of messy data can only work when sources are suffi-
ciently accessible, a local element-by-element mapping is sufficient
and functions can be applied to extract or transform values. Especially
said functions turned out to be a useful instrument to cope with messy
data. Spread2RML showed that even on messy data, heuristics can
be enough to predict meaningful mapping rules and that it reduces
manual work defining them. However, its evaluation resulted in com-
parably low scores which reveals that the approach has much room
for improvements. In conclusion, investigations pointed out that the
construction of KGs from messy data should be performed with a
combination of global extraction & annotation techniques and local
mapping procedures. Moreover, it has proven to be useful to comple-
ment the latter with predictions of mapping rules to reduce manual
effort.

In Chapter 3 various lessons could be learned from the ways users
were integrated in the construction process. The usage of Concept
Miner pointed out that personal and relevant terms can be found in
PIM data by ranking them on multiple criteria. However, this is only an
initial step towards the modeling of a sophisticated Personal Informa-
tion Model (PIMO) or more general Personal Knowledge Graph (PKG).
The more mature KECS approach showed in expert interviews that
already file names are promising sources for construction. Experimen-
tal results indicate that with moderate effort a KE is able to construct
PKGs from them, while AI is able to predict useful statements. Still,
results also reveal that there is room for improvements in AI models
as well as in the extraction and management of terminology from file
names. The usage of metaphors have proven to be useful in working
with KGs. DeepLinker applied the well-known hyperlink metaphor,
a familiar concept for people browsing in the Web. As intended in
the Semantic Desktop, it lets users annotate their documents with
semantic concepts. The ability to formulate deep links has shown to
be a crucial step to associate content with them. Yet, its rather unfamil-
iar annotation process with RDF and the requirement for a separate
application are downsides of the approach. RDF Spreadsheet Editor
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demonstrated that input of expertise as linked data can be successfully
supported with the right metaphor, in this case a spreadsheet. Still,
such an interface can have its limits, for example, when RDF graphs
become large and complex. Both SPARQL REST API and RDF2RDB-
REST-API demonstrated in industry projects that familiar interfaces
and data structures increase the willingness of developers to deal
with semantic technologies. However, these simplified interfaces and
structures come with the drawback of reduced functionality and lower
expressiveness. This trade-off can also be seen in Simple RDFS Editor
which provides easy handling for collaborative ontology editing, but
does not fully support all aspects of RDFS. Design decisions made for
LDAF are also in line with already mentioned aspects: known inter-
faces let users collaboratively work in LD applications. In conclusion,
for integrating domain experts in the KG construction process a key
concept is familiarity, be it familiar metaphors, familiar environments
or familiar interfaces. Only then participants are able to comprehend
formalized knowledge and be able to give appropriate feedback based
on their knowledge.

In Chapter 4 generation patterns has proven to be useful to produce
datasets for evaluation. Regarding Person Index Generator, naming
patterns introduced variety, ambiguity and messiness in short texts,
but did not cover all identified challenges. Data Sprout demonstrated
with a larger set that generation patterns are useful to mimic messy
spreadsheets in practice. Originating from a KG, the resulting prove-
nance information has proven to be important for obtaining ground
truth data. However, used patterns need the right combination, ran-
domness and distribution to produce synthetic datasets which are as
authentic as the real ones. In conclusion, the discovery and cataloging
of generation patterns as well as the reproduction of them from KG
statements enables the production of (messy) synthetic datasets with
ground truth annotations.

6.3 future work

In the future, approaches from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 (see Figure 35)
can be further integrated to a single methodology. For now, the PhD
thesis investigated various local solutions which are loosely coupled
but in fact combinable since they all respect Semantic Web standards.
A single consolidated method for KG construction from messy en-
terprise data could consist of approaches which will be utilized on a
central KG as soon as they are required by a use case. As concluded in
Chapter 2, this integration also includes the combination of extraction
and mapping techniques to a single method. Further related KG ap-
proaches could be added for this integration, such as entity alignment
[188] or refinement methods in general [114]. Especially emerging KG
embeddings [167] could be applied in the context of KG construction.
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During this PhD thesis enterprise data was investigated in form
of spreadsheets (Chapter 2) and PIM data (Section 3.3.1) including
file names (Section 3.3.2). These are prominent examples of enter-
prise data which were observed in attended research and industry
projects. However, in the future more file types and more personal
information sources than usual mails, bookmarks and calendars could
be considered in companies. One interesting source for future KG
construction is user activity locally observed on desktop systems. This
includes, for instance, visible texts from a desktop’s GUI, clipboard
content or low-level events from office applications. Such recorded
work evidences could be analyzed to fill or update a KG or learn
new relations between its resources. A permanent observation could
also notice how vocabulary evolves over time, for example, that new
concepts emerge, become irrelevant or change their meaning.

The construction of KGs from data is usually performed in a sin-
gle mapping step comparable with an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
approach [8]. However, in this PhD thesis it has already been shown
that construction is an iterative process, especially when various ap-
proaches are used and users take part in the process. Construction
might begin with an existing KG where some parts of a domain is
already modeled. From this starting point, several resulting challenges
needs to be considered by future work. Since KGs are not initially cre-
ated, already existing ones need to be updated properly. Mechanisms
such as RDF Patch20 could be used to change (i.e. add or remove) only
specific statements. For each new iteration in the construction process,
other data sources and human participants could be considered. To
reuse modeled knowledge and avoid redundancies, iterations will
need to keep track of past modeling attempts.

While performing several iterations, how do Knowledge Engineers
(KEs) know that formalized knowledge in the KG goes in the right
direction or is sufficient? First answers towards this question were
found in KECS (Section 3.3.2) where a Status view (Figure 12d) led
the KE with calculated metrics. This concept may be worth further
investigating in the future to establish a goal-oriented KG construction
process. New metrics might be able to identify the necessity of domain
experts and how long or often they should give feedback. Moreover,
it could give hints when the coverage of enterprise data with KGs is
sufficient.

6.4 closing remarks

Especially messy data in enterprises poses new challenges in the
construction of KGs. The fact that such data is not comprehensible
with common knowledge alone underlines the importance to include
domain experts in the process. This PhD thesis considered this scenario

20 https://afs.github.io/rdf-delta/rdf-patch.html

https://afs.github.io/rdf-delta/rdf-patch.html
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and proposed several solutions which may have an impact on follow-
up works about KG construction from messy data.
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